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nobody to come for alms, whether to the
almshouse, the soup-house, or the kitchen
door. Don't even let them call for it by
invitation, but invariably carry it to them:
The last may seem an
fine point, but it
points Ahe precise di
ing line “between
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the lead of the New York paper.
year, the same committee is actively in the
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field, and will fill the dog-days with a series
of joyous excursions, in which every child
will have his day again.

Lies rosy over rock and tarf,

And reddens where the restless surf

Tosses on high its plumes of white.

St. John's Guild is a high-church organization of charity, taking its name and
locality from one of the chapels of Trinity

Gently and’ eléar the sparrow sings,
White:fwilight steals across the seu;
Anil still and bright the evening-stur

above the golden bar,

church.

G

Oh, steadfastly the sparrow sings,
~ And sweet the sound ; and sweet the touch
of wooing. winds; and sweet the sight
Of happy Nature's deep delight
In her fair spring, desired 80 much!
‘But while $0 clear the sparrow sings,
A cry of death is in my ear;
The crashing of the riven wreck,

Breakers that sweep the shuddering deck,
And gounds of agony and fear.

How is it that the birds can sing?
Life is so full of bitter pain;
Hearts are so wrung with hopeless grief;
‘Woe is so Jong and joy so brief;
Nor shall the lost return again.
rings,

° No bliss of Nature can restore’
The friends whose hands I clasped so warm,
Sweet souls that through the night and storm

Fled from the earth forevermore,
Yet still the sparrow sits and sings,
Till longing, mourning, sorrowing love,

Groping to find what hope may be
Within death’s awful mystery,
©
Reaches its empty arms above;

blind,

And clasp God's bund, who wrought it all,

—Harper's.
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The frequency o! the excursions wiil de:
pend on the supply of money from the

charitable public.

Three a week, or say

twenty for the season, carrying 50,000 per-

SUMMER

sons in all, would not be too much

CHARITIES,

The passenger on any of the bundreds of

this

for

the

liberal views of the self-sacrificing workers
who bear the toil. It costs about thirty
cents a passenger, so that the above figure

probibitionis -Lon-tand,

for

the

personor—-convaléscent

past, and in fact, a dead letter, His “ears are who may be permitted to remain on board,
very liable to Le regaled with the terriblest
The Childrens’ Summer Home of the
scraping and strumming of catgut, the Children's Aid Society makes a third variety
harshest screams of the young vagabon
our summer charities. "This plan gives
street voice, and even im the impude
veral days on the sea-shore, with seadouble-shuffle of the Water Streer dance- |
thing, fresh milk, green shade, and all
house, executed with its filthy tottlers of the pleasure of a country visit, to every
overgrown boots, is a prelude -and pretex
child.
Last year a sumwer home was
for the offer of a sadly greased cap un
rented on Staten Iskind,
This year, a comhis

nose

for

cash

contributions,

Often,

" however, the cap goes its rounds without
prelude or pretext, in unabashed beggary.

modious farm-house has been hired, at a
rent of $400, at Bath, Long Island, about

an_ hour from this city by horse and. steam
Too often, nlso, there are not even rags cars.
A long dining-room has been put up
or dirt to plead a miserable excuse for the | in addition, and the accommodations serve
demand.
There are some
: for 100 children at a time.
The other day, I noticed a mere mite of a three acres of land, including a beautiful
boy, say five years old, and well enough sandy sea-beach for bathing, which is much
dressed to be a gentleman's son, with a very enjoyed by the children. Many of them relittle neglect, who was basily- pushing his ceive from the salt air an invigorating imlittle cap around the .cabins-of the ferry- pulse that will give tone to their whole

“boats.

His dimioutive

size, and

even

his

respectable appearance, won him many a
penny from the thoughtlessly kind-hearted
(especially ladies), and when he had begged
of everybody on the boat, he turned aside,
and with infantile simplicity in one respect,
but with a pitiably old expression of eager
greed in his little face, poured out and
counted over his very ill-gotten little gains.
I, for one of

What un education, thought

the ** self-made men” of the coming generation! And Awerican good nature, that
moist solvent in which the sills of society
are rotting apace, not only permits and assists such self-schooling as this,
ik-even
opens schools for the same kind of education

large

a

on

and

systematic “scale, in

cities like ours.
But in the summerit is a pleasant relief
to say, we give an illustration on a very
large scale of the way not to pamper beggay while meeting the mass of misery
with the sweetest expression of human
simple, spontaneous
The
brotherhood.
kindaess of our barge excursions for poor
children, tends to beuefit and humanize
them, instead of promoting the degraded
spirit of dependence. Would that the illus-,
tration might enlighten some of ‘“ our aston-

ishing benevolent friends,” as Carlyle calls
them, to

would

the

not

truth

that

all

charities

must

‘be pernicious,

by

that

some

- means or cther, bé limited, as these summer

‘charities ave, to an expression of spontane-

The moment we

ous and Aelpful kindness.

transgress the limit of Zelp, and proceed to

a stated

support,

_ greater harm’ than

we have
to have

done

a far

leit our weak

brother to struggle on unaided. The spontaneily, too, of charity, must not be violated.

lives, besides

their lives.

in

many

cases

giving

4

very pa
Special Correspondence. bL but
with a ‘com;
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West Harpswirr, Me,, Y
July 20, 1875.
(i
WHERE TO GO.
i
The question, where shall we go, wh

t | sible people

feel that there is mirsolons scribe’it by. metaphors aid’ “illustrations.
il
silliness in envy.
St. Paul at one time deseribes it as & death
But if the indulgence of envy” “Woes. us no '| 4nd resurrection, a dying to.sin and a resgood, itis calculated to do other poole! urrection toa life of holiness, so that, as a
much harm. * Every passion tends to incas- ‘dead man is no longer subject to the old

claks.
ots

Evil emotions turn 6 ‘control of a master, he has served, the pen-

nation in some way.

action, and become

embodied

in ignoble ‘itent is.no longer in the old service

tion isaskedin Scripture, “ Who ean stand
before ‘envy Pf" I undermines the very

ofa new master.

revolution, the

- of tn

rests fu

unqualified to

the

ground you arestanding upon ; it breathes in-

on

tial,

a

figure of putting off and putting \
garment, but nowhere in more

to the
tion, which, light as air to utter, are strong vivid terms than in writing
dam- Colossians of their putting off the old
Yes; edvy will depreciate the cbarac- | man
5 gd putting on the new. man, with their
the[a
re- as iron and sharp as steel, to do you

cise it. ‘The first ping for all classes,
then, is dation’

The same apostle in sev-

eral passages presents (he same ider, under

from the mind. “Now

gi

of sin.

deeds!’ So deceitful is envy in its operatios, It is also a rising agatn;:but it is to. 3’ new
and so successful in its harm, that the ques- life, under a new law, and to a new service

fallen from the limbs, nuendoes against your churacter and reputa-

ands of thoseut:

has been agitating for the last few months

e it ean not publicly defame; it will ex- |*

"the line of thought, temper, feel-

‘plain virtues to be'vices in disguise; Tt will — and action which belong to each.”
sneer with the lip and stab with the sugges-

what

tion of an ‘evilhint in your absence,

whilst

das

Events

of the "Week.

Ain Boy
t|in your prestuce it will udmire and api
families enough to make a small nation, has will Ph
TT
——
A
been settled in one case at least, for we ape | education. Without it th will go down, plaud.
RAINS IN OHIO.
HEAVY
and perhaps’ drag the resi of & nation
That (he envious pay the pinay §in their | Reports from the entire |
already gone.
h of the
with then. ‘There fs hope
pe to he South, if
HARPSWELL BY THE SEA.
‘ they emi be supplied with’ good. teachers, own misery does not mitigate the wrong | Obio valley show that one Son heavest
they doto
others. It does help, indeed, 10 | rain. falls of the season occurred there last
A few who have tried it have expended schools sapdialy’ a sound general school,

considerable enthusiasm

in

representiug’

sy stettl,

15 miles

we

vindicate

lem

sof God to man, as it} wel, I is estimated that over 10,000

wi us diviae
the
baud” dispensing, even

south of

steamer with Portland, which will doubtless

from

two

inches

to

two

feet,

with a floor uniform, level, soft and firm.
A fresh company of 100 goes down twice
a week, and their predecessors march out of
the country quarters to the cars, as the new
comers march in from the cars. Exceptional cases of debility are kept as long as necessary,

or

are

returned

to

home again and again through

the

summer

sickly languor from the cheek.
dispute that

its

freshness to quicken our tired pulse and

its

to

made

inspire

the

It is past
bade

greatness

God

chasing

sea,

awe

and

which extended over my®whole

worship.

He took me in charge, and

the season.
for the

can

be

done

to

arrest

the

fear-

of

vice

and

progress

crime? Just penalties must be enacted and
inflicted under a thorough and impartial administration ot law, that crime may bedr its

just odium, and society feel that it has . adequate protection. Ofull things to be deprecated anarchy is the worst; next is
despotismto which it directly leads. If our
proud nation falls, and the glorious heritage
of the fathers is lost, it will be through the
degeneracy and corruption of their deseend-

children of the Society, numerous industrial
schools and lodging-houses, but many other
children share its benefits.

~ We may have good laws faithfully exe-

designed

primarily

At

200 a week,

20,000 might be made to enjoy a three days’
visit/in the course of the season. But this
henefit, as in the other two systems, must
be limited in its extent by the extent of the
benevolent donations for the purpose. To
support the three systems at their full
capacity would require $50,000.

Vibr

>>

Justification.
|

Whensoever thou hast to do in the matter

of justification, and disputest with

thy self,

how God is to be found, that justifieth and
uccepteth. sinners, where and in what sort
he isto be sought, then know thou that
there is no other God but. the man Christ
Embrace him and cleaye to him
Jesus.

A

now,

though

helpless, just getting able to sit up and
write a little.
| I hasten to send you these words as they
were suggested by a friend whe called my
mind to the former article in question ; and
so I will now add that I think you were
Several
quite right, and I wholly wrong.
doctors have given me constant atteniion,
and for months and mouths I have suffered
more pain than I supposed any buman

being could endure and live.

lely b
50 ey. vy governmental aid.

cuted, without securing the needed result.
Severity of law and penalty is not sufficient,
as has often appeared. There have been
times in England when the number of
crimes made punishable by death was. very
great, the number of criminals executed

And now

to-day

I am

a

broken-down

man, though not yet of the age to be in my
prime of life, shattered in body and mind.
speech, together with sight imperfect, never
to be again restored in this life, and constant suffering, greater than any words can
tell; and all brought on by overwork.—
Congregationalist.

| We

need

a

must reach the origin,
do you emp'oy sanilary

of

the

evil,

it

To litle purpose
measures in Jour

ble be reached and purified.

tains of the public morals must
7d

So

the

foun-

receive

ats

Homer

B.

So subtile is 16 in its workings, that we learn

on the highest testimony that ‘‘ envy is rottenness of the bone ;

and manliness;

" it eats out afl, honor

It cives

but a

g

:

been

university in the largest and best sense of
the word, and so richly endowed and amply equibped in every department. that it

passed. Pi
Tost important appropriations which have been mads gre $1,000,000
to complete the new State house, $5000 each

shall reflect honor, on the nation that maintains it and
attract
the ischolars ofPE other
iT
SAY

10 the fish commission, to. fepait : he State
prison,
and to for
the, two
seliool
$2800 annually
years(forto Inbeciles;
Wesleyan

chairs,

experiment station.

coutiéifs_ $0 its seats

and.

professional

University for purposes

!

¢“ Character—Reputatiop” is a subject the
Christian Intelligencer chooses for an article. *‘ Character is what one is. . Repu-

tation is what men think us

to be;

And

perhaps, in seventy-five cases out of a hundred what men think us to be,we really are.

As our image in the glass agrees with our
outward appearance,

so our

image

in

the

glass of other men’s minds, . resembles. our
character.
And this is wisely ordered;
for there is nothing on earth which has such
power over men as fgood character’; except God, there is nothing so wide-spread
and lasting in its influence and so powerful in

its beneficence

as

good

character.”

right affzctions bad

been

of an agricultural

FIRE AT OLD ORCHARD BEACH, ME.
The New Old Orchard House, at Old
Orchard
Beach,
Me., was
burned on
Wednesday evening. “The alarra of fire
was given at 10 1-2, p. Mm. It was remarka-

bly fortunate as well as .really wonderful
that no one of the 225 boarders who occupied the building, should have escaped in
safety, amid the confusion which inevitably
attends such a fire.
The proprietor estimates his loss al $30,000.
The total losses
amount to about $100,000.
A New York

family lost several thousand dollars worth
of clothing and jewelry. The occupants of
the lower stories saved most of their effects.

The theory of many is tha the fire originat-

In conclusion: “We never can become contentedly bad, until we have obliterated
from our minds all thoughts of the good
people among whom we have lived, and
by whose goodness the coldness of our own

ed from a kerosene lamp, but the
tribute it to incendiarism.

most

at-

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTIONS.
On Thursday the

whilom warmed,

for

and perhaps even melted.
There is always hope of one whom we can keep within the daily and hourly converse of the pure
and good. And it is a great thing to have a

the

Democratic Convention

first Mississippi

Corinth, iu that State,

district

and

wet

at

renominated L.

Q. C. Lamar as candidate for Congress.

A

resolution was unaniniously adopted, * apposed to the formation of parties in this

reputation—to

be a

of race
|.§tare upon difference

daily communes

with

and calling upon all to

and

color; ”

in

securing

assist

God in prayer, and who is striving to have | (je « blessings of an honest and capable
Christ's image inscribed on the soul—to be government;
which certainly wouidn't be
one whose great aim in life is to honor
a bad thing for Mississippi.—On the same

Christ by being like Christ.
spirit, like him in life. ”

Like

him

in

The Christian Era speaks of the. prevalent complaint that the missionary spirit is
dying out, that workers for the Master in
heathen

lands are not

forthcoming,

the means of supporting

them.

It

day the Maryland Democracy met in State
Convention in Baltimore and nominated
John Lee Carrol tor governor.
The resolutions adopted declare the supremacy of

the

civil over the military

the public debt

should

authority,

be

honestly

that
paid,

neither

that het ave not in favor of a high protect-

contin-

ie

ues: ¢ The romantic age of missions with
its novel and stimulating incidents that

that legisjation

should

harmo-

onflicts between-tabor-and capital,
id hia

protest against any increase of (he

circulating currency and dewand that measpeople has passed away. But,—and this is ures be adopted by Congtess which will vethe question to be looked iin the face—is the sult in the resumption of specie payments
love for missions, begotten by a union of at the earliest possible moment, that they
the passion for
the souls of the un- oppose the granting of subsidies, etc., etc.
the

passions

of

masses

of

saved and loyalty to the person
and command of Christ, which form the constrain-

ing force of Christianity,
dying out?
Charles Francis Adams said in his address
at Amherst, that we needed such revivals of

Zion's Herald thusspeaks of conversion,
« What a marvelous change

is

that

which

occurs in the conversion of a buman soul!
is ut- It is a wonderful transition from one relation to another, and from one

style

of

life

to another. Even holy Scripture, the language of inspiration, is best able to de'
senall
and
"
one,
sly
the
slayeth
Job, **i
a

of the’ Connecticut, legisla-

100, public and 200, special acts have

tution shouldbe not a mere classical school

sleepldss/ nights

Moreover, envy
and restless days.
terly useless; it helps nobody, it effects no
As we read in
alteration, it wins no goal.

Both houses

for boys, nor a school of technology,

religion as marked the days of Wesley and
Whitefield for the political salvation of the
Envy.
country.. But if there be indeed a decline
a
—
Envy is one of the most despicable of in the missionary spirit, much more do we
was immense, yet crime fearfully multiplied,
passions,
There is scarcely a crime to require a revival of religion to restore the
The gibbet, the guillotine, even the stake
the churches to their first love for missions
may almost cease to be a terror to evil which it will not lead its vietim¢, It was
to advance them unto the higher
and
envy
that
robbed
Nuaboth
of
his
vineyard,
doers. Of course the opposite extreme of
plan
of
a constraining principle of action,
It was
to the theft.
laxity is still worse, for a nation or.goms-, and added murder
always be trusted to do its work
may
that
desire
to
wunity withont adequate Jaws und penalties envy that led the guilty Absalom
David, It destroys continuously, harmoniously and thoroughfather
his
of
throne
the
is on the verge of dissolution.
sy
MN
AR
.
character. ly.
The remedy is altogether more radical, iv all that is best and noblest in
must penetrate to the.roots

Colonel

tare adjourned op » riday,
The Senaie
concutred with the Hous, iy abolishing Ye
burean of labor, statistics. . Upwards of

exhilarated

Taste, hearing, smelling, and the power of

dwellings to ay oid disease, while the air is
with thy whole heart, setting aside all cur loaded with pestilence from a near fountain
The source of evil must if possi
ious speculations of (the divi e majesty. For of miasm.

he that is a searcher of God's

body.

six months have passed, 1 am almost totally

BY PROF. J.J. B.

increasing

tell you

from home.

Prevention.

tion was delivered. by

national university of larger proportions
and on nobler plans than any educational
institution in the country.
Such an instia
:

physician was immediately called, and in
a short time I was able to tell him who I
character and
was, &c.,.for I was at the time many miles good
man ov woman, who

a

What

me

was taken with a most singular feeling, like
striking the ¢* funny-bone” of your elbow,

This is enough now. What developments
by way of observation and experience are
in reserve for us, time will show.
J. F.

fully

Let

had

what brought it up.
Last October, when in the midst of my
business, without a moment's warning, I

the laggard

commenced

mind.

thing

sent the impulse of youth inte

ants. We have little to apprehend from
foreign combinations, but alas for the peole whose own moral stamina fails.

The place was

whole

passed from my

no surf or undertow to reach them, and the

deepening

the

already whetted the tooth for extra service,
footstep, and actually

high culture may be gained. ‘Surely Cornell

and Michigan Universities have been man- Sprague, of Brooklyn, a’ poem by Colonel S..
ufactured by - artificial . processes, and are | B. Sumner, of Bridgepott, “and interesting
esseutial means. ‘Thus by the diving’ bless- creditable to-day and improving continual | addresses by Governor Ingersoll, Geheral
ing will the provisions of mental and nioral ly. The University of Berlin is not near so Hawley and Chaplains’ Trambauall and or
ala
ctlture be furnished to all ; and with the least old as Harvard and was built up to. its pres- | son,
expense dnd most effectually will crime be ent splendid hight and completeness almost
THE CONNECTICUT LEGISLATURE. :

and, until just now,

The breath of the sea, full of healing, has

The-bathing is safe, as there is

slope of the beach deepens the water but
imperceptibly for a number of rods out.
The barriers thus enclose a large pond,

good moral and religious ‘influence. Despite the efforts of all opposers ‘of the Bible
and religion, we ‘are not to give up those

add sensibly to its accustomed summer paprepressed, and the future welfare of the
ulation.
ON THE WAY.
: A Laika be guaranteed.
On the 17th inst., we left Lowliton
Harpswell by rail, by way of Portland.
At
Nature Will Be Revenged.
first sight of the pleasantly named Henrietta
we confess to a slight shudder.
It is fo
Some of our readers must remember that
diminutive in size and low built as compared with all our notions of ocean steamers. a few years ago, we puolished an article in
which we commented with some severity
All this, however, passed away when we
o
|
UPON
a Communication which we had in
learned that she was not designed for
hand from a gentleman who conscientiously
open sea at all. ' For after winding her why
believed that all work and no play—to the
some fifteen or twenty miles among beautiextent even of utilizing travel-time by
ful islands,mostly thinly inhabited, and
writing for the press upon one’s‘ knees, in
furnishing large facilities for tenting and
pencil, in the cars—is a Christian duty,
picnicking, we were landed on the very
and
a wise method of doing ‘all to the
point of Harpswell neck, and quickly dori- glory of God, ” We urged the duty of rest,
ciled at the only public honse<in the place
+ und even of play, as being as genuine in its
THE SCENERY.
ciaim upon the Christian whom Providence
And now as I glance from the window of assigns to a vocation of habitual hard work,
our south-east corner room,
near the time
as any duty which God enjoins.
The fol
of the setting sum, the scenery is simply lowing communication, which will abuncharming. In one direction stretches away dantly explain itself, we have now receivout of sight thé open sea; in most every ed from our friend who
then~ addressed
other, there Jie quietly reposiig on the blue us:
waters, islands fresh with green sward, capSeveral years ago I sent yon a commuped with little groves, and on their sides nication upon ** work. ” You did not pubdotted with little homes just as white as lish it, but did in your paper commen upon the same. The Rev. H. Clay Trumbull,
they can be,
of Hartford, came to my rescue at the time,
THE SEA BREEZE, ETC,

them

majesty shall
Do all your giving by visitation, and allow (by overwhelmed of his glory. I know by

Ra evil Wn

‘The shackles hi

"

ture, —Luther.

largely tor the "reason that hitherto Ho
steamer or car has approached it nearer than
some 15 miles. "Fifteen miles staging jn
these days is omething to be frightenedat
This season however it has connection b a |

couraged mothers have experienced.

ER

PO

that

to the Father, b

dien, especially - the = sickly wilh their
mothers. The hull is. 200 by 40 feet, and
with the whole space clear for the one purpose, the lower cabin makes an ample diningroom and kitchen for 1,000 children at once,
while the main and upper decks give com-

NEw York, July 20, 1875.

furthér,

| virtuous, there will be
og
no

man cometh to the Father but by m
Therefore, besides this way, Christ,"th

Harpswell on the sea,

steam ferry-boats that ply between New
York and our neighboring shores, may obwould call for $15,000.
The intermediate
serve, conspicuously posted, a prohibition days will not be useless, however, as the
of singing, peddling, begging aud shows. barge at anchor in the bay or rivers makes
He may very likely bave the opportunity to a hospital unequaled by anytbing possible
observe,

shalt find no other way

Lit is of still greater importance to keep
criminals from being made. If children
and youth can be brough
mokal and

into excursions, more particularly for the
ailing children of the poor, with their dis-

a sufficient number of little berths for’ sueh
as need repose., Physicians accompany the
excursions, and find enough to do in examining and prescribing for the numerous
cases, and giving hygienic directions which
they have the rave pleasure of hoping to see
‘observed with some care, after the taste of
wholesome regimen which the poor dis-

York Correspondence.
—

Last year, this association went

fortable space for 2,500 little bodies, besides

And, listesing, while the sparrowssiugs,
. And soft the evening shadows full,
Sees, through the crowding tears that
A little light, and seems to find

| ten on. * Criminals must be punished, bu

Number 30

Wesaid elapation and religion. They in this world, to each man according to acres of corn were under water. Through
Brunswick, as a green spot and a quiet, un- must go together. The experiment has his sin! But the misery they feel does not southern Ohio and Kentucky the streams
for Summer resort. It has been often tried, anciently and in modetn atone for the misery they inflict: Envy is rose very rapidly. The Kanawha river at
tressed mothers, and carried out over 15,000 pretentious plate
Charlestown, W. Va, rose 15 feet in twentysuch subjects into the fresh and stimulating no beach, they said, but pure air, good sail- times, of divorcing them, of using one with- one of the basest of passions; ‘it is the esGreat dawage:to: AEope must
a failure. sence of devilism. ‘By it Satan lost his seat four hours,
sea air, to the delight of verdant groves and ing and fishing and with all sorts of good out the other, but always,
necessarily result.
iJ
things
to
eat
from
the
sea—all
of
which'a
The
wrecks
of
nations
in
2
wl
the,
voice
fields, and to one day's change of abundant
in heaven; and by it men and women have,
THE
CONNECTICUT
vials:
;
and nice food. This year sees a grand ad- few days of experience shows to have been of universal history, all teach the same les- through the long centuries, sinned and sutA
grand
reunion
of
soldiers
f6ok’place
in
vance in their system. The hull of a large no sort of exaggerition. ~It was added, also, son. It iS ohe of the most hopeful signs for fered in endless ways. Quiver.
Hartford,
Conn.,
last
weck.
Several
'thouour
country
that
‘education
was
planted
here,
as
an
inducement
to
sensible
and
unpretensteamer called the ‘“ Belle,” the upper works
sand ‘were present. There Wasa necting
of which had been destroyed by fire some tious people, that it is one of the places and has'been chiefly sustained + hitherto by Exchange Notes ‘and Quotes.
of 600 Andersonvillé' and ‘other prisoners,
—
| time ago, having been purchased by or for where ladies ** do not dress.” This isn’t Christiatis So dt the South, Christian teachThe scheme of founding a National Uhi- and a permanent organization of these was
the guild, has been rebuilt as a two-decked true. They do dress and quite becomingly, ers and missionaties are laying the foundaBo
tions of education. Let ts Seg tat we have versity has found a champion in the Golden formed, with Captain’'V, ‘B. Chamberlain,
barge, at a cost of $20,000, with express too.
NOT AN EXTENSIVE RESORT.
de
good schools at the Souh, ard 'at the North Age. It scoulsthe idea that centuries are | of New! Britain, as ‘president, ‘and Ira E.
reference to the accommodation, nursing
It
is
nof
a
place
of
extensive
resort,
and
too,
schools pervaded and guarded by a required to establish an institution in which j Forbs, ‘of Hartford, as" secretary. ‘An oraand feeding of the largest number of chil-

That in the west lies quietly.

Though raptarously the sparrow

experienca what I say, Christ himself fai
“I am the way, the trath, and the life;

took the

of the editors ; though not until enterprising
dailies in other cities bad copied successfully

The sparrow sits and sings;

A

Last year, this committee was

new department of journalism off the hands

Submission.

=

four or five

system

formed, raised its'own funds, and

WEDNESDAY, JULY 28, 1675.

Twinkles

the excursion

years ago.

PUT
hh
J a a

Softly the sunset’s lingering light

1875. en

28,

| wandering ; no truth, bit hypocrisy ; no lif ~The most eff
ve remedy, ‘then, ‘Ties in
tender charity that blesses him that gives ‘but eternal death, Wherefore, mark thi the influence
“education
and religion,
and him that takes, and hard beggary that well in the matter of justification, that,
One great danger at the South arises from
:
corrupts both.
"when
any_o
us shall f
have to wrestle with | this cause, the lackof education and relig:
But to our excursions. The Citizens’ the law, sin, death, and all other evils, we ion. ‘Slavery den
to its wretched m i
Committee, headed by Mr. Roosevelt, is the must look upon no other God but only this lions even the ru
ments of learning; the
successor of the Daily Times, which intro- God incarnate, and clothed with man's 04- wass of poor whites were equally ignorant.

.

VANCE,
ea

5 ULY

THE INDIAN

INVESTIGATING COMMISSION.

The powers of
commission

the Indian

investigating

have been extended,

and

they

will take into consideration the entire question of frauds in

the

Indian

departments.

Chairman Fletcher of the Indian
tion commission says

they

will

ipvestigaspare

no

pains to reach the facts, no matter if the
commissioner of Indian affairs and the Secretary of the Interior were involved in the
Professor
The witnesses. that
frauds.
Marsh had givento the commission were
not more

than twelve or fifteen,

but

from

private information, probably from fifty to
seventy-five will be called upon {o testify.
He was confident there was no fraud in the

filling of contracts in the
plies forwarded
spectors, and
on the journey,
od of delivery,

East.

The

sup-

were stamped by the inif others were substitnted
or the original .articles failthe commission would ascer-

tain those facts and place the blame where
it belonged.

i
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to be ** the Holy Spirit, ** this gracious

Sabbath Schoo! Lesson.—Aug 1.
——
J. A, HOWE.
QUESTIONS AND NOTESBY PROF.
Papers.)
Lesson
see
(For Questions

i

fe

WATER

OF LIFE

John 4 :5—~15.

Text : — Therefore with Joy
GoLvEN
water out of the wells of
draw
shall ye
salvation.

Is. 12:8.
Notes and Hints.

The event to be studied in this lesson oecurred as Jesus was going from Judea into
just been

had

John

Galilee,

imprisoned,

a fact thay promised one motive lor Jesus to
make this journey. Besides, tie attention
of the Pharisees was now directed too eagerly and perbaps too ma'icivusly to him.
They Heard that he made more disciples

. than John Ead been doing, and were makinquiries about him. The heur for manifesting himselt %0 them With all bis claims
had not come. So to escape the. Pharisees
as well as Herod, he went.to Galilee. Matt.
4:12; John 4:1, 8. The road to Galilee
and to Cana ran through Samaria.
5, 6. Jacor’s WELL. *‘ Then cometh he
to a city of Samaria, which is ealled Sychar.” (1) This is the same as Shechem of

had known the character of Christ, and his
power to give the soul that which fills all

The practice and trainingof our own and

other denominations is prejudicial to social
meetings on the Sabhath. - The people from
ed this gift. (4) Jesus assumes to be her babit want a pulpil discourse on Sunday.
to have

« living water.”

power

to. give her

There must be regular thoughts presented

Here we have a sample of

Jesus’ instruction of the ignerant,
en speaks of what is seeq, and.

He

and continued a sufficient length of tinie to

olt-

guin the attention of the

known, and

will

‘bg remembered, in the

Of the gift there is no record.

Jacob said to Joseph, “I have given to thee

one

portion above thy brethren, which I

refers is the Holy Spirit that awakens in the
soul spiritual life, helps it feed on the truth
of God, and satisfies its eravings with the
‘things 6f God. Liviog water is living peace,
and satisfaction in holiness. - It is the water
of life because, under the influence of/the

took out of the hand.of the Amorite with
my sword and with my bow,’ (Gen. 48:22)

Spirit, we have

warm

affeetions

A well dug

well was there,” and is there.

well needless..

east of tion, only to ask if be pretended

to

be

well is deep,” as we have seen.

QM,

eth most

is the

district of Jerusalem,

the place which he loveth most in the distriet of Jerusalem is the mountain of NabJue.” (4) Jesus, therefore, being wearied
with his journey, sat thus én the well; and
the

about

it was

sixth

sixth

‘The

hour.

hour according to Jewish reckoning of time
How far Jesus had that day’
was at noon.
traveled, we

but enough

haveno means

to make

find the bumanity

of knowing,

tired.

him

Here

we

of Jesus subject to all

the laws of nature. He exerts no divine
power for the relief of his bodily wants. He
became a man, and was affected by heat
cold, journeying and rest, as other men.

“There
7—9. THE WOMAN OF SAMARIA.
wadraw
to
Samaria
o.
woman
a
cometh
ter.

Jesus

unto

saish

her,

me

give

to

for

The

selves,

perhaps by his dress, or his dialect.
thinks that we

should emphasize

Ryle

the word

« woman® to eatch the foree ot her words.
(5) The reason of the enmity of the Jews to
the Samaritang, doubtless, was due to the
revoltof

the ten

tribes.

IUmay

aleo have]

1.

been increased by ‘the’ act of the king of
Assyria in mixing inhabitants of Babylon
and of other places with the Samaritans, so
that this ceased to be a people of pure

Jews. 2 Kings 17:1, &.

This

prejadice

was carried so far that the Jews could not
eat. or drink with the Samaritans. Hence
when the Saviour was called a Samaritan,

Supply

Our

Their

under

a-name

will show us the perfect man?”,

would

Common

sense;

second

to

of the wise man, ‘* Let another praise thee,

and not thine own lips?”

sort of mortification in behalf of a truly
humble Christianity, when we bear persons
with lond and pretentious confidence, wide-

ly proclaim their own extraordinary attainments in piety.

or

lay

members

attempt

to please

undertake

them in a second place, they

of his shepherds dies, and

there

is

to

no

perienced shepherd to be obtained.
does he do ? Does he put an
herdsman

cism?

God?

or

choresman

in

What

care

course

for the owner of those flocks, would

it not

successful.
Take for instance

lay

make

to

it is the only way

the

case

preaching

of two

or

church in their vicinity. Let these pastors
of the strong churches interest themselves

in that ¢hurch; recommend to
preacher ; tell them
they can;

engage

to raise
his

them a
what

services

for

;

hp

’
E

asbony
my gf

4

it will

be

no-

distrust, the ** good work” is what affords

honest, humble statements of what one may
believe God has done for him, but the con-

duct of such as evidently cherish

lay

money
every

the vain

and unchristian desire for notoriety.

Evening Conversations.

of his

wise

Now if thisis-a

Most certainly ; but,

us the evidence of genuine goodness. And,
since the good works are what are so likely
to be seen, it seems to be the less necessary
to be flourishing notices of them before
others, either in private intercourse, or.on
public occasions.
What has been said, doesnot condemn all

inexperienced

Le wise for us to act on the same principle
in feeding the flock of Christ in our destitution of éhepherds ? Every one must see that

there must be a strong and
g , by
in
Christ
AkRy The meanof
2
g effort made by all, especially
"God," isin some doubt. Tthasbeen thought | perseverin

And may it not likewise be true, that

ticed, that the stress is laid npon the ¢ good
works,” and not the profession.
The loud profession is what awakens our

er? No, not if you feel the spirit of that
pressed man with valueless rites, or puerile to be done ? First, every Christian should ‘charge given by Paul to the Elders of the
No
prohibitions, Jesus never lent the authority feel that be has a part in the matter.
church at Ephesus, ** To take heed to thempray
to
command
sets
of his example to reinforce them. He
one is excused from the
selves and to all the flock over which the
"aside the enmity of years of growth, and that the Lord would send forth laborers. Holy Ghost hath made you overseers to
treats the Samaritans the same as Jews. Let every Christian also Faire he prays feed the church of God which he hath purLet us beware of following in this the ex- endeavor to search out such as are called chased with his own blood. ”
ample of Jews, instead of the example of| io the ministry and encourage them with
With this arrangement the weak church
fervent prayer and constant effort. Thus, hus the advise and strength of the strong
;
Jemnny,
ps enough may be found to supply the ministers; has preaching every Sabbath, © 10=12. Tur Grrr ov Goo nor Kxown. | perhaplaces
and replemish the ranks as the
| new
the
« If thou knowest the gift of God, and
ut prayer and un- and is greatly helped and encouraged;

water.” | crease.
he could have given thee living
* the giftof | Secondly,

the

the good works” may be induced to glority

care and oversight, but to rotate with the
choresman.

in-

meet

But, it may be asked, should not one who

ex-

In view of this situation of things what is

may

to

the very disposition that craves publicity,
may be the foible, or sin, that defiles the
ointment?

three well sustained churches, with a weak

ans fall; but witho
whoit is that saith unto thee, give me andto || veter
effort the destitution
tiring
him,
ed
of
drink thou wouldest have ask

that

true ideal of Christian perfection, under the
eye of intelligent, fair, but thorough ecriti-

flocks ? By no means, He takes a choresman and says, ** Go with that experienced
shepherd and assist him in the care of the
flocks; ” he bids the shepherd have the

it

a faet,

a method,
are ihe least likely

change the divine plan and can not succeed.
:
How then can lay preachers be made efficient? How shall it be arranged for ? On
the principle of common sense. Look for
instance at a man farming on a large scale:
His sheep count by thousands, his cattle by
hundreds, horses and other animals in proportion. He has at least two shepherds,
two herdsmen, two choresmen.
Now, one

A correspondent, and
from all quarters.
a layman at that,sends an article on the sub-

And is it not

quite a percentage of those who adopt such

shine before men,” &c., that others ** seeing

and whenever lay preachers, dea-

BY

MARILLA.

—

OO

No. 1.
The twilight deepened into darkness, and
the sweet,silent stars seemed to smile down

in sympathy upon Mrs. Ford as she sat by
her open

window

and

night, beautiful and

looked

serene,

out on the
She

had

must be blessed when it’ remembers

Christ

saying, “It is more blessed to give than re

"

Bi-

ble doctrine, that the only way of salvation
is through Christ our blessed Saviour ?”
“I know you have taught that, and yet,
ever since you came to take the place of my
own dead mother, your life has been one of
sacrifice and self-denial. Truly, never was
life more beautiful than your own.”

|

mainly composed. There is little danger
of over-estimating a work which
has for its

object the ingathering of the poor and: the *
abandoned, and Jifting them up to the enjoywent of a home blessed with
Christian in-...
fluences, - ‘Egrther
go. ‘No
ametint phistitra
ry
Y
the piece of charcoal

intq a. diamond, and

the sphere of every man's usefulness is citcumscribed by his own ability.

Between the high and low caste people

of this country, there is_gg great a distinction, that they might almost be considered
two distinct races, The fearful degenéracy
of the one, forms a sad coutrast Avith, the
eager, progressive-spirit.of the other. < ‘As
long as our church membership is ‘confined
to these lower classes, so long will our
present dilemma last. Wanting Jeaders,
they are safe as long as they are guarded by
the watchfyl care of a missionary band, but

bring into our churches men of intelligence,

ability, inflaence and wealth. Take away
the income derived throagh the agency of
the mission, and the churches would be If
in a state of abject poverty.

The wealth

the land is in the hands .of the babu class.
By gaining these people we should have a

membership not dependent upon us for their
support.

;

‘We say then that Christian policy demands
that some effart be made to enlist the sympathies and support of the higher class of
natives, and one way alone gives any strong

hope ot success. - This hope lies in the establishment of a high grade school, whose
“Do not mistake my meaning.
It is advanced classes shall be taught regularly
impossible that a life should be too rich in by the missionary in charge. The method
‘good deeds, or a heart too true or self-sac- now * practiced in our mission schools of

called for lights, for she wanted none save
God's own, and as she looked npon these

glorions lamps,

she

lifted a prayer of

thanksgiving to'him who
the world, that bis love
her soul.
One glance
past, brought a flood of
but faith gave to these
crown.

was the Light of
was as a lamp to
o'er her darkened
tears to her eyes,
tears a rainbow

« 0 mamma, sitling alone in the shad:
ows? Is your head no better?” exclaimed
Carri¢ Ford bursting into her step mother’s
room,
** Jennie, light the lamps;” she
called in the next breath; then throwing
herself on

a low

ottoman

by

Mrs. Ford's

side, this bright-faced, merry-hearted young

lady went on.

J

¢ O dear, dear!

mamma,

it is ‘too

your poor head should have
night.

Mr. Walters

bad

ached so to-

is not very

well

this

evening, and Mr. Brooks, a young minister from

never, never should this be done in the

hope of securing salvation for ourselves.
A life thus passed must prove a failure.
Christ alone can save us. It is because we
love him, and beeanse his commands require it, that we seek to do right. I {rust

you will think no more of the words you
have heard to-night, however fine and at-

the city, preached

will be as nothing in the solemn day of
judgment.
Neither can they bear you
through the trials of this life.
Experience
has taught me that Christ alone is able to
give us rest amid the tossings of the present life.
this.”

Sometime

1 will ell you

“Tell me now, oh, do
Carrie impulsively, then
Ford's face, and seeing
and weariness there, she

more of

tell me!” pleaded
looking in * Mrs,
the lines of pain
said: ‘* No, I will

not ask it now. When you are better, then
you will tell me. So mow, good night.”
When Carrie Ford was alone in her chamber that night, her musings were something
like this: ** How humbling it is to think I
was deceived so by the lofty and glowing
utterances of the speaker to-night.
Why
could I not see that it was just a fine ad-

for him,

and

Facts

for Reflection.

was

his
;

subject?”

asked Mrs.

count of my sins. I felt that I needed the
grace of Christ applied particularly to my
heart to save me. but now | feel quite re-

What we

want is the influence of daily contact with
one whose life ca not fail to impress thinking minds that our religion is not a sham cr
purely formal in its workings.

masses against Christian. instruction, and
zenana teaching is’ doing a similar work
amonz the women; but neither of these
add to our membership or influence. Our
hope lies in the conversion of the young.
Out of a membership of over four hundred
belonging to our churches, very few indeed
have come to us through other sources than

mission schools, and in working

in similar

channels lies our hope for future prosperity.

I do not think that an institution of learning of a high grade would suffer from want
of patronage because under the control of

Christians. The desire for education in the
higher ranks of society has become so great,

The following from one of our missionaries is
worthy of attention.
It relates to a subject which

is n-most serious one.

The future of the mission

may be very readily prophesied, if we continue
in the way, and the intications are hopeful if we
take the course proposed.—SEC,

Forty years have pa:sed since our mission
was established in India, and during. that
period o faithful, tiling few have accomplished a noble and self-sacrificing work,
still the work, so far as results are concern

ed, seems to be only in its infancy, and the
question that is constantly forcing itself
upon our minds is this: What can we do to
give permanency and vigor to a work that
must sooner or later have a completion? I
say completion, because it could never have
been intended by the founders of this mission that it should always be nursed, but
rather, that churches having been organized,
should be made self-supporting.

Before suggesting any remedy
ing evils, or plans for gaining

for existthe desired

and future prospects.

;

There is no church in the mission whose
numerical strength is not sufficientto be not

only

independent

but

aggressive

in

its

operations, and yet they are so far from this,
that, if the home sources were withdrawn,
it is doubtful if any of them would long
survive, except in name. This does not
argue that the work performed has been

time,

Leaders

born, they must be made;
with the

‘most

and

¢
.

not

promising class, it

will

be

many years before we can fit men to take
the entire responsibility ot such a work.
My own feelings on this subject may be expressed in these few words: That by making
a strong effort for the salvation of the thinking, progressive member's of Hindu society,
we may labor with the sanguine expectation
that coming generations will be spared the
sacrifice of sending others to fill the places
which we leave vacant, while, by confining
our work to its

present channels, we

may

toil just as faithfully, but without the stimulus of such a hope. . What has been said is
but the preface of a volume that might be

written upon this subject, yet we

leave it,

hoping that it may not be passed by without
a little consideration on the part of those
who read.

Let

us

be

economical, and, as

long as men are in the field, let every facility
be given them for making the most of their
services. To do less thau this is a sin
aguinst humanity, and an injustice to those
who represent over seventy thousand professed Christians in one common cause.
R. M. H.

Midnapure, June 3, 1875.

Oly, the)" curse. of ‘egotism, the deadly
poison of gelf-seeking! A man is but the *
fraction of a man, until he goes out ot himgelf.— Calvert.

.
1

a

are

in working

»

i

°*

Bazar preaching hasdcedmplished a great
work in breaking downs the prejudices of the

everything - takes

O you ought to have heard his sermon; it object, it is well to take a brief review of
the work in reference to its present condition
was just splendid.”
“ What
Ford.

be introduced into such a school.

that first-class seminaries will be patronized
under whatsoever control they may be; and
such is the native estimation of Europe on
superiority, that the simple fact that the
head instructor would be a foreigner, would
dress, with the true heart of God left out. in itself be a strong inducement to the
After all there was more heavenly depth in young men to join our school. Solicitations
mamma's few words than in all he said. for private
instruction from promising
Poor mamma ! How I wronged her by al- young men, are of frequent occurrence, and
lowing myself, for one moment, to think invariably declined because time is too
that she, too, belieyed in salvation by goed
precious to devote to single pupils, If,
works, when her every act shows that she however, a hundred such were brought
has no thought of self, and her whole life together, a missionary could not employ his
breathes of Christ's love.
When, oh,when
time more profitably than in devoting it to
shall I, too, be a shaver in his grace—a thieir instruction. Not only would such a
child of his?”
Thus with
yearnings for plan furnish us with a more reliable class
the blessing which none but Jesus can give, of Christian workers, but we should have
and longings for the knowledge which ‘better material out of which to supply our
nought but his Holy Spirit can teach, did pulpits. We sadly need a more thoroughly
this maiden seek rest for the night.
educated native ministry, and in establishing
Possibly we may sometime record more a high school, special reference should be
of these evening conversations,
Now we, had to the wants of young men who give
too, will seek rest, ever remembering that promise of usefulness in this particular
Christ alone is the fountain of 2ll- true department of mission labor. To claim that
large results might be expected to immerest.
diately. follow any such undertaking would
be worse than useless. In this cbuntry

\

:

converts, and of these otic oburches are

is removed. “
;
‘
It is necessary to break into the ranks ot
the higher classes, and from their numbersto

mot

| “His text? Why, I don’t know. I don’
think I thought of that, I was so taken ap
with his words, they were so comforting.
of lay For some time I have been motirning on ad

laborof preparation on the part
preacher is lessened ; and the strong church

have

get into difficulty as soon as that restriction

We. confess to a tractive they may seem. 1 assure you they

to

ciliation,

importance to

to be quite
such a confi-

the full work of the ministry are the chosen
ambassadors of Christ, and to them is
committed more fully the word of recon-

called of' God

exclusivel

as

sponsibility of regular classes, should never

to per-

dence? Would it not be quite as likely to be
useful to others to act upon the suggestion

the

true

Jabored: a

been established and filled with ‘destitute
children,—orphaws and other
¢hildren,—too
poor to itond dohool unl . ad hy
its patrons. From:th
“come ' our

just as he said,

ways endeavored to teach you the

ve

among bw Fix fe

here, viz.: Is it not better for those who
modest in affirming publicly,

educa-

people

having native teachers exclusively, superintended by some one who assumes no re-

fection of Christian character,

indicate

the

Bat there

believe themselves to have attained

Understand

2.

that, but 1'd like to believe

perma-

nency to institutions, (The cause of this may
appear in what follows:
=* 74
From the founding of the mission, our

are thoroughly good men—good in motive, | rificing. Well may
we give our lives for
if not always wise.
70
:
the welfare and happiness of others, but

But the gnestion may not be out of place

ject which is full of useful suggestions. After Sabbath (as four light blows are better than
had
Jews
the
speaking of a certain fastidiousness on the one heavy one) ; tell them they will render
as. approbrious a term as
this
s
"Perhap
him.
to
of some churches to accept only an them assistance; exchange with that lay
applied
part
- “at hand was
act first gave rise to that acousation. (6) educated minister or none, and of the des- preacher each of them. They will see that
of
)
Jesus never respected an unrighteous prej- titute communities adjacent to many
they are cared for indeed.
lay
for
field
the
of
s
good
a
custom
the
offering
if
us
on,
our churches
udice. If traditi
But do you as a ‘minister say you can
day, if the teachings of the Sanhedrim were effort, he proceeds:
not leave your people with that lay preach-

opposed to love to mian, or il they op-

per-

believes he is sanctified, * let his light so

cons

Churches.

light upon

of

uniformly

sad disappointment, and
almost compels the skeptical inquiry," Who

first business

that

regular ministry. Men

WORK FOR LAYMEN.
us.

of God.

»As to rank they should Le

mmo

We welcome hints and

receive

Te

tion of the best schools without it.

truth, honor, kind-

"This is a question of great

the churches

all the wealth of Wall street, or

OF ommwncations,
To

Neith

human nature; 3. Fairpowers of communication ; 4. Knowledge of Bible; 5. Spirit
and Love of Christ.
:
They need not necessarily be rich or
highly educated, but a baptism of tke Holy
Spirit would give them more power than

This is the appropriate
know of the living water,
all to offer in faith who
Se: verse 10.

—

would

almost

of intellect, petty selfishness, narrow prejudices, or some other hateful disposition,
which, like the dedd fly in the ointment, defiles the odor of their character,
The exhibition of such imperfection” in
those we have in ideal, so sincerely re-

their position and business. Lay Preacher,
I think, is the name
best adapted to
;
this.
A word as to qualification:

ever towards God.
saith the woman of Samaria unto him, how
of
drink
askest
15. Tae RicaT DESIRE.—* Sir, give me
Jew,
a
being
is it that thou,
neither come
me which art a woman of Samaria? for the this water, that I thirst not,

hither to draw.”
prayer of all who
and the prayer for
study this lesson.

opinions

are

e quaintance with such authors reveal foibles

the Word. Again it would serve to lower
the ministry in the eyes of the world.
The
world judges as a whole, and whatever
these few might lack would detract from
the whole.
:
Then they should be an order by them-

ness, benevolence, usefniness, purity, and
for every other excellence which Jesus loves
of
and the world needs. Spiritual life springs
Sychar,
of
city
The
flesh.
not
food
Then
up into these things, and lifts the soul for‘
course, is the one here meanf.

Jews have no dealings with the Samaritans.” (4) She discovers that he is u Jew,

and

fect as one whose first business is preaching

®

crease its affections

unless

it would be unreasonable to expect those
thus employed to show themselves as per-

pardon, renewal, love
drink.” (1) Sychar was in Samaria, and ing of Jesus is that
holiness, attention
for
s
aspiration
God,
as the hostility of the Jews was not with for
all the other
and
Spirit,
the
of
will
the
to
the She cavmites, but with the Samaritans,
heart, abide;
the
to
him
receiving
of
results
eallby
forciole
l;¢ :.cident becomes more
richness and
in
forever
increase
and
a Samaritan. (2) The satisfy,
ing this woman
where
condition
a
ip
be
To
(3)
ss.
fiuitfulne
was
He
tl.rst of Jesus was not feigned.
to be
is
enjoyed
are
es
experienc
these
his
on
seized
so
and
thirsty,
weary, and
come
es
experienc
these
need of water to introduce his truth to the spiritnaily alive;
him,
of
sought
be
to
are
‘Christ,
from
It was an upfisual hour for the
woman,
his
offices,
his
truth,
his
in
faith
through
came
woman
the
drawing of water; bence
to the well alone. (3) ¢ For Lis disciples character, his personal redemption and salthe
were gone into the city to buy meat.” Je- vation. The Holy Spirit dwells in
inand
cherish
it
help
to
heart
satisfy
believing
to
vot perform any miracle

sus did

our

met

erroneous? One who writes readily for the
| that one can be suved
periodical press, makes a clever book, say-

being to labor on the farm, in the shop, or
behind the counter,and preacly occasionally,

“ Whosoever drinketh of this water shall
thirst again, but whosoever drinketh of the
water that I shall give him shall never
that I shall
water
the
thirst ; but
him a well
in
be
give him shall
of water springing up into everlasting life.” (1) Jesus makes the comparison
distinct, and exalts by it both his gift and
his own claim to be greater than Jacob.
He does not answer, but leads higher the
Jesus spake of the
‘mind of this woman.
manna: *¢ Your fathers did eat manna and
are dead.” So this water for a time satisfied, but thirst came again. The gift of
Jesus satisfied forever. The Greek might
have been translated ¢ forever,”or *‘ unto
eternity,” instead of never. (2) The mean-

The disciples go to
his natural appetites.
buy meat, he does not create mcat out of
The word for *“ meat” denotes
stones.

churches,

labors are needed,

op

feel called
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To license them as other ministers are,
places them before the world as ministers
in full. The difference would not be un"derstood, andto this position they do not ~spected, brings

an

apehs.

ALEX.
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Is it. not trae, that

preachers,

or denomination.

this

them.

Mohammed,is beloved by Allah beyond all | descent from Jacob, and other of the patriand the part of Syria which he lov-|

XY. M.,

without

cinity of Sychar is as beautiful as in any | Samaritans ever claimed to be of Jewish
part of Syria. * The land of Syria,” said| origin, aud prided themselves on their
lands;

of lay

some system adopted ard endorsed

word, signifying ** an. instrument for drawing water,” which utensil good scholars
have thought to be a cup attached Lo a rope.
«The

body

it is thought their

Sychar, a mile and a half, by the side of the equal with Jacob. Her words, *“ nothing
little spur projecting from the base of Mt. to dram with,” are, in the Greek, but one

Gerizim. Sometimes it contains a little
water, bat is more often
dry.
By
whom the well was dag, we only learn
from tradition. (3) The scenery in the vi-

rr

by being good, and
doing good.
And, mamma, when he was
ing many smart, pathetic or philanthropie
things; or wilh covert shrewdness, magni- talking, I thought that perhaps you believed
this yourself, although
you never ¢aid
fies his own good purposes and benevolent
|thy
efforts; nay, it is very possible, deifies him* I do not believe it, Carrie. How could
self in the estimation of distant admirers.
you
have such a thought when I have alBut not unfrequently will a personal ac-’

sympathize with destitute

of

UNCLE

a
TLS —
doesit follow that the conver-

character which gives stability and

not by the door into the sheep-fold, but
climb up some other way?’
Remember,
our Saviour himself says of all such, ‘ The
same is a thief aud a robber,”
““ Well—he
didn’t say anything about

effectually supply our destitute churches as

for, God,

hegrers

other

People on Paper.
BY

Can the men bé found? We think they can
if a wise system is adopted. Men can not
be expected to come up to this work, however much they love the cause of Christ, or

sparkling draft out of the well. He claimed
to be eminent, and that she could not ques-

Robinson thinks that Jacob

Itis situated

like

.

:

a well regulated

Jesus, did not catch his trath, but stumbled at
the letter. By * living water ” she sapposed he meant some fresher, cooler, mere

dug the well in order to have an independ;
ent supply of water.

She,

wonder.

No

there

:

ship almost a total want of that element of

the grace of Christ to help us! ‘But even if
this were possible, might we not. justly he
reckoned among the number who ¢ enter

by adding, to our present body of ministers,

Joseph, it was ground. enough for this ‘tra- his wishes, that is, we are alive to spiritual
dition to be started on. (2) ‘‘ Now Jacob’s things.
(6)*The woman seems confused.
in the solid rock, seventy-five feet in depth,
* pine in diameter, near a spot supplied with
natmal springs that seem to render the

=

sions haye
Mot been genuine, it simply
reveals the fuct that there is in the member-

much easier.”
bain
*¢ Easier to save ourselves than to trust
in Christ to save us? Ob, how quickly we
should fail if we tried to do right withou}

sons we never

aspirations to please and to be like God,
constant choices of his society, his laws and

and as this spot became the burial place of

as

So view it from whatever stand-point we
please,
we see no means by which we can so

way. (5) * Theliving water” to. which he

ited. Josh. 24:32. From this fact the tra:
dition arose that Jacoh gave the territory

to Joseph.

services,

na, of his flesh, and here, of water, in this

valley beween Gerizfm and Ebal. It was
here that the bones of Joscph were depos-

people,

are but few if any Christians to as:ist in.the

| material, as figurative
of ithe; unseen and
the Old Testament. Gen. 83:18, 19: spiritual, to which he wou'd lead up the atActs 7:16. Its modern mame is Nablus, It tention.
He spake of the leaven, of manis situated, as

see an improvement at once, and ten years
hence we should have hardly a weak church
among us. ' All ‘our neighborhoods would
resound with prayer and praise, and Sinners would flock to Christ as doves to « their
windows.
. 7

its desires,she would have asked and receivs.
snperior, and

BY

Sel
THAR
(ATES
| assured. 1 don't think
I shall $oubla my | fruit]

“keep
It would |
by our leading vii
W ars and men, to restore Qa
o ri] 18§eiltary more about these “@eat mystar- |
pture that, ** Wo that ave strong ought
these
uneducated
ministers
to
the
confidence
14] ies,”
hour and opportunity to he blest™ ‘ the of the churches, and cause the churches to to bear the infirmities of the weak,”
Savionr himself the grace of. Ged now see and feel that these men are not weak other words the strong churches ought to | 4 Carrie,my daughter, I fear you are on
dangerous ground.
What could this Mr.
proclaimed to men through thé Gospe.” It and inefficient ministers; that although not assist the weak ones.
you thus undermake
and
is eviden®, from what follows, where the liberally educated yet they are self-made,
to
said
goods
have
world's
Brooks
this
hath
Whoso
¢
same figure of a gift re-appears, that Jesus
|
value
Christ's
plan
of
salyation?”
‘his’
up
shutteth
a
h
d
Reed;
brother
his
seeth
sttong Bible men, well skilled in gospel
+¢ Oh, he said that these ideas of total dereferred to * the living water” that shall truth, Ifa general have the knowledge bowels of compassion from him, how dwellbe ** a well of water springing up into evpravity and change of heart were long
“a
and military skill, it is of no less value eth the love of God in him?”
erlasting life.” (2) Two things the woman
since exploded, That, in reality, all that
in
not
dwelleth
God
of
Joye
the
if
Now
whether obtained iv active service, on the |
was ignorant of: of this living water which
march, in camp, on the field of battle, or at the heart of the man who withholdeth tem- was necessary to constituté a change of
Jesus could give, of the charactér of him
poral food, What,shall be said of the strong heart, or conversion, wasto think no more
‘West Point.
whose’ greater gift than hers, if she knew
Our churches must employ the ministers church that withholds the bread of life from of the past, and live cheery, beautiful lives
him, she would ask to have. She did not
aaah in the future, trusting to the God within us
we now have, How can we pray for more a weak and destitute church ?
know that she was called to honor and disOur churches must be a,gommon brother- for divection; and thus progressing from
Jaborers,if we will not employ those already
tinction, by reason of the character of him
hood, have a common interestin each other, grandeur to. glory we should by and. by
Give me to drink,” (3) sent?
*r
who said to he
But if all our ministers were employed, all knit and banded together, standing in betome angels of the first magnitude.
To do service tor Jesusis to exalt our- we should not have enough, for the. work. each other's strength, and sharing each Was n't that a beautiful thoughtP?
selves. That he condescends to request us
t More beautiful than true, my child.”
What more can be done? I see nothing that other's weaknesses. Who fails to_see glory
to do. him a favor, that hé puts himself in
and
blessing
attending
such
a
course?
““ Bat why may it not. be true P”
promises as much success as a well regulatour handy, to be minister¢d unto. by oup:
When our ministers and churches stand on
“If this were.ipdeed true, where would
ed system ot lay preaching.
s great privilege: apd hap,
love—ocreateoun
One might askif the Home Misson could this gospel ground, thenit will be we shall have been the necessity for God to give his
piest relation to him, All faithtul serving oot do this work. It can not. It has not be a power for goad.
)
19
only Son to dia for the world?
\
by us 1s like giving himto drink.a cap of the funds nor'the men. Men called exhort“ Mr. Brooks says he was given for an
With a well regulated. system of lay
water, Remember, in all duties,it is Chuist ers, who aim at nothing fore {han to, lead preaching, and ardispdsition' on the part of example for us, and that it: is not through
who asks them, it is the Lord who is thas
in exhortation at social meetings,
can not be the churches to comply With the conditions his atonement that we are to be saved, but
If this woman
saying, ‘Give me to dripk.”
of mach benefit. to our destitute churches. necessary to make it successful, ‘we should by livieg lovely lives, I wm sure that looks
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he proved to be
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meeting for the

in public prayer, in which
very proficient. His old
amazed, and went to ‘the
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Baptism.
e——

i

It is somewhat difficuls to furnish a com-

prehensive view of. the ordinance of baptism, as instituted by Christ, as practiced
by the apostles, as corrupted in the latter
ages, and
as now existing amongst many
sects. The fact that the theme is so familiar, and the sources of information so vast,
makes it the more difficult to treal the subat

the bounties of the great Giver

least

a

we shall endeavorto avoid falling

into this temptation, and will consider the
subject of baptism particularly as relating to
Church membership. - After the consideration of this theme, we may in another article look upon the question of con:munion in
the same light. That is, we will present
and discuss the current aspects of, and real
Baplist doctrine on, these questions.
Our Lord instituted the ordinance
of
Christian baptism when he gave the com-

Ghost.” We say that Christian
was thus instituted; for proselyte
and John's baptism, previously
The teaching and the example of

Christ show us what baptism is, and

who

are the proper subjects. + Christ himself was
baptized in the river Jordan. By the terms
of the commission, he ‘shows

that

faith

is

prerequisite to baptism,—** He that believeth, and is baptized, shall be saved.”
This
baptism is to be administered in the name of
the Father, the Son,

and

the

Holy

Ghost.

Therefore, baptism is a positive institution,
and a specific rite. It is positive, in that
the duty to practice it arises entirely from
the command of Christ. It is specific, in that
in a ceremonial sense there can be but one
baptism. Hence, baptism requires faith by
the candidate,

immersion

in

the

act,

and

the pronounced formula of the Trinity by
the administrator.
The apostles administered the baptism instituted by Christ. That baptism was im-

mersion.

The

very

word used, Baptizo

proves this; for,upon examining the meaning of this Greek word, as nsed in the New
Testament, the Septuagint, the Apoerypha,
and the Greek classics, we find that the
primary meaning of the word is to dip.
The translations of both ancient and modern versions, and the testimony of the most

eminent

biblical scholars,

pedo-baptist

as

well as baptist, show that an entire immer-

sion belongs to the nature of baptism; that
this is the meaning of the word. The figurative use of baptism, as mentioned in the
New Testament, by which it becomes a sign

of burial to sin and resurrection to holiness,
shows, as well as the literal meaning of the
word, that the candidate in the apostolic
church was put under the water, and raised
out of it again.
This apostolic practice was universal for
more than two ceturies.
This is shown
by an appeal 10 the writings of the fatkers;
by the structure of ancient baptisteries; by
the ritual regulations for the administration
of the ordinance; ahd by the continued

practice of the Greek and Oriental churches.
Those passages
eentury,

in writers

which

have

of the

second

sometimes

been

brought forward to show that infants were
then baptized, are found, upon a strict examination, not to refer to such a practice;

for neither Justin nor Irenseus

speak

as is maintained even

eminent pe-

do-baplist

by many

theologians,

while

of it,

Tertullian

mentions it only as a pernicious innovation.
In the third century, however, the condition

of the church became corrupt ; and
in that portion of the

church,

the

it was
African,

most corrupted by ambition and luxury,
that infant baptism was first discovered-

Yet, of the
only
two,
evidence of
Error is apt
portioned to

seven fathers of this century,
Cyprian and Origen, afford
the ¢xistence of infant baptism.
to extend with a rapidity pro-the ignorance which surrounds

it; and, in accordance

with

this

tendency,

the African churches constituted the lozality

where infant baptism made its first appearance. During the third century this practice is not heard of in the Greek, the Latin,
or the heretical churches as they were called, but is donfived
tof Afrien. One finds no
earlier mention of ‘infant ypu
in the
councils than in the counci¥of Carthage.
Yet, this innovation once etarted made rap:
id progress, together with other grrors of
doetrine and practice, as that of infant communion, and sprinkling or pouring for immersion.
The ideas of baptism as existing amongst

many sects are very

various,

The

Greek

church retains immersion, but requires three

say-

established

neither by Christ nor the apostles 3

that,

both in a dogmatic and historical

=pdiut of

view, it is evident that baptism

eant

only for those who are capable of ‘camprehending the word preached, and of-being
connected to Christ by an act of thelr own
will.
We

learn,

therefore,

from

Scripture,

and are confirmed in this view by the testimony of history and of theologians, that the
true purpose of baptism is not as being a
mere bodily purification, but as a vow made
to God with a good conscience, throngh
faith

in Jesus

Christ.

that no one can be

Hence,

we

judge

a member of the church

>

mode and the subject ; but they have kept
alive, in the midst of intense émphasis put
upon councils and creeds by other religious

bodies, a profound dependence upon the
plain teachingof the Bible. This has
logically

ualism,

Jed

to

‘pronounced

to emancipation

individ-

from

the yoke

of
ecclesiastical
despotism, and
to
large liberty of conscience.
We may say,
the Baptists have restored soul-liberty.
With these principles, derived from the

Scriptures, and approved by the experience
of

centuries,

a splendid

mission

in the

world has been accomplished by that brotherhood of Christians called Baptists,

Family 1Religion.
There iis what may
nay be
pe termed individual
religion, and there is also what may be des-

ignated as church Teligion.
expressions

in

no

We use these

derogative

sense,

for

both of these things are excellent in their
respective places. We wish, however, to
speak of family religion as# distinguished
from both.
Religion and the family are both of divine origin. They are also peculiarly
adapted to each other. The former especially finds its home in the latter. “With how
great pleasure do we read of the patriarchs
of old gathering their families around them
and offering sacrifices unto the Lord. The

teachings of*Moses respecting the religious
training of children were explicit, while the

words of Joshua, ‘“ As for me and my
house, we will serve the Lord,” are full of
significance. In all ages those families
have been most signally blessed of God, in
which religion has been the most prominent.
While this is so, it is evident that family, religion does not, reocive the attention to
which it is justly entitled. Sad to observe
its neglect, let us observe some of the par-

adopted

church

immersion and taken infant

has

infant

bap-

abandoned

baptism.

immersion; some either “iinmersion,
sprinkling,or pouring ; and some no olor
baptism at all. Our only sure guide, there-

fore, is to appeal to the teaching of the New
Testament; for, where so many voices
speak to us with conflicting utterances, w.
. «are distracted by a confusion of tongnes n
Jess than that at Babel, and turn to the sure

word of prophecy of the Holy Scripture for
a voloe clear and distinct directing us in the

way

of truth.

A

sued by the individual in his daily life is inconsistent and wrong, none are more likely
to discover it than those with whom be constantly mingles. Indeed, it is more difficult
to act the hypocrite at home than elsewhere.

But little is consequently said upon the subject of religion in
is mutually known
vidual piety of its
ship soon becomes
way is prepared
wholly neglected.

the family, and but little
of the state of the indimembers.
Family worless attractive; and the
for it to be eventually
We sayy-then, let relig-

hold aitar should be erected

prayer and praise. should

at

once,

daily

ascend

and

to

to

escape from it have oecasion to distrust
their complete consecration to Gol and. his
service.

If, however, only

a

part

of the

family, as for instance the mother jor some
of the children, are ‘professing Christians,

We have thus far presented the foreground of the picture. There is also a rich

and variegated

background

which

should

not escape notice. A truly Christian home
is in itself vocal. Iis language is, * God is

here revered.”

It says this in its -farnish-

ings, which are not necessarily

scanty

nor

needlessly expensive; in the pictures and
mottoes which adorn its walls, which point
from the lower to the higher; in its books
and papers, which are among its best eduman, and in the guests there welcomed and.
in the themes there discussed, which partake of the character of the compa nionships
and the interchange of thought which will
be mingled in and enjoyed in the Father's
house of many mansions. The voice which
emanates from a truly Christian home is
clear, decisive and unmistakable. Let suck
a voice be heard from the homes of 11.
A revival of family religion is necessary
not only to promote the happiness and wellbeing of families, but also in view of the
relations which they sustain to the Sabbath
school, the church and the state. As the
result of God-fearing families, we may have

strong and influential churches, and our
country may be regenerated and saved. In
the great reformatory work now demanded
the axe needs to be laid at the root of the
tree. Let this first institution which God
established be regenerated and saved, and
all else will be saved. .

The Revival Spirit.
We bave received,

with

great

pleasure,

been, thonsands have hung on their lips, the
indifferent have been aroused, hardened offenders have been reformed, and in every

between the members in reference
individual religious experiences.

to their
Far too

‘Infant baptism became prevalent Jong be- Tittle religious instruction is also given to
fore the practice of immersion was aban- the younger members of the household. So
, Jn the sixth century infant baptism Jreat is the deficiency in these particulars,
hngeneral, but the practice of im- it is tco frequently the cases that husband
om
become
ad

their own, why so many wasted and dying,

and

not at the

ceremonies , fascinates

white

peopleas well as eolored. 1f immersions
were private we doubt ‘if there w
be
one-half

as many ‘as

now

yearly

occur,

Poor, weak and fallible. men and women
love to be heroes and herolnes--the observed
of all observers! Not onein fem of those
who are immersed has an’ futelligent reason
for the
dipping mode in
i

It is difficult, really, to say hich most

true civilization,

we deplore in the foregoing, our brother's
——Mg. Pumsorr WITHDRAWS. An ex- want of logic, or his want of charity. The
citing scene occured in the British House of point sought to be made about the publicity

ordered to withdraw by the
be did, ** shaking his fists
ment benches.” It will
that Mr. Plimsoll issued a

time since exposing the

speaker, which
at the governbe remembered
pamphlet some

hardships which

the English seaman was compelled

dergo, aJso the fact that

very

to

un-

many lives

were lost because of the avarice of the ship-

owners who sent out’ unseaworthy vessels,
These facts and statistics deew upon him the
attacks of a wealthy and influential class,
the fight with whom’ be carries on with
courage, if not always mindful of due mod-

eration.

But ‘we can forgive a man for be-

why the sanctuary so thin, and such multi- coming excited who is plainly at work in a
!
‘
tudes neglecting the means of grace? It is humane cause.

not the fault of Christ or the gospel, or that

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY. “The notice
those around us
worse or more hopeless
of
this institution was received too late
than others. The way is opén to us all
to
find
an insertion in the accustomed place.
alike, we may all share the same spirit of
revival. No ministers, no Christians are We learn that Miss Lizzie Colley is Princi-

of the ordinance# so fue that we bave not

proscribed.
voice to all.

ceremony calculated to make

the not over

appreciative subject the ‘¢ observed of all
observers.”
The last sentence of the paigiaph above
quoted reveals a familiarity with the mental
capacity and condition of the million or so
of people who have been immersed which is

truly astounding, else we are left to the
conclusion that the writer is sadly lacking |
in both courtesy and candor.
AN UNFORTUNATE STRIFE. The University of Chicago is just now occupying an unenviable position before the public. With

good buildings, an admirable location, and
the entire Baptist denomination in the West
at its back, it ought, seemingly, to be one
of the most influential and successful of in-

stitutions.

Though under Baptist manage-

ment, it has, heretofore,

enjoyed

a large

degree of the interest and patronage of the
to one is his pal, with four assistants. The fall term of community in general, a3 the denominationtwelve weeks commences Augpst 31. For

The voice of God

further information, Rev. L. Sargent, Water-

Two

al feature has rot been made prominent.

bury Center, Vt., may be addressed. We
are glad to find that all due preparations

Bocks. :

works and ought to be

in

every

family.

Each book contains a thousand pages, and
the retail price of each is $4.50. The publishers have made to as such liberal offers
that we propose to help our patrons to

above named books, and the Morning Star
one year, with postage paid on both, to any
subscriber who has paid, or will pay, all
arrearages, and will

send

us

$4.60,

The

same offer applies to-persons who do not
now take the Star. To any one who will
pay for the Star tour years in advance,
($10),

we will

send

either

book

without

charge.
These offers are good for t wo months.

Current,
f

Topics.

A

—Mm-SuMMeEr.

—

We are in the midst of

another summer;
a season when many
overworked brains are seeking rest and recuperation. Much is said and written as to
the best ways of spending a vacation. Some
seek the primeval forests, some the seashore, some the mountain tops, aud some

become the denizens of other

of

progress—continually

return-

point.

——LADY JANE FRANKLIN,

Some for a time decided, others

Lady Jane Franklin on the

were

puz-

zled, but the truth has signally triumphed;
all feel that a good work has been wrought,
and. part with the evangelists with regret.

not only with referance to them, but of others like them reaping in the vast harvest
of souls. While Moody and Sankey were
proclaiming the message of grace in Ireland and England, Varley came to New
York and was very successful in inviting

Earl

and others in various parts,have been gath-

Much

has

been sald and written of the secret of their
success: None of these men ‘are renowned

Western

The death of
18th

inst.,

ve-

calls the many years during which she was
compelled to wait in suspense as to the fate
of her husband,

Sir

John

nearly fourteen years

Franklin.

her

Department.”

fast declining

Rev. A. H. Huling, Manager.

5 Madison St., Chicage, Ili.
Notes

on

Current

Tae MORMONS

AXD

For

tenacions

hope

‘that he was alive stimulated her to

use

her

own means aud enlist the suppdrt

of

her

country and government to find and rescue
him, This influence crossed the Atlantic
and found a marked expression in the ex-

pedition Mr. Grinnell fitted up and
lost

explorer.

JUSTICE.

As

we

ple have always evinced a deep

State's evidence, is only designed as the key

and more guilty of the murderers, of whom
Brigham Young and the Mormon elders
were the moving spirits. The massacre
was committed ostensibly by Indians, but
really by the * Danites "—the robber band
acting under orders from the head of the
* Church.” Over a hundred witnesses have
been

and

summoned,

it

as

looks

if the

secrets of this dark deed are about to be uncovered. Let us hope that the sword of
Justice, so

long

sheathed, may

minister of doem
adulierers.

to

these

be a swift

murderers and

unexpeetedly

made, however, at a recent

among

the

various

bospitals,

Over 2,500

persons enter these hospitals every year,
out of which there are about 150 deaths
For three years the Association's missionary,
Mr. Norton, has held religious services each

Sunday afternoon, the singing being furished by the different church choirs, Dur-

ing the week the patients have heen visited
at their bedsides, conversed with on religious subjects, and supplied, so far as possible, with books, papers and magazines,
During the present summer a successful
effort has been made

very closely related, nevertheless, sccording
to the board of trustees of an Episcopal
Theological Seminary in New York. They
have solemnly decided that * persons on
whom degrees in divinity have been con-

ferred will be empowered to wear a hood !*
Commenting

oun this, our

to supply flowers and

needed

sympatliytpointed, avd a distribution for the various
hospitals takes place.
Already hanging
baskets filled with flowers have been htmg
in the wurds of the various hospitals to
cheer and bless. Though much has been

neighbor, the

Advance, tersely says: *‘ By all means, let
these ‘ Divinity’ doctors be also ‘ empow-

ered’ to wear stuck in their hoods a full

length peacock’s feather, Doubtless there
are even in republican America plenty of
clerical persons who fancy just such gewgaws of childish conceits and vanities. But
we are constrained

A NosLe WORK. _ The Young Men's
Caristian Association of this city has for
some time performed a much needed work

Mc-

for Lady Jane, a large portion of whose
lite was passed in unusual sadness.

degree of coufidence in its success and the
wisdom of its managers. An attempt was

write, the trial of one John D, Lee, as a
meeling of the trustees, to vacate the office
participant in the famous Mountain Meadow of Chancelor, and thus get rid of Dr. Burmassacre of 1857, is in progress in the roughs altogether. The meeting adjourned,
United States Courts at Beaver, Utah. a full board convened, and at this meeting,
Many of our readers will remember with | instead of dismissing the Chancellor, the
sickening horror the circumstances of that office of President was vacated by a surpristerrible occurrence eighteen years ago, by ingly large majority !
, which an entire train of emigrants, passing
In the meantime,
the press, and the public
through the southern part of Utah, and
generally, express empbatic displeasure at
' numbering 140 souls, was captured and all, such a state of affairs. It is to
be hoped,
i indiscriminately, men, women and children, certainly, that wise counsels will prevail,
murdered. Not one escaped ; bat on a rude
and party feeling and personal prejudice
stone, now marking the locality, one of the give way to harmonious
and successful number, who it seems survived his compan- fort among its managers.
ions for a time, carved the words: * Vengeance is mine: 1 will repay, saith the
Divisity Axp MiLuiNery. However reLord.”
mote from each other these two subjects
The trial of Lee, who will probably tarn might at first thought seem to be, they are

sent in furnish fruit, jellies, etc., so much

In 1859

Its

during the past year had settled down to a

Events,

in many cases among the sick. The ladies
Clintock’s expedition discovered undoubted: have responded, so far, nobly to the appeal,
proofs of the death of Sir John in the bare and weekly a meeting is held, at tlie rooms
ren fields of the north, The American peo- of the Association, visiting commiftées apsearch of the

through this division.

friends brought about the change above re+ ferred to as a compromise, and the public

cities called to unlock the mystery aud discover the other

summer resorts. * But one and all we
would bid them remember that as no two
summers ever immediately succeed each
other, but change is the law of the seasons;
so they will do well to look within and see
what tendencies in thought they have been
especially inclined to follow during the
year's work. It will doubtless be a pleasant surprise to many to find that the other
side will assume a freshness and piquancy
akin to which is the welcome they gladly
bestow upon the ever-recurring seasons.
Emerson likens soul-growth to - the spiral.
In this figure we may discern a beautiful
symbol

-For some time previous to this, 4wo parties
had existed, and the university was of course

¢

these books on the following very low
terms :—We will send either one of the

also

truths they proclaim are not original or
novel, the methods they employ are not extraordinary. Yet they are abundantly bless-

ilies in which worship is formally maintained, it is to be feared that but little is said

purity, simplicity, . tervency, trust, hope,

masses have flocked to their standard,

reading the Scriptures, meditation and secret

of conversation in the family. In some fam-

of

singleness of purpose. Too much is done
to please the ear and gratify the mind of
man. Too much effort to be esteemed orators, philosophers, to gain favor and position; too little anxiety to know - what people think of Christ, and too much to know
what they think of us.
We all need the. spirit of revival. We all,
more or less confess our need of it.
Why,
then, so many churches but just holding

those in high station, hundreds of ministers
of all denominations
have co-operated.

ering sheaves to the Master.

in-which religion is recognized and one in
‘which it is not, is often marked. The quality of their religious culture is far different,
and the influences which go out from them
is also far different.
Religion should alse be made a subject

min-

is a lack

ing to previous points of outlo:'k, but each
revolution bringing one to a higher stand-

gation to have religion recognized in some
way isjoot diminished. In such cases, a fitting recognition may Deggiven to religion,
by setting apart a certain’hour of the day for

The

= There

The

sinnersto theSaviour; as Hammond,

and his claims,

eficiency among professed

isters and churches.

way God has prospered their mission.

the obligation to maintain’ family worship
may pot be always binding, But the obli-

recognition of God

there

As pure streams

the Giver of all good. The daty in such
Now that they return to resume labor at
cases is imperative, and those who find it’ home the occasion allows some remarks,
in their hearts to devise ways and means

life,

same time of driving her into political and
religious anarchy, it will require the light
of the Gospel, and valiant defenders of the
Cross, to lead the natives to recognize the
source of all light and truth, and put their
[trust in the Saviour, who'is the way to all

immersion

Dr. Burroughs had for some time been at
the head of the institution until something
flow from pure fountains; so do hallowed,
have been made for a prosperous term, and more than a year ago, at which time Rev.
**
Smith’s
Dictionary
of
the
Bible,
#
and
ennobling and restraining influences go
have no doubt but a goodly number of Dr. Moss, a well-known and able educator
forth from homes where the presence of the ** Life and Epistles of St. Paul,” by students will avail themselves of the priv- from Pennsylvania, was elected to the PresConybeare and
Howson, are standard ileges afforded by this excellent institution.
idency, and Dr. Burroughs made Chancelor.
God perpetually abides.
that it will not be abroad.

of the labor and success -of Moody and Sankey in Great Britain. Wherever they have

tion. The form, however, of this recognition will be modified by attending circumstances, but the spirit prompting some recognition should always be the same. If
the heads of the family «re pious, a hovse-

ing China into new

Our California contemporary quotes the
paragraph containing the Above, and then
says: * That is the trath in a nut shell,
The public demonstration usually attending

been able to see it, "even with’ Whuielys :
Logic and the light from the lu
we witness so much delicacy and reserve? Payson, but an insignificant rill, with
the session. ‘Whereupon Mt. Plimsoll, M.
Is it owing to education, habit, or to some- bright and beautiful beyond. How precious P, for Derby, violently * attacked the gov- columns of the Advocate before and ie
| the believer's hope, how strong his toundas
us. Sprinkling is not only quite as ostentathing even more formidable?
ernment, declaring that the consequence of tiously performed as immersion, but not unThis leads us to remark thal, religion tion,
Not that these evangelists are all who the abandonment of the bill would be the frequent]y becomes a ‘‘ public demonstrashould be exemplified in the family. A faildistruction of thousands of lives,
He be- tion * in more senses than one. In cases of
ure to do this is doubtless the secret of the proclaim with fuithfulness the gospel mes- came
so
excited,
usiog
extraordinary
failure, io many instances, in those particu- sage. Evidences to the contrary abound on epithets, stamping his feet;ete., that he was very young children, for instance, we have
known of oral demonstrations during the
lars already considered. If the course pur- every hand: It is sadly true, however, that

nence should be given to it.
Far too many professedly Christian families are destitute of all religious forms and
ceremonies. As far as appearances are
concerned, they have no
religion.
The
first reformatory step to be taken by such
families is to give religion some recogni-

press is to be one of the means for quickex-

Commons on Thursday afternoon.
Mr.
Disraeli announced that -the government
all abandoned the merchants shipping bill for

the announcements made from time $0 time

difference between the character of a family

has

time, and why will ye die ? This is the mes-

promi-

ticulars, in respect to which greater

The

The Latin

vilest; the door is still open, and the arms
of mercy extended. Now is the accepted

cators,jn things pertaining to both God afid

Protestant sects are divided in practice.
Some require three immersions; some one

ism.

‘Jesus came to save the lost, the lowest, the

This should not be so, Experimental religion is a subject by no means too sacred
to have a place in the conversation of members of the same household. There is no

This is a confession of Christian faith. The tion be exemplified in the family. Phat such
keeping of this vow is the condition of con-’ may be the case, each member must regutinuing in the church. Apostagy from this late all his acts, even the most trivial, upon
Christian principles. They must be promptvow entails repentance or ex-communication. By this vow the candidate promises ed by heartfelt sincerity. Our piety should be
to live for the time to come to God and not of sucha strong and deep-seated character,
to the wo
This vow is of the most sol- that close and constant inspection of it
should increase confidenee in it.. Home
emn kind. *8It is for life and for death.
Bunsen said, ‘The Baptists have restored should never be the place of showing the
adult baptism.” We think they have done worst side but rather the best side of our
more than this. They have preserved not natures. Indeed, if religion is exemplified
only the Scriptural baptism, both as to the at home, but few fears-need be entertained

prayer. Even some way more demonstrative may not be inappropriate. Almost
anything is preferable to an entire want of

immersions, and

of

the

same lable und kneeling at the same altar,

mission, saying, “ Go ye, therefore,’ and but by his own free act and deed, expressteach all nations,
baptizing them in the|-.ing his soleron vow “in the presence of God
and men, and professing Christ in baptism.
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of

the Holy
baptism
baptism,
existed.

from

SEER
A newspaper has been

obstacles in the way, numerous and varied, gaining ground.
but never insurmountable. Noone need to started in Foochow, the capital of the
cast himself away, for all may be saved. province, which shows the growing need
Often those apparently the farthest off and | thus early evinced by the people for this
But if the
most hopeless are nearest the kingdom. §pécies of cheap litewature.

safer to baptize by immersion, beeause this good reason why there should not be among. sage of peace and love sounding down
is the general practice.” Chevalier Bunsen .them the same ease and familiarity in con- through the ages; millions bave helrd the
sound, accepted and found salvation.
himself a pedo-baptist,a scholar of profound versing respecting the interests of the soul, joyful
How great the company of the redecmed,
research, declares that he was not able “to of priceless value, as there is in the more
discover any trace of infant baptism
sly common and ordinary affairs of life. Cer- already crossed to the shining shore, and
ly nothing can be of greater concern to how joyfully wilMthey welcome their foras the beginning of the third we
WE
Earth and heaven are
any other mode of administering the ordi those who are bound together by the strong mer companions,
+
nance than the immersion of the Body in ties of kindred and affeetiou--than to have yery near each other; true, a dark river
water. Dr.?Neander, the learned ahurch the assurance thatihey are to remain an | flows between ; but--with the love of God
supporting, it hécomes, in the language of
historian, endorsed. an article waitten by unbroken band here-after, Why then do
Prof. Jacobi of the University of Berti,

discourse, the moment he puts his pen to
paper upon this topic.
In‘ this instance,
however,

ing at a distance (han of those partaking

ing that infant ‘baptism was

A Baptist

is inclined to write a volume, or

immersion, a method alluded to by. Tertulliay as existing in his day. In the western

this practice began to be introduced, ** It is

&o.,

letters on businesd, remittances of money,

ject with simplicity and brevity.

and wives and parents know fur more of the
spiritual exercises and wants of those resid-

teenth century, Thomas Aquinas said,when

AF All communications designed for publica.
tion should be addressed to the Editor, and all

TL

mersion continued antil the thirteénthoeptu:
ry. Gregory, the Great, prescribed trine

churches immersion was never renounced
by any canon; yet, in practice, aspersion
became genernl in the west in’ the thir

a

JULY 8, 1875. ~x

STAR,

MORNING

general

increase

to

hope

that, with the

of common

sense their

number will grow beautifully less. Let us
leave the adoration of trinkets to barbarans.”

Denominational News and Notes,
Anniversary at New

Hampton.

The exercises of the fifty-second anniver.
sary ol the New Hampton Literary Institu-

titution commenced Monday evening, June
28, by a lecture before the Young Men's
Christian Association, by Rev. J. E. Dame,

of Lowell, Mass, His introduction to the
lecture was very ingenious and beautiful,
and when it closed with the announcement

that the lecture would be upon 'Temperawee, a feeling of disappointment. séemed to
be manifested by the audience. . But this
was only momentary; forthe speaker imme.
diately commenced a thoroughly prepared,

well digested lecture which was highly ap-

preciated by all who heard it. Xt was full of

—
anton.
important information, enlivened by appropriate illustrations, strengthened by frequent
~—Tur PrESS IN CHINA,
The beginnings
done, much more aceds 1to be done, and the
quotations, and delivered without any relof a free press in China iudicate unmistakAssociation now gives the opportunity to all
erence to manuscript.
able signs ot 'the foothold, however crude
to help in the good work by asking contried in their labors.
Tuesday and Wednesday were devoted...
and insignificant at first, that western civi- butions
of anything which may be helpful iin
These, among other things, are evident in lization has taken upon the soil of that
mostly to the examinutions of classes which
regard to them. They are men of deep pi- land. Nothing embodies the spirit of the its prosecution, ‘*‘luasmuch as ye have were highly creditable to students and
done it unto the least of (hese little ones, ye
ety—religion is their theme, their life, their age with us more than the newspaper. And
In several classes there weie
teachers,
have done it unto me,”
love. They preach, pray, talk, sing out of | it is not unwarrantable to regard it as but
In Greek, Latin,
wrilten examinations.
hearts deeply imbued with the gpirit of God, in the commencement of a destined career
| Geology and Frigonometry there were prizMETHODIST CHARITY.
and enriched with experience of his ‘grace. of great power in Europe and Americ.
We have been es for writen examinations.
Religion is to them a reality in all ils parts So it is with deep interest that we mark the both astonished and pained at the appearTuesday evening there [were prize declaand aspects, its truth, excellencgd
divinity first steps ot this civilizing agent in a coun- ance of a paragraph recently in’ the Cali- mations by the Middle and Junior classes.
are unquestioned ; its commandgare author- Iry where the dried up conservatism of ages Jornia Christian Advocate, referring to im- ‘Che speaking was good, better than usual,
itative, its precepts practical fits promises has bound the free activities of the mind mersion as baptism. The Bt. Louis Adve- showing careful training, and ‘good ability.’
unbounded,
precious,
and "sure.
They
and deadened the living energies of the cate, puzzled sdyerely to aecount for so The prizes were awarded as. follows: 1st
speak what they do know, and testify what soul. Itiseasyto see how a newspaper ‘many of the colored people of the South prize, Geo. 8. Hoyt; 2d, A. 8. Hazleton;
they have seen, all backed and enforced by way come into favor with those who fre- being Baptists, made a frantic attempt to honorable mention, 1st, W.. T. Perkins; 2d
the Word of God.’
quent the tea-shops and other places of re- solve the problem by making a colored H. 8. Snow.
And Methodist sister say: ‘Oh, dese darkey |. The meeting of the corporation and the
They take it for granted that their fellow- sort where gossip is interchanged.
men are like themselves, believin® in re- this, we are told, is the fact. The press of sinners, dey is none ob dem able to sist the gevera] meetings of the Trustees were very
harmonious. Resolutiohs){were adopted in
ligion ard feeling the need of it. There are Ilong Kong and Shanghai are steadily fas’nashuny ob a public baptizin’,”

orators,or sermonizers, or theologians;

the
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in a dark
day of their history, has served them

Our hther in the gospel, Elder 8. Newell

wegard to the deaths of Rey. Geo. T. Day
and Prof. A. P. Shattuck who have died
since the last annual meeting. The report
of the Principal,

5

for
a mere nominal

87 years of age enjoyed another

now neatly

0

ther |
object.
"to accomplishei

ous hospi

Wednesday evening there was a lecture Meeti
andngthe mssion closed.
before’ the Literary: Societies by Ralph | CL
WiLLas Werrerero, Clerk.

Waldo Emerson,
LL. D., on “Homes.” It
was a finished and scholarly production,
and was listened
t0 by a large audience

Circular.

Pe

exercises

of the senior’ classes took place.

on Tuesday, the 31st, ~
mences
We havenot known a time which

There

were eight ladies and eight gentlemen who
graduated from the regular courses, and

the shade trees of our village

never

As the

not our

for its future; but it. will be well to remember that it needs buildings, funds, sympathy and prayers in order that it muy con.
tinue to dp its work successfully.

Many are strangers to each other. ‘We want
and enthusiasm of association.
the inspiration

Oar lay brethren commit, too much, the interests

WESTERN,

—are, practically,
of our cause to their preachers,

Rev, N. W. Bixpy writes that he has

quite contrary to the genius and

episcopal,

to the school,

After the trials we have suffered

and out of which we have just emerged, we need
Conference organized by electing A. G.
one good united effort to re-open with strength
Brann, moderator and A. J. Davis,assistant ; and promise.
J.D. Batson, clerk and H. F. Wogan, asEvery one who has aided the Institute to the
sistant.
amount of $5, or more, is a member of the Ed.

Letters were received from each of the
Q. Ms. reporting more than’ usual revival
interest, and general stéadfastness among

for |

One newQ. M, (Sauk Rapids) -was received into fellowship. It is on the froutier

Demick. They both labor under peculiar
difficulties, yet both desire and purpose to
live.
The business sessions were harmonious.

Home Mission received considerable attenAn executive committee consisting
tion.
of A. J. Davis, A. G. Brann and B. R.
Rackliff were intrusted with the charge of

of 15.

brother from Vt. were
The preaching of these

the

cordially received.
and their
brethren,

who

The following was the
Invocation and Reading of

Sav-

the

church in

have

been

minister, has

r much

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. will

Bro. Curr also writes that on July 4, six

were

baptized at Presque Isle, and seven were receiv
ed into the church in that place, He concludes:
«« We are encouraged and hope for more success in the Aroostook Mission.”

now

Griffin,

feeble

in

health.

act
Bro. C. expresses heartfelt gratitude for this
brethren.
his
from
of Christian benevolence
Although weak and emaciated he is still hopefyl. Let the hearts of (God's people pray that
use:
if consistent, he may be spared to further
fulness on earth,

of our

our hearty sup-

Concord,

N.

H.

.

For many years Rev. Silas Curtis has resided
dein Concord, and in connection with other

er
nominational trusts has been treasur
es.
Home Mission and Education Societi

Q.

live and

ESTABLISHM ENT.

brethResolved, That we recommend our d the
ron to make vigorous efforts to exten
printwirculation of the publications of our
the
nce
adva
thus
and
ent,
lishm
ing estab
ulgatinterests of the denomination,by prom g the
ing our principles and also ‘increasin
nt ob
means to carry forward our benevole
.jeots.
/
ON THE DEATH OF DR. DAY.

we In common

with

owing to failing health,

of our
A few

he

felt

active duobliged to retire fora while from the
ed here
preach
has
and
,
parish
and
pulpit
ties of
church
thé
time
this
g
only twice since. Durin
tly
earnes
could,
they
best
as
pulpit
the
supplied

pastor,
hoping for the returning health of their
pulpit.
the
in
place
his
to
ation
and his restor
on
but
,
longer
d
They would gladly have waite
ation,
Star.
resign
his
ing
Morn
ced
enfor
the
of
he
r
edito
the first of April
we will cherish his memory, His health had considerably improved, and
his
Christian example, pracfice
although abundantly able to attend to his duties
strive for ‘the same ‘pure
afd
ies, did not

would exother religious associations we denominathe
to
loss
the
at
ow
sorr
our
‘press
brother,
tion and the world of our beloved

his
spirit, andl by'the grace of God make
home our home.

The collection on the Sabbath
Mission

for Freed-

80 dollar,

was over

up, we believe, to 100 dollars.
0

iy

made

as treasurer of our benevolent societ

rate.
feel like continuing the burden of a pasto
Bro.

rate of
The five and a half years’ pasto
this church
by
ded
regar
Curtis is very properly

and people as a success.

He came to their help

3

i

peak BAR

dope eb

BR

Cains

5

is the great desideratum of Dyspeptics and those
afflicted with weak

t des Arabes

Sep

with

Rheld

.| is an excellent food for invalids, and unriv

delicacy. Al

the Pin

with ¥.

Spice

Society,

preach

ence, the writer was requested to

at 2, P. M.* Sor,

a

* The Maine

Central R.

at each

Next session with
Sept. 3.

Rome

with

son.

Next session
Oct. 2, 3.

the

with

the

Mount

church

cf

Q. M. will hold
J«

F.

NO.

2
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WEED

SEWING

MACHINE

JAS. H. FOWLER, Manager,

CO.

No. 533 Washington Street, Boston.

VOICE

has

OF

GOD.

By REV. ALFRED NEVI, D. D.

A new and valuable Book of absorbi
interest Soutaining all the HISTORX
and LEGENDARY
Lore of the BIBLE,
with accounts of its Patria
, PProphets, a icuts, MiNe and Heroes.
Reyhangwith Lg
i
al Octave
SOME ENGTAV
.
House
Millers’ Bible and Pu
1adelphia,
nes Lg 1104 Sansom §¢., P

THE SONG BOOK

its mext session

THE

FOULLONTON, Clerk,

Register Reports.

>OSPEL

SONGS

SONGS.
BEST GOSPEL
BY P. P. BLISS.

session, it will be a convenience to have It inserted.

Book

Post

Office Addresses.

Tried and Found Not Wanting,
Not an ordinary

ses-

ll

a

AS.

——

i

—————

IN

Letters Received.
8 Aldrich—J Armorer—S Aldrich—W Bond—S D Bates
—Mrs MC Babeock—W Brown—S H Barrett—C Baneroft—J D Batson—M L Burlesoli—C A Bickford—J C
Connor—L Clark—S Cleveland—J
M Crandall-H
W
“arter—R H Crowell~W H Cutting—Geo P Davis—J B

Dow=A

D Drummoud—W

Delano—J

Erskine—N

The

Saturday

Herrick—I

Contains

Field

Ira D, Sankey

”

sung

by

in the great ye

Scotland.

over

all others for

ots.:

$3.60

the State Meetings of New
York,
Iowa,
Illinois, Wis«

G Haseltine—J

b

5

:
Forwarded.

0 y P b l Price

35

Single sample copy
receipt of 30 cents.

Per Doz.

sent

on

Songs. JON CHURCH &C0,

Penney- J 8 Potter—W Russell—A Redlon—B Randall—
Ritanburgh—C Ross—P Smith—M 8 Scribner—T
I. W
Stevens—A Smith—Miss E C Simonds—G W
Sanborn—S8
W stiles - M sawyer—S F Smith—D A Tucker—T Tewks bury—B Townsend—P C Tolford—G W Wright—T Wells
—FWileom -E D Wade—W 5 Walker—H
F Wood-0
Books

Songs

+/vivals in England &

H

Mieh—J C Osgood—S Orr—Poland, Me~T E Peden—C ¥

Young.

SONGS

the

Chosen

Higgins—O C Hills (2) -J @ Joh
-J Jenning
Johnson—G D KEnox—B H Larabee—A F Lunt—H 8
Limbocker—E 8 Lamb—Mrs C Lillie—J C Maxfield—J R
Merrill -W G Mason—E Osgoed—Bap. 8 8, Okemos,

W

k

Words of Ear«

‘* GOSPEL
.

¥arr—J M Farn!
—08 Googins—N O Gardner—J F
Gleason—Mrs C B Goodwin—
A W Gates—J George—R 3

Gallup—R_Holcomb—H

Song

but the Earnest

nest Workers
animated
by
music that will live. Pure,
Simple and Powerful.

Rev. Moses Folsom, East Wakefield, N. H.

tm

D. 8. Swrrs, Clerk.

and Sunday in Sept.

its last, session

church.

G.

All Quarterly
Meetings, Benevolent Societles,
Literary Institutions, &ec., for the Register of 1876
hak yet reported, should be forwarded af once to se:
insertion.
If clerks of Yearly Meetings w in
send us a card
giving the time and: place of the next

Big Island church,
S. D. Bates, Clerk.

second

NEW

runs without noise, and is adapted to both Family
and Manufacturing purposes.
Spécial inducements to agents.
3

the church in Candia, jue. 18, 19.

*

church, commencing
D. C. Curis, Clerk.

Burke the

Hope

ROCKINGHAM
with

Prayer, Rev.

Next session at

MASS.

no sewing machine ever was, Or ever
Probabl
will be put upon the market, that in so short a time
will
such immense Jopularity and success, as
has this machine, and all
use it is so Simple, Easy
to Run, and will do All Kinds of sewing. No
rson
should buy a machine without first examining it. Our

tickets to

CEDAR VALLEY, Iowa, Q. M. will hold its next
session with the Burr Oak church; commencing
Sept. 10,
H. C,INMAN, Clerk.

sion with the Berwick church, July 3, 4. The
churches reported a general steadfastness, with
interest and labor in the Sunday school cause.
The social meeting on Saturday wasa good sea-

the Wis. YX,

furnisn

made affau gement sie meet those
wishing to attend
the Y. M. froma distance, at Scioto
Furnace on
the Portsmouth branch of the Cincinnati & Marietta
R. R., that being the nearest point for Suieyauce.
:
5
.
+ SMITH,

session of this

MagioN (Ohio) Q. M.—Heldits summer

will

OHIO RIVER Y. M. will hold its mext session

ser-

advocating the claims
Mission Societies.

R.

this Y. M., at Pittsfield, commencing Aug. 17., from
Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, Skowhegan, Augusta, and
intermediate stations, for one fare,
to return
on the
day after the close of the mee
.
Call for excursion tickets to the Penobscot Y.M
at the stations from which Ie come. No returs
tickets will be furnished at
Pittsfield.
The European & North American R. R. will furnish similar tickets on similar conditions from Mc
Adam Junction, Abbott and iftermediate stations,
:
A. L. GERRISH.

taries of the Home and Foreign Mission Socie-

on

PORCHESTER,

Notice.

churches of this .Q. M. to respond as early and

Q. M. bedevoted to
our Home and Foreign

ho

PENOBSCOT XY. M.

_Wapstpinicon Q, M.—Held its June session
with the ‘Welton church, June 4—6. The
business was transacted
in harmony. The
meetings of worship spiritual and profitable.
The following resolutions were passed in relation to Home and Foreign Missions :
Resolved, 1. That we earnestly request the

2. That ope evening

s and

bak

CRAWFORD Q. M. will
hold its next session with
the Plumb church, com menciog Sept. 10.
:
. H. FARR, Clerk.

mon upon the death of Dr. Day, which was
complied with. We were favored with: the
Presence of Rev. Mr. King, (U. Brethren) who
previously held revival: meetings with the
church, which were greatly blessed in the conyersion of souls.
;
Next session with the Hamilton church, comJ. S. DiNsMORE, Clerk,
encing August 27.

ties,

rs thronghout the coustay, at

Walter Baker& Co.

Ser.

‘o'clock. Annual ‘meetingof the Maine
signary

in

the above are for sale by

CHEMUNG Q. M., will convene with the church in
} Windsor, commencing Aug. 20 at 7, P. M. Rev.S8.
R. Evans is to preach the opening sermon.
R. F, FrRaxci8co, Clerk,

Appropriate resolutions were

grow.

CINCINNATI, O.

4

BY MAIL.

INIMENT
NIA

© C Frost, Lake Village, N H.
Edw

Toothaker,

Phillips;

Me.

@ C Brown; N Sterling, Conn.

EXPRESS.

\ODIDE OF AMMO

T F Paine, N Anson, Me.

Home

Cures Neuralgia, Face Ache, Rheumatism, Gout,
Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelas,

Mission.

Rev F Reed & wife, Gray, Me, $3 for freedmen,
Georgiaville eh, R I; per L Dexter,
16.49
C’ Thompson, Wiscasset, Me, 50
Mrs A P Hodgdon, Tuttonboro, N H.
1.00
North St ch, Bath, Me, per A F Dunton,
545
Estate of J Howe ate of Enfieid, N H,per J B Sar~
gent,
A friend, East Andover, N H, per J L Sinclair,
1,10
New Gloucester eh, Me, per A F Hutchinson,
Int. on bequest of Rev A Avery, late of Haverhill,
Mass,
Estate of Rev A Avery, ** for permanent fund,”
David Hayes, S Strafford, Vt, $1 for freedmen, per
2.00
M Atwoud,
2.45
Farnumsville ch, Mass, per A M Freeman,
A member ot Saco cis, Me for freedmen, per E True, 10.00

Bruises or Wounds of every kind in man or animal.
Discharged from the Massachusetts General Hospital as incurable, with inflammatory rheumatism in
my shoulders. fingers and feet; suffered fearfully for

three years; tried

everything; lost all hope.

DR.

LANDRETHS'

TURNIP

The religious
the Q. M. has lost somewhat during the past
year in ministering brethren, we yet hope for
good results in the future,
session with the Plainfield church,
Next
;
commencing Sept. 3.
Re

C. K. Ricuarpson, Clerk.

We believe in Q. M's in a Quartabove stated.
erly Meeting way. The preaching was good and
the social meetings were epirited. The Lynn
church seems to be in a good condition, with
Rev. A. J. Kirkland as pastor.

The next session will be held with the Mount
Oct. 6, 7. Full ate
Lowell,
Vernon church,

tendance is very desirable. D. R. WALLACE, Clerk.
;

~
’AN BUREN

(Towa)

Q.

M.—Held

its

June

tute, and

of advancing

that

will rank among the first educational itstitutions
of the West,
.
Next session with the Agency City church,
commencing with the business conference, Sept.

J. D.
following order :, Introductory prayer,
i 8. CleveCoulliard ; Reading the Scriptures,
to
Consecrating ington, was with us and preached the Word \
J. Hamilton;
land; Sermon,
;
ance.
of
accept
Hand
;
good
Ulmer
M.
,
Charge
rayer, A, Clark ;
Next session will be held with the Bolton
the candiellowship; J. Small ; Benediction
Conference, Friday
J.
wiz.:
, on Sept. 18, 19.
M.,
church
Y.
to
date, Delegates chosen
RussgLy, Clerk.
J.
B.
BM.
2,
at
,
ing
Cooper
preced
¥.
and,
Small, M. Ulmer, E. 8. Clevel

nt

op SONAR.

Raman a

5d is

tapi

5

~~ *

and Rose

In Lyndon,

Mr. Warren

of J.

Vt., by Rev.

f.

W.

Ayers and

L,

Miss

Noyes,

Sarah

June

16,

airs, that

|

G. Sawyer,

’ ™
t.entsni
ue
uq
Bo
it
Fru
.
em
lin
us
Vio
Am
|

$1.50.
both of L. July 8, Mr. Geo. H. Burbank and Abbie |
M. Dow, both of
Walden. July 20. Mr. Fred. W, Her- Party
ving
22,

Popular

:
$2.50. Violin
Musical
Garland.*yin.
uote.§
Musical Flowers. %iu, bic"

L. Skinner,

In Janesville, Wis,. July 14, by Rev. W. C. Whitford, Mr. Amos E. Tyler, of Big Springs, and Miss
Mattie W. Thayer,

Brilliant,

every one can play, and no one can help liking.

both of C.

and Miss Jennie L. Randall, both of L. July
Mr. Thomas P. Mathewson, of L., and Miss Nel

.

lie Chesley, of Sheffield.

i
7% ols.

Airs for Violin.
Dances.

dh.
Viclin and

r's Band of Four.
Winne
$1.00. Quarttets for 1st and 2d Violin, Cornes
or Clarionet and Bass.

s Dance Music.
FOR MOTH-PATCHES, Straus
$1.00. Violin and Piano.
FRECKLES,
Violin and Flute Duets.

AND
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till it

Lord
season was enjoyed,as the presence of the Hunt
Hyatt, from
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people. ReI.
was with his
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H. Sawyer

in favor of supporting the Wilton Collegiate Instiinstitution

€ollections of Easy,

In West Charleston, Vt, July 3, by Rev. J. Gran-

ville, Mr, Luthér

term with the Hillsboro church. The following
resolution was unanimously adopted :
Resolved, That however arduous the task, a
good, first class educational institution in the
West is an absolute necessity for the growth and

‘spirituality and interest was good, and willing3 2. M.D. K, HELTERBRAND, Cerk.
ness to do and act in the cause of the Master
on 17, at
more than made up for the lagk of numbers W.
the occasion. On Sabbath,” Bro. George set
Exospura Q. M.—Held its last session with
Vassalboro, was
Colby, of the church in gospel
good
A
the
in
Farnham church, June 19, 20.
y
‘the
ministr
the
of
work
apart to the

eins

“MARRIED

prosperity of the denomination ;, and that we are

MonrvirLe Q. M.—Held its June session at
By reason of a
South Montville, June 18—20.
severe storm on Friday and Saturday, there
but the
was not a. large number in attendance,

SEEDS.

BOOKSOF EASY MUSIC!!!

such a name was adopted for the old Boston Q.
M., but it was short-lived and passed out as

-

RRS

fo

GILES’ LINIMENT IODIDE oF, AMMONIA effected a
Crenuxe Q. M.—Held its July session with
complete cure.
EN
Ha
the church in Elmira. It was a very precious
No. 72 Plane St., Fall River, Mass.”
season. The churches were well represented by
Sold by all Druggias. Depot No.451 Sixth Avenue,
letter and delegates. ‘The preaching throughout
New York. Oniy 50¢. and $1 per bottle.
1m30
was very interesting. The social meeting, Satwas full of pleasure and ¢omafternoon,
urday
Rouxp Mountain (N. C.) Q. M.—Held its fort. At the close of the sermon, Saturday
winter session with the Mehausen church, Feb. evening, two young ladies, recently eonverted,
218.24
6; and its spring session with the Hillsdale were baptized in the presence of a large audiSTLAS CURTIS, Treas.
Z. SoLmox, Clerk.
greatly
Concord,
N.
H.
been
has
church, May 8.
place
this
in
church
ence. ‘The
blessed by the ford. During the past six
Education Society.
months, about 40 have been added to its memterm
5.87
Harvoxy (Ohio) Q. M.—Held its June
Exeter Q M, Me, per VD Sweetland,
and still the work goes on. —*%¥
bership,
Blackstone, Mass, per 8 D Church,
2.00
with the Union church, June 5, 6. The weathwith the church in Pine Valley,
session
Next
Quarterly
col.,
Portsmouth
ch,
N
H,
per
L
L
Harmon,
10.0¢
er being extremely unfavorable, the attendance commencing Oct. 8. May the churches be well
in
“ NHYM,
11.8
was light, but all the churches were represent- renresented and come together with prayer for Rev
J Erskine, Francoma, N H, Ist inst. on note,
5.00
Forestall Summer Fevers and all the com ed but one. Some of the churches report a good. the divine blessing.
S. AvLpricH, Clerk.
L S Woodman, Raymond, N H,
1.00
Quarry col., Hampton ch, N H, per Rev G J Abdegree of prosperity, some seemed to languish,
plaints generated by excessive heat, by keeping the
7
9.00
and one is passing through deep trials.
5.0 )
P Haynes, Lawrence, Mass, 1st inst. on note,
Mass. AssociaTion—Held its July session with DQuarterly
col.,Gt. Falls cls N H,per Rey P W Perry, 554 blood cool and the bowels free with
The following resolutions were adopted by the the church at Lynn, the 7th and 8th. The
12.00
Lowell,
“+” Danville, N H, per J A
A
conference :
1.00
Tartant's Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,
George Haynes, West Buxton, Me,
churches were all represented by letter and
5.00
Resolved, That we as Freewill Baptists con- delegates. They are all supplied except Boston, Rev J Burnham Davis, West Buxton, Me,
12.84
Col,
Me
Western
Y
M,
at
once a most refreshing draught and the best regudenomour
as
Star
Morning
the
tinue to accept
oston church have | Rev E H Butts& wife, Ross Corner, Me, 1st inst. on
Lowell and Pelham. The
00
lating medicines.
inational organ, and pledge it ‘our sympathy and called Rev. J. E. Dame, and he has accepted;
note,
ch, Me.. to con. Rev L W Raymond ion
support, and that we earnestly pray God to sus- the Lowell church expect to settle a pastor seon. Col. Harrison
06
.
y
SOLD. BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
5.0
tain its assistant editor in the great loss sustain. At this session, a new constitution was adopted, John Dawes,
Harrison, Me, 1st & 2d insts, on note,
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ed by the death of its senior
M.
Q
Mass.
the
perGC
to
NH,
and the name changed
Quarterly col., Wash. £t ch, Dover,
50
T. Day.
Waterman,
Our brethren here don’t want to depart too
do Candia, N H, per WJ Dudley,
come
session
has
‘The
time
the
landmarks.
Whereas, We believe
Lyndon Center, Vt, per W L Noyes,
much from the old
do
10.00
do Augusta Me, per C ¥ Penney,
when the several branches of the Baptist church was very interesting and profitable to all. There
2.85
do Sutton. Vt,
per L B Tasker,
10,00
should be united in one body, and whereas the were several ministers from abroad who did Rev E W Porter, Bath, Me, 1st inst. on nose,
1.00
Me,
Bath,
prech)
St
there(Corliss
end,
Woodman
Curtis
F
that
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Father
good service. The Rev.
Baptist Union is laboring for
10.00
G G Deering,
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fore,
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‘Gray, Me, per F Reed,
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do
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Resolved, That we endorse the course pursued and everything was
Me, (Main Sf ch) 1st inst, on
Lewiston,
Cook,
W
8
hastily,
not
and
done
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was
that
10,00
manner. The business
D. LANDRETH & SON, Philadelphia, Pa.
{
and the sentiments expressed in
note,
10,00
liberal but everything was looked over carefully before Kingsbury
Ld
Bachelder, Pittsfield, Me,
2t29
recommend it to the patronage of al
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Carrie
E
Chesley,
Farmington,
N
H,
4
reduly
was
idea
one’s
every
being passed, and
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Baptists.
settled
have
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that
hope
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The Q. M.
. SILAS CURTIS, Treas.
Whereas, God in'tisprovidence has seen fit to spected.
down on a working basis, The idea of an asConcord, N. H.
remove by death our fellow laborer in the cause sociation has long been talked of and last April
a.
ed ll a tf
—
T. Day; therefore,
G.

lete mission
cation that Bro. Curtis had an incomp
church, and
the
to work out in connection with
his supply
est,
requ
own
their
with
in agcordance
d down to
lapsed into a pastorate which reache
:
last April.
Last summer,

are

passed relative to an rational publications
and mission interests; By vote of the confer-

order of exercises:
Hymn, Rev. L. D.

M.—Held

as pi

A

SRIHVAND

A Brother in the Weare Q. M. writes: It was
my pleasure to spend the Sabbath of July 18,
with the church at East Andover, N. Hj fulof
filling my part of the voluntary arrangement
the ministering brethren at the last Conference of
the Weare Q. M., to the effect that each should
supply the East Andover church, one Sabbath,
for Bro. C. B.

RIVER

won

ty

, and

which still is

have enjoyed revivals during the winter, and
others report steadfastness. This Q.
M. is
among the number which seems determined _to

d yet other responsibilities of Christ, the Rev.
we com® returned missionaries to our homes | years ago he accepte
a
Resolved, 1. That in his death ‘we feel that
ht, and as it would
unsoug
him
which came to
and churches.
the gospel field has fallen, and
in
laborer
faithful
ence,
geem, in the order of God's provid
8. That we will continue to givein our
the denomination sustained a great loss.
the
church,
sympathize
In October, 1869, the pulpit of our
support to the Freedmen’s Mission the in9. That this conference deeply
in
8-uth and that we will not neglect Society. in Concord, being vacant, Bro, Curtis consentéd with the family and relatives of the deceased
they have’ sustained,
which
loss
pasle
a
irreparab
till
the
hs,
Sabbat
few
terests of the parent Home Mission
a
supply for
A. P. MarmoN, Clerk.
with the to act as
4. That weare in full sympathy ge our- tor could be secured. dhe Lord at once began
a—
pled
we
church
Central Association and
ard its to bless his ministry in the revival of the
ld its June
M.—He
Q.
ina
gelves to do all we can tocarTy forw
people
Apays & Wasmar
and the conversion ‘of sinners. The
work.
the Packwakee church, June, 4—6,
with
session
indian
as
favor
God's
terpreted this mark of
interest wha good, and although

Resolved, 1. That

street church, Lewiston,

mon at

with the Fairview church.
Next session with the Summerset church. Persons attending by rail will stop at Summerset
station, where teams will be in readiness to conT. B. CURTIS.
vey them to the meeting.
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it a world-wide
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at the Paris and

RIVER RAISIN Q. M. will be held’ with the Macon

(Franklin and Hamilton)

Two of the churches

Quarterly WMeetings.

church. Itseems that a brighter day has dawned upon Mapleton and the little church that has
is
so long struggled against discouragements
very much encouraged.

port.
9. That we rejoice in the success of our
missiounaties in India, and we will continue
will
to give them our sympathy and prayers,

PRINTING

[Y
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church; commencing Aug. A ath, A. M.

Lawrence (N. XY.) Q. M.—Held its June sesGeo. F. Leclere, (Presb.); Reading of Hymn, sion at Dickinson, A very good and spiritual
Rev. J. M. Langworthy,
Sermon, Rev. L, season was enjoyed.
(Baptist);
Rev. Mr. Smith,
agent for the Central Association was present and
A.Crandall ; Ordaining Prayer, L. D. Felt ;
reached to good acceptance. Bro. M. White,
Charge to Candidate and “Hand of Fellowship, | ofP the Burke church was ordained to the gospel
Bros. Arthur Morey, N. N. Niles and
L. A. Crandall ; Charge to church, L. D. Felt; ministry.
J. A. Walworth had their licenses renewed for
Benediction by the candidate,
one year. All churches not having paid their
L. A. CRANDALL, } Ordaining
tax of five cents per resident member, are exL. D. Fir.
Council.
pected to forward it to the next session. Rev.
John Willis was appointed to deliver the Sabbath school address at the next meeting.

Mapleton, Me., has been quickened into renewed life. Six have been baptized and eight
Moreare to go forward
added to the church.
in baptism, and others are waiting for letters
from the churéhes to which they have belonged
to join us, Bro. Dagen and wife, a Wesleyan

will
missions, both Home and Foreign, and

men's

S20

Haxcook & Quiney Q. M.—Held its May
session with the Franklin church, The church
es were all
represented by letter and delegates,

at its late session.

Felt; Reading .of Scripture and

Rev. J. W. CARR writes that

MISSIONS.

give the cause of missions

M.,

addition

13, makes a recent

with the church in that village.

to the interest and profit of the sesgion.
Letters from the Quarterly Meetings represented general steadfastness, some growth,
«quite general attention given to Sabbath
schools and an increased interest in our
missionary work. It is
denominational
earnestly hoped there will be still progress
in that direction. The mectings throughout
were spiritually interesting and many felt
It good to be there. Some of the resolutions
;
adopted were as follows :

Resolved, 1, That we are in favor

i

ope church, within the bounds of the Little Seioto
commencing Aug. 13,at 2,
P.M.
V

PORES.e have

a mystery why the most talented and useful
‘taken and the less honored left.

One the Sabtheir Lord in

the work of
July 14, by a council appointed by

Rev. B. Mixarp writes that the Lord has
graciously revived his work in Mechanic Falls,
Me. Nineteen persons have recently been baptized, and these with eight others have united

"words of wisdomin conference,added much

That
"9,
imitate his
teachings,

ib. 5.

as 8

ness to that divine Providence,

Ordination.

month.

this

of

Sabbath

Others are waiting to follow the

Methodist

was

‘Hillsdale, and

baptism, making 14 in all
Christ since April 1.

iour in baptism.

J. Davis,

Meeting

second

communion, June

June 256—27. Organized by electing Rev.
£. B. Fuller, moderator,and Rey. J. B. Collins, assistant. Prayer for the divine blessing was offered by Elder J. Moxly, of Vt.

«@. T. Day,

Sapte. ts

.

‘been greatly afflicted by the death of

favor to the

manifesting his

people near Columbus, Kansas.
bath of July 18, three followed

These together with eleven received at the last

held with the church at North Lawrence,

Chase, of

the

Me., on

St. Lawrence Y. M.

H.

MAYHRY, Clerk.

was publicly set apart to
the fellowship of the North Bt. church, in Bath, |. Bro. B. S.theHunting
ministry at Prairie du Sac, Wis,,

J. D. Batsox, Clerk.

Yearly

still graciously

the

that

Rev. Joux B. Fast writes’

to

were received

We learn that four persons

H. F. Wogan, J. S. Manning, M. D. EvirOther ministers
est and A. G. Brann.
present and participating : H. N. Herrick,
ApproB. R. Rackliff and J. D. Batson.
the
on
adopted
were
resolutions
priate
death of Rev. G. T. Day, late editor of the

St. Lawrence

interest éngouraging.
the Sabbath school
.
ad

doubled.

nearly

has

school

Sunday

baptized

June 20, Bro. M.

ten happy converts who were received into the
church. Bro. M. isthe right man in the right
place.”
:
Rev. R. G. Broaproor writes encouragingly
of the interest at Henderson, Knox Co., Ill,
where he has for some time labored under
difficulties. The congregation is increasing and

Curtis Leavitt, Esq.,is superintendent. The pastors
salary is paid promptly, and the revival interest
J. Frank Locke.
is good.

Mission was present and added interest
He
both by his counsels and preaching.
took a collection and pledges on Sunday
amounting to nearly $64.00, mostly cash.

Morning Star.

the

of

Rev. J. S. Manning of the Freedmens'

A.

Rev. C. B. Mills,

six converts

11,

July

On

Laconia, N. H.

.

Sermons were preached by

increased prosperity under the faithful labors of

and eleven added to the church.
were baptized
the last seat has been
almost
and
pew
last
The
rented. Within three months the membership

its affairs. A collector for each Q, M. was
appointed as follows: St. Croix,—Goodwin; Winona and Houston, H. A. Corey;
Hennepin, C. L. Russell; Sauk Rapids,
M. D. Evirest.

:
Rav. E, J. Doviz, writing from Capac, Mich.,
says : “ Our church at New Haven, is enjoying

Ministers and Churches.

N.

doubled,

in the church,

Collins. On June 6, three were baptized and
six united with the church. The good work is
R. J. R.
still going on.

ordained minister,

H.

and several have been received to membership

0. E. B.

)

Since Rev.

there,

for the church

congregation and Sabbath school has

greatly revived under the labors of Rev. R. W.

tains four small churches with a total memE.

BY

and one

J. Brown entefed on his labors as pastor, the

The churchin West Franklin, Vt., has been

It con-

M. D. Evirest, and one licentiate,

prospects

Soc., and we need to have a large membership
present,

baptiz-

at Madison, in addition to those reported not
long since.
.
From Kewanee, Ill, we learn of cheering

Especially will not our people bring up their
sons and daughters and those of their neighbors,

The eighteenth session of thé Minnesota
Y. M.. was held at Champlin, June 18—20.

Iowa,

ed three converts at Gatesville,

polity of our denomination.

Minnesota Y.M.

bership of only 63; one

+)

& 00. bogan

‘Chocolate, Cocoa
and Broma.

a

get the

i
Warranted to give satisfaction,

A

and on the last Sabbath in June we baptized
2. That we deeply sympathize with his fami.
eight persons. The following Sabbath, it being
copy of these resolutions be fora
ly, and that
communion day, these, with three who joined warded to his willow, and copies for publication
by letter, made eleven to receive the hand of to the Morning Star, and Baptist Union.
The August term of Ashtabula Q. M, will
fellowship, The church is well united, very be held with the Pierpont church, commencing
measure
a
much in earnest and we are enjoying
August 27, at 1 o'clock, ». M.
of revival grace.
F. L. Wey.
E. H, HicsEE, Clerk.

Wilton. Comparatively few of our preachers
have ever met in one and the same meeting.

‘proud of its history and indulge high hopes

and is weak in means and numbers.

and

BAKER

S
fifty spake of the goodness of God to their
)
and at all
souls; if time had permitted, many more would |
the Principal Exhibicions of the World, over all
Notices and Appointments.
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in Rome,
|
Aug, ' On1o River Y. M. will be held with the Mt. late and tho German EN
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0-22,
Lau Spe

first of May, and found a few waiting as candiOthers came forward,

Let us have a good working time, a good spiritual season, a meeting.of live Christians to do
work for God. Many, most, of our preachers
have never visited their- own Institute at

looked

declining

of silk be sure

Eureka. It isthe best in the market.

good brethren come up in the name of the Lord } dates for membership:

school, enters upon

the churches; yet a few are
want of pastors.
;

LADIES, the next time” you buy
spool

’

may their society and counselsbe spared to the

as the

will

‘Cost ‘what it may,

the school.

its fifty-thivd year, its friends may well feel

A.

in

WALTER

this Y.
tant work for the.Y: M. to do. The Education 'whiely, they have invested ‘so! much interest, a gentleman, a student and philanthropist, a prog 8 Tr 1 ot on. oFMig tho Tenirce to oa
&
Sg Min
teacher and sgholar, a speaker and writer of M.. Thursday morning, at 018 lack
has work of vital importance to” be done, prayer and successful labor !
Soo.
isters’
Conference
connected
with
this
Y.M.
will
superior beauty and force, and & worker beyond
meet on Tuesday, Sept. 7, at
WHEN]
Clerk
‘We began our pastorate with this church the
and many ought to’ witness the nextopening of
the powers of endurance, We bow with. sadi
i
+H.
N,
Clerk.

:more beautiful, and the school never ap-

Rev.

.

revival interestis manifested in some
of our

R ui
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Readings, ready for use in all Religious

and Sunday School Meetings. Three different numbers sent post-paid on receipt of 25 cents.
Address, R. CRITTENDEN, Bellefonte, Pa.

Oweco Q, M.,—Held its June session with
the Apalachin church, The churches were generally represented by letter and delegates. A

eas,
with us in person, heart and sympathy. (Long Be
|

se loudly

in Towa
for a rally of our peoplé
called

partment. . The exercises were closed by a
promenade concert in the hall, Thursday
«evening. Excellent music was farnisbed
by Blaisdell and Ingalls’ Band.
The weather could not bave: been finer,

The

Bible

+E. Prescorr, Clerk.

a’: sleepe r interest
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name of JAMES PYLE. None genuine without it.

Next session with the church at Carver's Har-

churches.

THE OLDESTAMD THE BEST
TI

ac-

knowledged the best
in use. Each pound bears the
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loved and’ honored editorof the Morning Star,
church ! Long may they liveto erijoy the privi- Rev. George I'. Day, therefore,
impor.
is
There
events.
Deleges
of
the
church
family,
for
the
benefit
of
several
these
of
the ‘Commercial
Resolved, 1, Thatwe have lost a Christian,
period

thirty graduates

peared’ better.

8. Cunnirigham.

and

RG

L&'S DIETETIC. SALERATUS. Universally

Brrrunix or Towa i—TheTowa¥. M. vem. our last communion appreciative resolutions re_ Asutanvia Q.
M.—Held its
May session
mences at Wilton, Aug. 97, The Education pecting his pastorate were unanimously adopt with
the church at
Dorsett. The following prethe
Soc, meets at the same place on Monday
ed by a justly grateful church and congregation, amble and resolutions on the death of Rev. G..
30th, and the Fall. term of the Institute com- Bro, Curtis and his worthy companion are still

who were eager
to see and hear the pioneer
]ycenm lecturer of America. © |
On Thursday,
the graduating

‘

+

:

bor, Bept, 17-19,

helpfulness and mutual co-operation, ‘This has
been done to such an extent
that it'is a fact con
ceded, that our church has a’ larger number of
spiritual workers in proportion to its membership than any other church in the city, During
more thdn! fifty persons have
his administration,
‘been added to the church, and remarkable union
and harmony have prevailed throughout. At

in entertaining the Yearly

Sr

ceived into the Q. M.

them in lifting a thousand
dollar debt from their

bath evening an appropriate resolution was
any special effort should be made at present read, thanking the citizens for their gener

eral fund, but it did not seem advisable that

hh

assisted FN church in Islesboro of 50 members was re-

salary, and has

Saturday afternoon, after which an intere st- of a pastor in the matter of visiting and attending covenant meeting was enjoyed.
ing evening meetings, he largely compensated
* The next session of the Yearly Meeting for any such deficiency, by educating and devel
will vie held with’ Jefferson Q. M. On Sab- oping among the membership a spirit of self

‘and Trustees show that the school. is in a
prosperous condition. It was admitted by
all that there is a great need of a ladies’
boarding-house, and an addition to the gen-

ba

E. Prescott

. Clough,

Y. M. with us and took part in the services, church edifice. If his broader denominational
The Lord's Supper was administered on responsibilities forbade his doing the full work

ex-committee
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Elight.
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Leet

into the blue hights of the sky.

Sudden I sprang from the scented grass;

and remarking that, he was never known
to bite—if,” says Mr, Tibbins to his friends,
‘ these are your preferences, we will not

Tibbins remained for some time motionless,

quarrel.

1 saw tall trees like flower stalks pass.

Then lost I seemed in a great gray mist
No sight to look to,no sound to lst.

fellows or not,

up, till the wide, wide sky

and

J stayedwy flying and bung ampoise;
No echo reached me of earthly noise.
I hung o’er the head of the cloud below,
Soft as » hilltop heaped with snow.

no

' New

with thd great varie

York Tribune.

the situation. Mr. Tibbins, who is no mean
classic, remembered Xenophon and various

which bas gr

Neddy’s

other great and renowned commanders who
retired in good order and not in the least
demoralized, and reflecting that the sage

think that those who delight in having them

poets have suggested, might properly share

coiling and

fuce.

Ah! like a great red baiRe dey
Hard at the henceward gatos of day.

mark the abodes of the rich and

Ten as I gazed the portal oped,

and say

And fainter and fainter the great rays sloped.
1 thought no more of the Joy to be free.
of “the dark

and

the

Above was the desert sky unknown;
Below cloudsseas; here was I alone.
In the night, und cry for the terror’s sake.

Glimmering and chill as a dead man’s shroud.
An hour or a moment ?—Lo.the earth lay bare,
IH thé white moon's risitig radinnee fam,’

=»

timé

that

the

publie

feeling

sade against dogs.

ended, said to him, ¢* My dear Sir, that dog
ie immem~rially old and superannuated,
and he is blind and deaf and toothless.”

I lately
from

the

ead in
|

Mr.

Nile,” he

dislike

of

butter

in

said,

a society

will

expose the dissenter to difficulty.
man, in a crowded
who

grass—bent damp with dew.

My wings weregone; F- syns free rdoed

ater”

And I'knelt, while my thanks went up to God,
For the love that binds man to the pod. se

=~ Spéatator.
hoioat

«

“at

supper

and

has

often

Such

a

elegant af®embly,

inc: witiously

bitten

a

Mr, Tibbias went. out merrily. upon

New Year's morning,

resolved at

least

to

pay one visit, long neglected, to a neighbor

—

In the woods all Winter,
‘Neath the eoverlid deep,
Curled up in a bunch,

who had become
before, who had

0

his neighbor the summer
given no sigus of dogs,

and who, ag Tibbins

We He asleep.
You’d never guess, if you didn’t know,
How warm ’tis under the snow.

much too sensible

a man

Tn this dark bedroom

ment of each call.

“Under ground,

suffer

them

At last he came

to the

new neighbor's, and went humming gayly
{ up the neat plauk walk from the gate, then
| turning briskly around the house, putting

’Tis a puzzle fresh from Spring to Fzll
How we ever wuke up at-all.

|

Bat in April, somehow,"
The sun's hot eye

it, as it were, between

himself and

retreat,

he was advancing rapidly toward the front| door, when he suddenly stopped, with a
| sickening sense of betrayal, as it were, in
{the house of a friend; for directly before
| him, within easy spring, so to speak, lay a
| large dog upon the door-mat, and upon
| perceiving him, Mr. Tibbins, as if upon
| tiptoe for silence,reconnoitered the situation.
To advance and ring the bell was simple
madness, - for the dog would of course
awake the moment a foot struck the step,
and in the confusion of sudden awakening
and of close quarters with an intruder he
would probably be very reckless and sanguinary, and not in the least amenable to

Juto our. quilt

. Beginste pry;

He ravels it cleverly, flake by flake,
And when be is done we're awake.

wrists,

We unclasp our fingers,
We clinched so tight,
We stretch and we spread

With all our might.
Shower and sunshine, winds and dew,
They fondle and feed us too.

to

about his house or grounds. Our friend
began the day prosperously, finding everybody cordial and gay, and doing, as he
thought, his full share towards the enliven-

We're tucked in so cozy,
‘We slumber so sound

So, then, in a lazy
Blind sort of way
We presently reach
Out into day,
Up through the mold on chubby
Poking our pale-green fists,

assured ‘himself, was

:

Tibbins

had

‘‘ Indeed ! ” replied Mr. Tibbins, “ but he

might

not

have been.”"— Harper's Maga-

zine.

;

Tom.
—

Oe

him may be an Eden of
behind him will be a howlIn literature nobody found
but

great-hearted,

Thackeray, who loved and made

gentle

much

of

the lad. His sister, a sweet Christian girl,
who teaches the little wretches in a mission
school with enthusiasm, endures Tom_ with
patient resignation. They are picturesque
through dirt and miséfy’; but what ean you
make of a creature who mimics yonr singing of 4h non giunge (and cleverly too), or
themps you on the back with ‘Give us the
Mulligan Guards. Nancy!” Perey, a brilliant young lawyer, marked in society for
his

fine

Tom.

wsthetic

taste,

does

not

endure

He holds him an nomannerly

cub,

with neither heart nor brains.
His father,
out of regard to his corns, holds him
at

arms length, and menrtions him only to
grumble at his shoe and tailor bills. Percy
had been head of his class in school—a
career-and distinction waited. for
what can be dene with this dull,’

low?

Even his mother,

bim,
Inzy

‘since he

trowsers for knickerbockers,
sciously drawn away from the

a lovely, gentieé mothertoo;

but
fel-

pat

bas
boy;

on

wunconshe is

when he was a

baby lying on her breast, he was a part

herself, a good

deal

But this:ball~man,

dearer

half-child,

than

of

herself.

with

all

his

strange developments of craelty and roughness, thoughts and ways which are alien to
her own, appalls and perplexes ber. If she
is a coarse woman, she nazs and scolds him

Had we dreamt ithe fun up here.

save himfelf the contact which seemed to be

To get our share ?

pantomime summon

" Atlastone ihorniog
With a leap comes June,
But not for us
A second too soon;
We're ready, a-tilt on the stemlets lithe,
To toss her a courtesy blithe.
as

Through the long, sweet Summer
Our lush fronds grow,
The wee brown spores

PWD,

Maturing slow,
Never a blossom~-bat then that bliss
‘We don’t know enough to miss.
By and by, of a sudden,
Que Autumn day,
Our ringlets we find
Are turning gray,
And chill airs whisper : Time for bed !Better get there, Silver head!
80 ’tis on with night-gown,
And on with cap,
‘While we nestle snug
For the winter’s nap.
Shivering, ere to sleep we go:

Deceitfulness of Appearances.
—

es

Mr, Tibbins wishes that lis - expdrience

in making New Year's calls may
_mseful as an

illustration of the

ness of appearances.

be made
deeeitful-

He is obe of the

gentlemen who do not keep dogs, although
~ be lives in the country, and who declines
soéfal visits to persons who do. Me. Tinbins is, however, just and fmnpartial, “My
friends,” he says, * shall not complain of
any
obscurity in my conduct.
I simply

EE

“then ‘thé alernative,m

not both.

If your

door,

and

so

tastes a

day,

and

certain

other

broad-shouldered,

ruddy fellows who are masters on the ball’
| inevitable.
But there was no one looking
out, and the closed window seemed to him ground, bunt there are on¢ or two hundred
Toms remarkable in neither brain nor body ;
| to stare with blank indifference, so that he
says he had had before no idea how cruel they are neither head nor foot of the roll;
windows can be. It then occurred to him the masters hear their halting lessons drowsily; they are worn out with a. surfeit of
that if he could open communications with
commonplace boy? Meanwhile nobody re“| the kitchen, and entice some maid or man
to the door without ringing, the difficulty members that Tom is Tom to himself—the
would disappear, because the maid or man only hero he knows in the world—the one
would pacify the deg. Bat to reach the being whose pleasure, hurts and chances for
{o-morrow he considers night after night,
kitchen required a lateral movement which
and day after” day. You think that his
would leave the enemy directly across his
mind is full of the chunk of cake he is
line of retreat.
Moreover, any movement
munching, or the licking he means to give
| whatever exposed Mr. Tibbins to the risk
Joe Peters
But the boy knows quite well
of making a noise, which would arouse the
how he stands in life; he sees-all the imfoe and precipitate the engagement. He
patient looks, feels the act in every angry
therefore maintained his “position, looking
hopefully toward the kitchen, but, seeing
cil with himself.

[7 Sanily Cirle.
4

the

Mr. Tib-

no one, he reluctantly held a further coum-

“ Coine quick and cover us, snow |”
|S
epenten,

i

to

The obvious heroic course was
upon the piazza and ring the beil.

to step
But he

saw, again, that it was impossible to touch
the bell without bringing himself close to

the dog who would then, of course,

awake

word. Hesees with a keen insight howhe is
somehow outside of the world of other

was the possible use of heroism under. such

nice,

dh

his

clean

boy

he is in his linen blouse, broad-brimmed hat
with blue ribbons, white stockings, and
eat buttoned boots. He returns, after a'|

lew hours, looking like a little savage.

« Just fit to go

into

the

wash tub!®

Dinah says; and she is right.
What do they play on the sand-bank?

he

not

dead?

was Be

not—why

One of the advantages or mislortanes

of a

the glory with her when

she

have

peo-

‘‘ came

from

Tom

himself has
the

little thing; it brings the tears to his eyes
when she hugs or kisses him, or when he

I

make his heavy

brain

ache.

The

dullest,

according

roughest Tom does not want to be dul

to's

dency

rough. He is in the groping, transition
state, when he can not appear the child he

dihglof

view] is

ig

of

.

Fr
8
i

borNood: go wi

‘German capital

ons
ere

SB
any

gi 01d’ Times
final amusing

‘ad

|

nove
| €hépter on: Pilot Life,by Mirk Twaloy * The

hore | Greed of Free Trade,” a simple statement ot the

ith | creed of free trade,as viewed from an American
standpoint, by.. David
Wells; “ Roderick
i
Hudson,” the seventh chaplér of this delightful

the Huw

J ne pn the meek who

by Bayard Ta

on the Missiesippt,?

=

story, by Henry James, Jr.; * John Quincy Ad-

the ams,” ‘William Everett; “The ‘Longest Déath

Wher God Dy tie Hop ina otpels{ad school | Wateh” Mes.8. Mi B. Piatt;
rise

and iSaakness, kings, priests
up in Simplicity and
unto God, av
bert; of | e realm,
and

do what they

he aheii]

to the

alm, sod

A Roudside Ro-

mance,” Gi. P, Lathrop; ** Vietor Huge,” T. 8.
Perry; * Ten Days’ Sport on Salmon Rivers,”

Dean Sage ; * The Old Lobsterman,” J.T, Trow-

whole soul has a mind: to do the things which
the law requires, and which God loves, Such is
the liberly that makes men free. He that is out’
of concord with those motions and ‘throbs of the
divine Heart that send currents of
light through
himbelf,
the universe is narrowing and dwarfing
He only is a full mau who 1s a mah in
Christ Jesus,

beidge 1%“Song,” Celia Thuxter. The departments
of Recent Literature, Art, and Music, are exceed-

“ Oh, yes!" said Jamie Newton.
The volume also comprisse the services of
“T will build Boston,” chimed in Neddy; ‘morning prayer, which ' Mr. Beecher conducted
each morning in the hotel parlors.
These con=
“ [ don’t know much about other places,”
After each had selected a city to’ build, sist of Bible lessons, with the free comments
made upon them by Mr. Beecher, and. the praythey were silent for some time.” But by |’ ‘ers that he offered. Very many valuable and

| George E. Waring,dry * A Middy in Manilla,”

will tell you what they did yesterday, while
I sat under the oak

tree and

worked,

and

listened to their prattle.
‘ Let's bulld cities to-day,” said

Tommy

Abbott.

cheering as well as practical truths were brought
out in these comments,~The volume is prefac-

grandest doll, Arabella Rosetta, sboaid:

take a nice ride through them. So Rosetta
get up in her carritige, and one “tucked the
crimson afghan about her dainty feet, white
another opened her very best sky-blué “par-

asol, (for Rosetta is particular

about her

complexion), and Mary put on her hat with
the blue plumes and pink roses, smoothed
down her flounces, and said, ‘“ Be a good
girl, Rosy. Don't stay out after dark, for
the dew will spoil your clothes.”
By and by it grew late. The sun sank
down

into the sea;

while the

and full, rose from behind

moon,

broad

the hill; and

1

said, ¢ Come, Neddy, we must run home to
tea.”
5

But Tommy
most

Abbott,

wonderful

who

Chicago,

had

built

begged

for

match to burn his city with.
dren gathered'a

heap

ledves ; and Tommy

of

a
a

So the chil-

sticks

and

dry

ingly interesting, and thé number, us a whole, is

one that everybody will want to read.
SCRIBNER’S
MONTHLY.
Aug., 1875. Contents: “ A Farmer's-Vaeation :-V. Old Jersey,”

* The Stone Period of ¢the Antilles,” J.
der; Pu

A

Mussell

Shell,” poem,

Celia

“The Story of Sévenoaks,” J. G.Holland ; “OGom"pensation, poem, John G.Saxe; “A Word of En~

coursgement for Timid’ Linguists,” John Arbuckle; ¢ Educatioh and Free Thought,” George
F. Magonn ;** Iee,” ¥: H, Forbes;
rious Island,” Part II; Chap, XII.,
Jules Verne; “ Unsaid,” poem, A.
the Seine,” Albert Rhodes; ‘ How

* The Mysteadapted {rom
R.; * Along
to Treat the

and very soon tea was ready;

and it was

a

won d@TTaT
TINE 16 Sec iow the children disposad of bread and milk, baked sweet apples, and gingerbread.
After we went up to our room, I wrote

this story, and read it to Neddy.

How

his

eyes sparkled with delight! ‘It's just as
true as Ilive, every word of it,” ff said, as
I finished.
yg
But, mamma, you forgot little Rose
Elisworth’s town. She made a real hill,
and covered it with grass, and dotted it all
over with violets;
from her ‘Noah’s

and Daisy lent her a cow
Ark’; and we made it

stand up under a tree, and, if it
whisked

its tail, it would

had

have

looked

only
al-

most alive.
‘TI think, mamma,” he continued, * that
Rose is the nicest little girl here.
I've

painted her picture in my album.””
I
So I was not surprised, while looking over
Neddy's pictures, to see that he had wasted
a great deal of point in trying to display
Rose’s pink cheeks and lovely golden hair.
He had painted her cheeks redder than the
reddess cherries you ever saw.— The Nursery.

or

was or the man he will be; he perpetually
essays to be something, fo stand firmly

They werea brother sud’ Cran;
hy Mr. Morrison got a Bad Servant;
brother became ‘engaged, Scenes in the Wood ; The Modern Constitutions
Avent abroad and ‘died, and Teft Wis afancedto of France ; Frauw Somimér’s Pleasure-trip; A Daicare for her brother who became

3

The, sister, who probably died when her time
came; grew into a kind of mediating, ascetic

maiden lady, and thus helped

Trust in Our Father.
:

ee

‘ Johnny, dou’t you think you have got
as much as you can carry?’ said Frank to
bis brother, who was standing with open
arms, receiving the bundles his father placed
upon them.
*‘ You've got more than yon
can carry, now.”

“ Father knows how much 1 can carry.”
No grambling, vo discontent, but a sweet
trust in oar Fatber’s love und care that we
will not be overburdened. Our Heavenly
Father never lays 4 burden upon’ us that
we can not bear.

Sofie will-teugt him,

as

and, with just the - slightest ton

of impa-

tience, sald, * I can’t help it, Sonny.”
The little tellow’s eyes grew bigger, and,

as he tucued to go out, he

sdid

voice, “* Yes, you could; vou

‘ia ‘a low
might

said; ¢ Oa IP”

have

to keep

up the

mournful and gloomy character of the book, But
there is some good instruction init.
It is well
written, reminding one remotely of the style of
Mrs. Charles, author of the * ~chonberg-Cotta
Family.”

mio’s Life; Camp-Fire Lyries; The Vigilants’
Mistake; Maine de Biran; Satyrs and 8ylvan
Boys; An Artist's Love; A Year Ago; Ancient
Italian Jewelry; Our Monthly Goesip; Litera

tuve of the Day.
THE CatuoLIC.

tents:

WORLD.

August;

1876, Con-

The Persecution in Switzerland; Coffin

Flowers (poetry); Are You My Wife? Space; A

of Brighton, Me., has

Fragment; Art and Science (poetry); The Roman Ritual and Its Chant; Dr. Draper; Daniel
O'Connell; Ultraism ; Maria Immaculata of Bour-

compiled a volume of brief utterances, sentiments, texts, &c., on the subject of ** Peace and
War,” it being his object to prepare a list of daily reading on that topic. He shows familiarity

Joan of Arc; Sonnet; Dominique de Gourges,the
Avenger of the Huguenots in Florida; A Catho~lic; The Ladder of Life ; New Publications.

Mr, Jobn

Hemmenway,

with what has been said and written on his chosen theme, and has mzde a book which is quite
as good as it is unpretentious. The price by
mail is 75 cents, to
Yieona, O.

be had

ee

of Daniel Hill, New

bon;

Notre

Dame

de Dourdes;

The

SCRIBNER’S ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE FOR
Boys AND GIRLS.
August, 1875, Contents:
Frontispiece;

The

Flower;

Cruise of the ‘* Crusoe;”

The

Pine-Stick

Doll;

The Faint

The Presbyterian Quarterly for July presents
a variety of contents, the papers being mainly of
‘a solid and thoughtful
character.
Dr. C. B.
Welch, of Union College, contributes the first
article, dealing with the modern theory of forees, Ina former article Dr. Weélch examined

this theory in the light of its owa definitions, finding them, he says, to be confused and contradic-

Jingle;

Jack-in-the-Pulpit;

The

Letter Box;

Bird Defenders ; The Riddle Box.
—— tn

eat

tory.
Notes.
ies
In the present article ‘he examines the
theory in reference fo life and mind, and in the
Edgar ‘A. Poe is at last to have a monument in
light of consciousness, reason and revelation, Westmirstar Cemetery, Baltimore.
finding in it only ** the depth of woe, the climax
Dr. Joseph P,; Thompson will give a course of
of horror!”
The papers are a valuable coatribulectures on American topics in Berlin next wintion to the discussion that is being held upon the ter,
general subject.—** Reason and Redemption” is
A fac-simile edition of the first edition of Bun~the subject of a thoughtful article by Prof. Alex
yan’s Pilgrim’s Progress is to be published in
ander, of Unfon Tueological Seminary, it belly | England.
1
mainly a review of a work on that subject by
Mr. William D. Howell’s new story will not
R.B. White, D. D. The main idea advanced is travel abroad for a theme, but deals with life at
that redemption is the necessary complement of some of our own summer resorts,
reason, and the author devotes
The Harper's have remitted $5,000 to the heirs
himself to a
lengthy consideration of the term rationalism,
of David Livingstone as royalty on this sale of
showing its tendencies and its faults,
Deism, his “ Last Journals,” which is certainly better
Atheism, and several othey isms ave duly consid- thai outright literary piracy.
ered, and the conclusiveness of the Christian eviCharles Sumner once remarked (has “ men

dences plaiuly set forth,—** The Indian Question” gets careful attention, the writer claiming

seldom

that Intemperance and those diseases which are
the results of licentiousness, together with other
civilized diseuses, like measles, &c., are the causes of a great part of the decay of the tribes.
He
urges that the Indians be kept on reservations,
since the work of Christianizing them could thus

That

more

effective..

The

writer

believes

that the church, rather than the government, is
best fitted to deal with and benefit the tribes —
The remaining articles, each of which is creditas
ble to the excellent periodical in which it appears, are *‘ Studies in the Gospels: Luke the

Gospel

for the Greeks,” “ The

Prospects of Oriental

Progress

and

Discovery,” a translation

make

but one

others become

exhaustive

specch—the

move or less modifications

oun the * Grandeur- of

Nations’

ed

GS

bb

det mer"

ha

of

was

it.

my

speech,”
Mrs, Bateman has become the owner of the
exclusive right to perform Mr. Tennyson's drama during five years, both
in Englund
and
America,
The prineipal editorial work on the Nation, it
is said, is now done by Mr. Arthur Sedgewick,
and Mr, Wendell Phillips Guadrison. Mr. God-

kin bas removed from New York to Cambridge,
Mass. and, it is intimated, a professorship B
there awaiting him,

The remeins of the original manuscript o :
Webster’s Dictionary are said to be in the pos-

from the Revue des deux
AMondes, entitled, session of Henry Wadsworth; of Glencoe, Wis.
‘‘ Morality and Free Thought,” ** Exposition of Much of it was distributed page by page to autoJohn 21:15=17,” ¢“ Our Industrial and Financial graph huuters.
Situation,” which is editorial, * The General AsVictor Hugo is about to publish his political
sembly,”

and

the

matter

under

the

usual

de-

partments,

memoirs in three volumes. entitled respectively,

“Before Exile,” ¢ During

The North American

Review,

notwithstand-

ing its venerable age, is still as vigorous as ever.

It does not follow the habit of the magazines and
attempt a “ summer”

number, but

keeps

to its

Exile,”

und ** After

Exile,” and an introduction to the work has just

appeared in Paris in pamphlet form,with
tle, * Le Droit et la Loi.”
Miss Baille, the author, on

the

ti-

a visit to Abb )ts-

{ ford, expressed a wish to see Melrose Abbey by
moonliglit, and thus realize the admirable poetic tions without fear or favor—unless they deserve
description, with which she was familiar, Sir
favor.
The first article, by Mr. Henry Reed, an
Walter ordered the carriage, and handing her
nble western journalist, discusses the attempts
old purpose of grappling

tough aud living ques-’

lately made by several of the stales either to
amend their constitutions or to form new ones,

The author mentions some of the evils wlrich the
framers of the constitutions tri:d to avoid, the
remedies
proposed or adopted, and then discusses the general scope and functions of written
constitutions, referring more directly to the re-

forms that might ang might not be attempted in
changing them.. It Is a valuable article for all
students of politics.~IL is followed by a paper on
** Geographical

and

Geological - Surveys,” by

into it said, ** When you return

though I have often seen Melrose I have never
seen it by moonlight,”
1t appears from information obtained through
the American publishers of the uniform edition,
that there exists material for three more volumes
of the works of John Stuart Mill. The ¢ollection
of correspondence mentioned by the jAtheneum
is one; the others, as they willbe issued in Eng-

land, will makes fourth volume of “ Dissertu-

tions and Discussions,”
is the first of a se- the quarterlies; and there
vies that the authgr will coutribute to this quar- lication on™ Socialism,”
terly. The present paper relates to the mature ‘of the ¢¢ Dissertations and
ol geographical surveys,citing several of the most
by Henry Holt & Co.,

Prof. J. D. Whitney, whieh

important ones herelofore undertaken in .this
| gountry.
It rather states premises than other-

wise,and the author will enter more fully into the

from the Abbey,

you will have the advantage over me; for al-

ST

chiefly collected from
will be a separate pubThe American edition
Discussions,” publigh-

is already much more
oatve than the English, und is 1 four

volumes, The newly collected papers will probably be re-arranged here as two further vol-

elubordtion and illastration of his subject in fu- umes,of which the first wifiIbe ready ne Xt month.

»

tS

Dick's

the Wonders of Colorado; Eight Cousins; Jin
gle; Umbrellas; The Wishing-S8tone and How It
was Lost; Birdic’s Secret; The SearWeed Ale
bum; A Boarding-School in 1570; Toe Young
Surveyor; How the Noes Did It; A Gunpowder
Plo’; Chickens; A Curious Bouquet; Jonah:

bn |

Sib a

House of

Spirituai Help; Mr. Bull-Frog’s Party; One of

Ae

Quarterlies and Magazines.

be made

~-

blind and com-

posed * a musical monument” to Wer dead lover.

v

biti ALE

B. HolThaxter;

“ Denner Corner.”
‘sister. ‘Tinhlly the

set fide to the pile, and

up and away flamed the beautiful city.
Then we all went up to the hotel together,

sees her watching at the

New Year'sDay fin the country,

wv 1 PH hy fh
1
a
seemall fo hd, apd thid' ocofisipn, n misfortu.e, Hid there only been a merry

Pe
i Toh

beatin

on the, ‘house

fa t4 bop Ep

the ne

Sew. Frpees
AnecharmingKembe,
Abn pays n
account of sochl li u the

irr Do Weitiat,”

dience 10 the greatlaw of Tove th at persons

did his father.
window for him. little Johnny
2
But the charm and glamor were worn off
shouldn’t he be—a stuffed dog, an old Tam- him long ago; eve his mother does not see
A minister sat in his study busily engagily fayorite, perhaps. now placed upon his: it now, He does not ‘know what can be ed in preparing his Sunday sermon, when
his little boy toddled into the woom,, aud
familiar resting spot as his ¢ow
mobument §? the matter with him; he does not know
This thought eleared the ‘prospe , for a why, when he would Le gracelul and manly holding up his pinched finger, said, with an
moment ; but‘instant gloom’ shut in ‘again, like Percy, be is only piggish and ridicu- expression of suffering, * Look, papa "how
as Mr, Tobie saw a slizht breathing mo- Tons; he ‘does not understand why the prob- Ihurt it.” The father, interrupted in the
tion, and perceived that the beast still lived, lems which come by nature to other.fellows middle of a sentet.ce glanced hastily at him,

was

where the. ne

Jorn pat d ow

* Never mind,” said Johnny, in a- sweet,

women

her reverence and a passionate love for

circumstances ? He might as weil advance
and kick the dog. But was the dog asleep?

dear, rosy cheeks, what a

as I. kiss

happy voice, ‘* my father knows how much
I can carry.”
How long it takes many of us to learn
the lesson li‘tle Johnuy haa by heart!

and

God, who is her home.”

what

the sand-bank ; and
I think,

place and work outlined and clear; his future and capability are all vague—a mere
nothing which nebody concerns himself
much about. There is a certain immortal
charm about the baby Tot. She brought

meu

and snap immediately at the nearest ohject,
And

me I

me that religion : is Hine
This sand-bark is a wonderful place for you tell
the childrea., Every fine day Neddy. takes: fa Shag ud A
i
and
ore! one ‘endures
his box of playthings, and marches off to’

their

pie; grown

‘which would

be Tibbing’s leg.

of the American ar.
James’ Russell Lowell;
at ‘the dinnerit Memo-

Nobody can find a use for Tom; he is
the sand, lined it with clay, filled ft with DOING AND DREAMING, By Edward Garrett, Indians,” L, "Edwin Dudley;* An Englewood
crude, noisy, mal apropos in thé house, or
author of * Premiums Paid to Experience,” |
sea-water, and Stocked it"with his’ shining’
“0
wduife,” + fg still Mystery,” A.P.C.; “To Hope,” Poem, John
the woods or the street; the one limb of
tin fish, Of course T know at ‘once thay’ this
Ww ry ” ete, New York:
Dodd & Mead. Vance Cheney; Madame Deliciense,” George
the social body awkward and ill:set ; the was (he pond on Boston Conimon.
1875. 12me, pp. 206. Price, $1.25.
°
W. Cable; *‘ The Awakening,” poem, Paul H.
uncouth molecule for which even Tyndall!
If one can endure all the dying and melanJamie Newton, who studies geography, ‘choly iw fhis story it will be found quitea strik- Haype; ** Topigs of ihe Time’ + The Old Cabicould find ne work 'in nature. Qut of doors’
net;” “ Home
gnd Society;* > * Callure and
and knows all about great cities every where, ing one, It opens with the death of a woman8t' Progress;
Hipde
World's
Work;” ¢ Bric-aTom is assure a harbinger of a TOW or a
made a model Philadelphia, With its lobg, childbirth, and of her husband who died of chel- Brac: id
fight, as a cough is of consumption ; in
wide streets. Jamie's streets were so clean,J (ern at sea about the same time, and then goes on
doors he stamps out carpets, breaks -elina,
and so beautifully shaded with sprigs of to. tell the lives of the two orphans thus left, and } A PANCOTY s M AGAZINE, Ang., 1875, Couleaves the print ot his paws on'ihé “walls. evergreen, that Mary Whitman said her ‘wlio “went to live with their grandmother (Fe tents: Two Weeks in he Carlist Country; Quaigt

We shouldn’t have slept so well, I fear,

To sniff the air,

And of what's going on

oa
Iainve

a

| “ Oh, do come down here, Mamma, and see
my Boston ™ So I climbed down the bank’ ed by an ‘exeellent photograph of Mr. Beecher,
#1 hy ‘Rockwood.
to.Visit his city. He had scooped a hole fn,

incessantly% if she be of gentle breeding,
bins, therefore, without moving, looked at she quietly leaves him to himself. At school,
Tom herds with the undistinguished rabble.
the windows,
hoping
to see somebody
looking out whom he might with beaming There are certain pale, broad-browed youths
who carry off the prizes at every exhibition
the * poor fellow” blandishment.,

Oh! isv’vit jolly

the

und by Neddy locked up, and called to me,

heavily buttered sandwich, in the midst of
a bout of badinage with yonth and beauty,
understands the emotion of those . who,
with Mr. Tibbins, dislike to have their
ankles smelled at by dogs,, yet who sudden- @he land before
ly, within a nefghhol’s grounds and far bric-a-brac, but
from help, perceive-that a dog is actually ing wilderneys,
engaged. in that office;
a place for him,

{be ground, its scent 1 knew;

I

has
was
the
and

erate laughter, and when Mr.

lation between bread and batter

Downward,
dowh wird ; the moon on the vane,
Gleams bright, lo a light in a window pane!

br

is a charming

which holds to a natural and necessary *re-

+ Arworld ot darkuess; but-ohl how dear.

;

great,

walk, firmly closed the gate behind him,and
felt his heart swelling with gratitude for a
greal mercy.
A few days afterward he met his neighbor; and said to him that he had designed
to call upon him on New Year's Day, but
that he had discovered a dug in the path,
and as he never balled where dogs are kept,
he had been compelled to lose the pleasure
of a visit. He then told the story of his
attempt, in the midst of which the neighbor
broke into the most prolonged and immod-

might be carefully kindled to a general cru-

ience, as a

“XK World of Saabs With’ Toto Clear;

Folk. :

* That

the

capital. . Think, O my friend, of some happy islind-valley of Avilion, where never,
dog barked loudly nor was ever seen!” Of
course so severe a taste as Tibbin's in a
world so largely canine produces inconven-

Downward, dowhward new closed the cloud,

But gone Were thé vill wiklies felt-

for

‘ ofan African king who had never seen a
horse until Col. Long came riding into his

And I cared no more for the wings to be free,
So that the dear earth I might see.

—

him,

Warner's letters

Lonely I felt, as when children wake

Fern

to

hoped at one

Of the long slow hours, the voiceless still,

I'kissed’each

our heaven, he tiptoed quietly around the
house, and rapidly descending the plank

parlors

place,” Mr. Tibbins answers, ¢* Yes; he
dogs; I never go there.” Mr, Tibbins
naturally very much exhilarated by
hydrophobia excitement last summer,

He was gone, and a fear came over me;

I touched

their

not ‘calling. The line must be ‘drawn
somewhere,” says Mr. Tibbins. ** You may
not draw it at dogs.”
When, therefore, you stroll about the delightful country in his neighborhood, and

A moment the thought of freedom won
Thrilled me; I turned to grest ing jun.

chill,

about

ought to be vexed with their neighbors

hy

Bat I thought of the night,

gliding

of Wash.

a
tog
sahjects of the discourses, and each one of them my, 3d Ju
has a wealth ot beauty and consolation in it, The “OW Cun

my

sand-bank, which slopes geutly down (0

T'was free {4 whe: 1 wouldTn space;
My though(® were free from’ the world’s worn

Hours,” * Law an
Ho ! "these are the

Jorpoh but one closes as follows ::
rial Hall, July’ a
gy Blur ‘Wendel¥
books or work, and go out to sit usder‘as last
Oh how nagtow our Yiance of the power
pov
of { Holmes; * Old Woman's Gossip,” the first ofa
great oak tree that stands at the top of a
that re- |
seriesof d

And elt for a moment I was free.

some

of Buman:expérience: as:the following tables af-contents will shiéw :
so popular and ATLANTIC) MONTHLY: tAug., (1875: Contents ©
ligion®’
*¢ Christi
Xees Js gun read at Cam-

ole

Sympathy.’ * Lomi 0
Libewy,” “* As dl Li yo,

‘On lovely summer afternoons, whea

no rude noise to disturh the peaceful slum- broad, white beach.
which,

A

effective,

Sand-bank.

sky is blue, and the sea is bluer, I take

truly defined prudence as the crown of
wisdom, he gently tarned, and’ careful by

bers of an innocent animal

al works are reviewed by Chauncey Wright, and

Bad TR Sibling rs

certainly not be content with a survey of

-black snakes and

ture articles. ~Professor Todhunter’s - educabion-

ms dR

green snakes are mot venomous reptiles,
and are probably ¢ poor fellows,” I do- not

1 gazed on the blue hights ever me,

Hiterary Beviee.

um-

God knows, how bitter

in a way that ‘implies ' thit'Mr. Todbunter’s
the consciousness of his: inferiority is fo the
‘lad, how often he would like to go bagk to A SUMMER PARISH; otbath ot
and views re.mot always thei best.~~* The Ring
win{ Charler” is the subject treated:bMr,
y C.F. Win.
lay his head on his mother’s breast, or say
late, career
the
on
papers
his
of
third
the.
in
Kate
his baby prayers at her knee, if he could Loduring the: sumer of | 1874, by
hy
of corruption in New York
Then follows
only know that she felt just the same to hit |
a critical review of certain literary works of Pa.
as long ago. But now, as he. standsat the
ter, Ro, ind Burckhardt, by Sarah B. Wister,~ +
1875. 8vo, ‘pp. 281. Price;$1
This volume comprises the, Te
ad which and & good'many pages of excellent criticisms and
parting of the ways for his whole life, he is
left.alone ; mother and God seem. far from Mp. Beecher, preached Inst, synpmer at the ain reviews of eurvént Hintutyuop
House.
ey
cterized
by,
him. Must we spend all our good: fellow- Mountain
that vivid hi
Li
5 x foe utter. | Tn Onder
to call at
to the éurrent periodship on the man? ‘All our tenderness on’ "dticé, and Tam lurity not onls
¢ Workings | 1eals fu this issue we are’ ob
do it briefly,
the baby ? . Have we nothing for Tom ?-- ofthe Spirit ‘und thie teasaiogs of the Bible, but The mental fare: that they offep
is very tempting,

himself and the enemy his soul would have
been at rest.
But his position was peculiarly Solitary;
nor did any other visitor appear, and Mu.

Theve ‘was

y turns
ble and conceited,

the door. At any moment the dog might
open his eyes, and in’ that cfse, he would

an insuperable disgust

marking that although

“thor it;

sign of relief. As no visitor came to go in,
so none came out, No friendly face’ shone
at the windows—no helping hand opened

with the barking of beasts when I go to
make a social call. That itis very selfish in
you or in any person to subject his friends
to such ordeals, I do not say. That I leave
entirely to your own judgment, only re-

Burst like an ocean on my eye.

gfoup taining bie

he would have joyously Joined "it, and so

regarding the. situation.

1 respect your idiosynerasies, and

I beg yom to respect mine,
race
this'occasion to ‘mention, that, among the
o
most prominent of mine is an, indisposition
any
— to haye my ankles,
breed or of amy size, whether théy are poor

The cloads ubove mp greater ew
That had scarcely before obscured.the blue.

Up and

‘long as he could sce other legs between

allayed by calling the Beast a “poor fellow’

3

hws of a bird to At Lf

02Oh orld

are such that you will have large:or small 1
animals lying within your gates, yelling
and growling at every person who enters,
smelling at ankles, and producing lively
apprehensions which are not in the least

+
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sca About Bananas.

grief his worth
to the community.

Truly a no-

and, according to Humboldt, an acre in ba-

Li

ie
Saint erm wil cnn ach. 3,17,
‘goThe Summer Tormwill apen June 1h, and. close

le young man has fallen,
F.C; BRADEEN,
Few people who see bananas banging
in
JOSEPH _CuMMINGS died in
Sparta, Michi;
fruit stores think of them as Shoe than a May 31, ASTD, aged J Sars. Paine Cummings

epics) luxury. In fact they are a staple
cle of fo d
in some parts of the world,

o other face, looking over the shoulder,
bétrays it.. This is by no means a rave im‘| personation of the two faces which so many

We take the following pleasant as well as
reliable sketch of Don Carlos, from * Spain

3
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ny to a standstill One face, under the soft sympathetic hood
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was
one of the firs(bettlers
in Sparta.
He was
born in New Englaiid. He had
been a follower

gerd

member
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Y
nanas will produce as much food for man as He leaves a widow and five eRe
Ridgeville, Ind.
carry about, with them, Iv is so delightful ‘twenty-five
™
’
JH,
MAYNARD,
acres of wheat. It is the ease |’ i
and theSpaniards,” by Mr. N. L, Thiebto have the secreisof a fe poured out into with which bananas are grown which'is the
EVANSVILLE SEMINAR
depths
your show
lap nmikeonlyrare coins dug trom the
‘fin. The pretender to the Spanish throne
t obstacle to civilization in’some tropiThe I
of this mstitution at E
«and
to
the
exper
ts! and
or powers, causing the mind
to aet
{fs
a bean!
1 one,
being surrow
- Er
hal
successfully contrives
(a keep Bimsell be- | gang
Tt is so easy to
get'al living
,
just
as
delig
to
lift
up
the
corner
CH
ve,
farming
country. TheTh
UR
|
Ge
slit
CH
upon new objects. : A better plans
not to
‘without
work
that
no
‘effort’
wil
ever
be
fore the public; whd' gives thcedding tfod ble’) get into the unhéalthful cond
passing multitudes made, and the men become lazy and intol< : vhs lawest peice sonstunt ith
the:
/
named; your apron and show the
oi nd guaranteed. Sen
iti 13a hig five
to the governmerit at Madrid :
and | erably shiftless: AM that
and they are avoidable by giving: two hours what treasures have been given you
is ‘needed "is to:
fue ties for the
ment
of its
'work,;
ily to id
class: of what-eonfidence reposed in you. ’ It raises | stick
The present pretender to the ‘throne’ ot
astings,
Boston
a
cutting
in
the
ground.
It
will
.
of
jou
in
your
own
esteem
to
think’
that
your
Nil)
in, styled
by his
followers
§.V.
uscles,or to the investigation and stady.of
its
fruit
in
twelve
to
thicteen
months,
with\»Bullders of nearly 80 organs, including the Six Talons do aonducs ikfor five 'yeara to come, thus
riends
and
playmates
have
‘not’
’
what
Soisakaof ampasht
trivial
importance |
and mos
out farther care, euch plant haviag 75 to. :
e country. Estab
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, i8 ‘twenty-six dnd of a, wholly different nature.
Bourbon, Duke" ot Ma
£0) ly8owd
'
|. he ste EA ssess; and that you ean! give them 125 bananas and when that dies down. after.
paiitdinae
'/ FALL TERM opens Aug. 26,
[Tent should rida on horsebac » or cultisals :
ng, new shoots spring up to take its
8
should em1 derisa powerful } looking fruits and flowers ; t ¢ merchant
March, 1
March be ats13a
plage. In regions where no frost ever,
Ty
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opens Jie
Marc
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mage

‘fran Hie
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aspect
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His face, since i
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his

‘Spanish Bourbon house, not” being
mony with his mani
spoils the fiest
easy ‘of ‘aceéss 4h
!

in.
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ee ai au ta wh aay Soe 45 apni

two or three hoursidailyin open-air nsfivi:

es wholl ifforant from the ordinary usman & Reflector.
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fo lo dbmbles

‘There fs a great difbience in *sportsnien.

'Your:city-bred

man comes with

num-

any

ber of flies, with’ Pitent vod, with. all the
latest improvements. ,

dresses in. cor-

He

of enduring, f

of the English
nos | duroy and’ flannel, wwines his extra’ flies
entered: the professions, around his hat-band, and tucks his ‘trowsers
8-10 have the capacity
huge boot legs with the = significant
Wie wy mo
of | airto ofhisRugWipg,
Quite
whith he’ is about.

the soverei

statesman,
or the warior

bility who,
Like them,

hardship with

sere ity

there is absolutely
is very fond pH

that is to say, of

old fashion of
even

OF} another man.is the genuine fisherman,
whether from the eity or living at the lake.
tiothing in hit, , Buthe | He
indalges In no saperfluities, doesn’t

ing

temper.

the partof a king—

thou-ing

everybody in the

:

, not excluding

his Sounuiv , some

thrice his age, an
with & large hin

ol

of

of hot we

himself
nides-

Plains,

de-camps, secretaries and similar people,—

all of whom have no other werit’or duty
than that of flattering bis
pride. I saw,
myself, genuine Spanish

noblemen carryin

t game.
alk, goes straighfor

He

fly.

A

stick,

a

d

th

he ‘but the majority are of the ‘dwarf spegjes,

r the secrets

push up leaves disclosing six'or eight Smal
ananas behind this’ protection. Some
plants
will-have sixteen! or: twenty leaves
ne face
s into folks’ houses, accepts
and
branches
of frnit, bending over as: it
their hospitality, assumes to find it’ pleasant,
lorming a most beautiful sight.
thanks the giver for the pleasure bestowed ; vipens,
culture of bananas is very profitable,
the other face outside the door, makes The
and with the unlimited capacity of Florida
grimaces, and the double tongue ratiles off and the West India islands
for producing
a catalggue of shortcomings while its fel it, there should always be a supp'y,
equal to
low tip ‘is still quivering with praises. any possible demand.—Rural
New Yorker,
This is a_common offense, and a hateful
one, not having an excuse anywhere; seemg that no one is obliged to go into other
"fo §’ houses at all, unlesshe or she wishes

Obituaries,

a

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

Persous wishing obit-

uaries published inthe Morni
not patromze it, must aecomp

Star,

who do

ny them with cash

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an
Brevity is specially important.

insertion.

Not more than a

visit to the local

priest,

“Like

One

the majority

of Life’s
i

Sorrows.’

redious to us, we may refrain from carry-

ng those two faces of ours, those twins un-

——

+. Many a volume has been written about like, beneath one hood, and we might care
the love of parents, the Jove of mothers, its to keep our tongue single !—Golden Age.
enthusiasms of hope and fancy, its adoralier with his glittering black beard, his tions of the unworthy, its agony for ‘the
The Eye.
; bat I do not remember that any one
dark blue hussar uniform, his stars on the
———
ventured to touch on a still move terriLreast, his red trowsérs, his high
&
The eye shows character.
The eyes of
view of the subject, the disappointment,
boots, and his red cap with the go d
or example, with which a woman full of great warriors have almost always heen
His political notions seem to be of a ver
high aspirations, noble = generosities, and, gray, their brows lowering like thunderunsettled character.
At all events, ea
time I happened to talk to
hi
iste
| rhaps, an unwarrantable personal pride— clouds. Inventors have large eyes, very
when he talked to some one else
0
- | 211 intensified by the homely circumstances full. Philosophers the most illustrious have
cal subjects, I was never able to make out of life around her—sometimes locks upon bad large and deep-set eyes, the musiciags’
people whom eyes aie large and lustrous.
what was the substance of his views, the absolutely commonplace
Sometimes he seemed to be
quite a com- she has brought into the oles She, too, - Buffon considers that the most beautiful
I think I
mon place liberal of our own ay; at other has had her dream about them .while they eves are the black and the blue.
were children, and all things seemed pos- have seen black and blue eyes that were
times, his utlopanse
“10” be the
Byron says the gaproduce of the a
aitond 3 sible—while they were youths, with still far from beautiful.
Spanish absolutism. - On the whole, I think seme grace and freshness of the morning walle will weep at the sound of music. The
he would make a pretty fair constitutional veiling their unheroic outlines. But a wom- gazelle’seyes have been called the most
king, if properly restricted by law; for an of seventy can cherish no foud delusions beautiful in the world, and the greatest
having been educated in- Europe, and hav- about her middle-aged sons and daughters, compliment an Arab can pay his mistress is
The
ing lived constantly under European infla- who are, to all intents and purposes, as to compare her eyes to a gazelle’s,
wer of the eye was well illustrated in
ence, he has unconsciously imbibed the po- old as she is. What a dismal sense of failobert Burns. He was taken to Edinburgh
litical ideas of our age.
But, on the other rare must come into such a woman's heart
hand, being in his private life ander the in-! while she looks at them! Perhaps. this is very much as Samson was taken to the
He was
fluence of family traditions, and basing bis one reason why. grandfathers and grand- temple—to amuse the Philistines.
rights upen worn out ideas, he bas natural- mothers throw themselves so eagerly into brought to the palace where the great men
ly, slong with modern
notions, others the new generation, by means of which of Scotland were to'be entertained, and was
which would much better suit the seven- human nature can go on deceiving itself. put ia a back room uatil the time should
teenth than the nineteenth century. In the Heavens! What a difference between the come when they were ready for him. When
etiquette he likes to observe at his wander- ordinary man or woman of fitty, and the they were, he was brought in, and having
ing court, and in the titles and court ap- ideal creature which he or she appeared measured the company with his wonderful
pointments he distributes, these weaknesses to the mother’s eyes at fifteen ! The old peo- eyes, he recited his immortal poem, ‘ Is
Carlyle says
come clearly to light. = As an individual, he ple gaze and gaze to see our old features in there, for Honest Poverty?”
is brave and kind-hearted ; he is an excel us; and who can express the blank of that that when he finished, the nobles and genlent father, and is polite and amiable to ev- disappointment, the cruel mortification of tlemen cowered and shrunk before his eyes.
his words had as much to do with ‘it
erybody. He sleeps and smokes much and those old hopes which never find expression asI think
his.eves. Henry Clay's eyes were big
;
is rather ** henpecked ” by Dona Margarita, in any words ?—Mrs. Oliphant.
gray ond®, that looked black, when he was
Duchess of Parma, whem he married in
excited. | Webster's eyes were a lustrous
Febraary, 1867, and by whom he has two
black, afjd were like caged lions.
Carlyle
The Postal Card.
daughters and a son, the eldest daughter,
compare$
them
to
a
greal
cathedral
ali
Infants Blanca, being five years old, am
aan
lighted up.
Cleopatra had black eyes.
the youngest, Infanta Elvira, two years.
That the postal card, as a cheap means’ Mary Queen of Scots had liquid gray eyes.
His son, Infante Jaime-Caarles;: who acs otf communication,
is steadily growing Dark eyes show power, light eyes gentlecording to his parent's belief, will have
in popular favor, the following statis ness, and gray
eyes sweetness.
There is
some day to play the role of Charles V1iII., {ids clearly show:
The first postal. cards
about a months time I saw him ruin three
excellent horses. At the same time, he evidently imagines that he looks a five cava-

was born on the 27th of June,
.

1870.

made in this country were shipped from rhe

manufactory, two years ago, the 12th of last
May; 81,094,000 were shipped by the 30th

\

Rest.
et

of the following June.
For the fiseal vear
ending Juiie 30, 1874, thers were 91,079,000

Oe

Multitudes of earth's
have-died while striving

toiling « millions
to make enough

money to retire from business,
beautiful cottage on
{0 spend (he remnant
In having nothing in
haps one in # million
make money enough

and in a

their own litle
of their days in
particular to do.
of the hopers
to enable him to

farm
rest,
Perdoes
re-

tire to his country seat, and’ for « year or
two, while he is fixing it up to his notion,
all goes on charmingly, but whoa ‘every-

thing is
nothing
eats and
months
or if he

completed to his mind and be has
more to take up his attention, he
sleep and lounges avound for a few
longer, falls into disease and dies;
has mnusual force of character and

power of observation,

he notices

that both

ealth and happiness are passing from him,
and tracing this to the true cause of an in-

itlive body and an unoccupied mind, be reSolves to *“ sell out” and plunge again into

the voptex of business,

Recéntly an old school-mate—younger,
graduating inthe same class thirty-seven

years ago—writes that
mind ave worn out! the

‘“both body
slightest

and
physical

labor exhausts him,” and, ‘* any effort to
think or study or even read, so weacies the

brain that life is felt as a burden.” He
withdrew from his professional duties,
Which he had performed in the. place for
twenty-five years, with honor to himself,
having secured the love and confidence and
respect of all who knew him. He gave up
is calling for the purpose of obtaining vest,
"is a means of health.
tos
he number of families is increasing

bly fail, jn their object

Dothing.”

because

No mortal man

¢évas a

(hey mis-

was ever made

to be a loafer,to be a miserable drone, The

shipped, while for

the year

ending

June

80, 1875, there have been 107,616,000 taken,
an increase of 16,587,000 over last year's

consumption. The demand for each quarter is an increase upon that of the previous
one.
During the first quarter of the past
year the number used was 24,431,000; the
second quarter, 26,420,500 ; the third, guaiter, 28,010,000; the fourth quarter, that just

closed, 28,704,500.

‘The total number

cards shipped up to the 1st iunst., was
789,000
;

A New

of

229,-

A new style of sleeping-car,—the Mann
boudoir—has been introduced with success

in Great Britain. The carriage, instead of
consisting of one grand saloon like the pulman cars, is divided into small compart-

ments—a design which Colonel Mann

will charm birds that are flying above it,
until, in great circles they will sweep down
to the desiruction which awaits them. . A
friend of mine, a doetor, was one day walking in the fields, when he saw an adder lying on a rock. He drew near to examibe it,
and presently looked at its éyes.
He was
attracted by their great beauty, and involuntarily stepped forward two or three steps.

Beautiful light flowed from them,and seem-

ed to bathe the very coils of the serpent.
Gradually, he drew closer, until, just as he

was almost within the

reptile’s

reach,

he

he had been struck by a stone. = When Tie
became conscious his head was in a friend’s
lap.

me?

His first words

mounts to his couch serve in the day-time as

a handy little table, at which the passenger
can write comfortably, and the lower berths
The operation

of bed-making, by the most simple aud ingenious of processes, ean be performed in a
couple of minutes. When-the passenger 13
tired of his well carpeted and upholstered
rooni, he may stroll up and down the corriders, in which there are a refreshment bar

were,

‘ Who

¢ No one struck you, doctor.

struck

I saw

you were charmed by the snake,and I struck
it with a stone.”
He had struck the snake,
and the docter had telt the blow.—Selected.

New

prob-

ably thinks will appeal to the Englishman's
love of“seclusion. ‘Lhe boudoits are fitted
up for either four or two individuals, the
sleeping. births, like those of % saloon
Jnother,
steamer, being placed one over
The steps by which the upper sleeper

make admirable sofa chairs,

great magnetic power in the eyes of several of the lower awimals,
The lion’s, the
tiger's and the serpents eyes are all magnetic.
It is well known that the serpent

fell, teeling, as he said afterward,as though

Style of Sleeping-Car.

York

Editors

Concerning the financial matters of certuin gentlemen connected prominently with

the leading journals of New York, a New
York man, writing to the Chicago Z'imes,
says: Mr. Bennett believes the editorial
page ought to be forcible, and with this
view he has engaged Ivory Chamberlain,
John Russell Young, Charles Nordhoff and
John D. Stockton to write for it, at’ figures
ranging from $4000 to $7000 per year.
Stockton

is

understood

to

have

$4000,

Young $6000, Nordhoff and Chamberlain
$7000 each, Connery, the managing editor,

$5000, and

$3000.

several’ others

Of the gentlemén

from

$2500

connected

to

with

eral favorite abroad, and greatly
beloved
at
home.
She was married in Oct. lust,with bright
prospeets of a happy and useful life. Nature

clung to
much to
said life
holed to
had done
and gave

life with Great tenacity ; she felt she bad
live for; but as death approached, she
was pleasant, Just married, she had
live to care for her aged parents who
30 much for her, but grace triumphed,
her that sweet and complete resigna-

tion to the will of God, enabling herto say, * All
is right;” * This is a beautiful world, but there
is a brighter one above;
* Jesus helps me,”

and many comforting words, to her heart-strick-

en friends, Her suffering
was great during
her sickness of 3 months; ~wivich she endured
with Christian patience and resignation seldom
equaled, and conversed as freely and calmly of

;
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Hudson RiverW
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For tucther
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Rev. GS:

consolation that for her to die was gain. She
goes to meet two lovely brothers who went on
before in early manhood.
Many friends met to
sympathize with the afilicted companion, parents
and only brother, and pay a tribute of respect to

departed worth.

for 5h, to R a D
TIMES
“ .
. We have work and money
for 4
pid
, Nomen; WhelbhE spare time
3
‘or traveling!

SARAH KINYON, wife of Dea. Daniel Kinyon,
died May 5, 1875, nearly 60 years of age. Sister
K. wasborn in Tennessee and emigrated with
her fatherto Washington Co., Ill., where she
married Dea. Rivyon,
She embraced religion
in 1833, uciting with the Baptist church—tben
called the Emuncipating Baptists.
This church
afterwards joined the L:bavon Q. M., of the F.
Baptists,
She died in the triumphs of a living
faith, leaving an afilicted husband, seven. children and one brother to mourn their loss; but
their loss is her infinite gain.
CoM.

Ee A
"12 PER CENT NET.

years she was

ALEXANDER ELDRIDGE died of consumption,
in Bain, Me., Sept. 8, 1878, axed 83 years and 7
months.
At the age of seventeen he was bereft
of u kind father and being the oldest of the tamily, the care and responsibility fell on him, but
under it all he proved
himself a kind son and
affectionate brother.
He moved to Gardiner and
was there married in 1860. He and bis compan
jon gave their hearts to Christ and joined the F.
B. church in tbat city. From Gardiner they
At the commencéément’ of
came to Bath in 1870.
his last sickness he reconsecrated himselt to his
Saviour, and from that time till the - close of life,
he gave one of the brightest evidences of the

Clristian’s hope,

His was a triumphant

death.

In IS Yast hours while partaking ot the communfon, he manifested an inexpressiblejoy in his sacred union with Christ, though his voice was too
He leaves a
weak to give expression to words,
wife and two children who deeply feel the loss

hd
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Spring
Term closes

ca

1878.

Jan 51, 1476. “

Spring moracation one ee

Bal OMATO

Friday,

Fall Term begins,

ROOM 14, SPEED BLOCK,
123 Dearborn St., - Chicago.

April 7, 186.

NORTHWOOD
Say,

Real

Estate Purchased and Sold for Non-residents. Ref:
erences given when desired.
2
.
36
$77 A WEEK
to Male and Female Agents, in
their locality, Costs NOTHING to try if.
Particulars FREE. P.©. VICKERY & CO., Augusta, Maine.
1v3

A LARGE

QUANTITY

Can

furnish

and works better than other kinds of paper.
hear from yon when you wish either,

Let us

N.
i

Te

Baffulo. N. Y.

any college in the land, or to

|

WEST

BOOKS!!!

Autobiography f Rev. S. Il. Barrett,.......... 8.00
Memoir: of Eminenw F. Baptist Preachers.....
1.25
Sent prepaid by mail; also, Agents wanted.
Ad-

Meigs Co., O.

yl

VIRGINIA

This Institution offers to

advantages.

students

For

LYNDONLITERARY

J. S. BROWN,

and

information,

A. M., President.

INSTITUTION,

CENTER,

Faculty

&c.

important

particular

send for a Circular to
Rev. W. COLGROVE,

LYNDON

Academies

COLLEGE,

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
peeuliar

dred 5, H. BARRETT, Rutland,

givea thorough English

and Scientific preparation for the active duties ot
life. For full catalogue, address the Principal,
IRVING B. SMITH.

21yl

BOOKS!!

SEMINARY.

CALENDAR,

Spring Term opens March 16, 1875.
General Examinations, June 14, 15, 18.
Anniversary, June 17.
.
Fall Term opens August 31, 1875.
This School was never in better condition for doug
thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary
truction. ' With three carefully
d
courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary and
English Course. We are prepared to fit students for

H.

The TOLL-GATE ! Jibei:
gem 50
objects to find I" Address, with stamp, B. C. AR"BOOKS!

Collegé Preparatory

tf 45

PIKE

Claremont M'f’g Co,

BEY,

Lostitation furnishes

North Scituate, R. I.

We do the whole thing.

CLAREMONT,
vo
;

INSTITUTE.

Eaoglish and. Scientific, and Ladies” Collegiate
course of study.
4
»
¥
,
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION,
MissAbbie E. Jenness, Preceptress.
ASSISTANTS.
Mr. M. E, Burnham,
Miss O. A. Angel.
Mrs. J. Steere, (music).
CALENDAR.
Sheng Term begins
March 22, 1875,
or further
partic
address ~ the Principal,

Paper or Books
made to order.

st 31,1874.

FEL

almost avy
Itis all

SEMINARY.

NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.

OF

size or weight called for, at a day’s notice.
made of
2,
A
Gr
S,

8

LAPHAM

PRINTING PAPER
Kept constantly on hand.

Aug. 18, 1874.

H. COTTON; A. B., Principal, with
competent Assisiants.
‘The tuition will be as usual.
For further.
‘particulars address the Principal,
Northwood
Ridge, N. H., Aug.5, 1874.
v

Or Room 67, 65 Congress Street, Boston.
Loans Negotiated and Investments made.

+

The location of
this school near ghe college and
theological school affords many
advantages which
are very important to students during their preparatory course. The'speecial work of the
1 is to
Prepare stndents for co, lege, and every
éf ort is made
o this in as thorough a manner as possible, Expenses are moderate. Send for cal
«
:
H
i
.
A.M,
JONES, Sec.

The next term of ten weeks will commence Mon.

VT.

.

:

A. B., Principal.

G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. B., 4ssociate.

LEBANON

ACADEMY.

W. E. PULSIFER. B. P. Principal. with full
board of teachers. 4 regular courses for both
sexes.
Spring term, of 11 weeks begins Feb. 2nd. Summer of 10 weeks begins April 27th.
.
For particulars, address
ELIHU

HAYES,

Sec. Trustees

W. Lebanon.

AUSTIN ACADEMY.
CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.
REV. 8S. C. KIMBALL,

A, M., Principal.

For further mmformation address

WARREN F088,
Center Strafford, March 18, 1875.

the Prin-

Secretary.

WILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE
WILTON, MUSCATINE CO., IOWA.
Fall Term ot 16 weeks, begin 8 Augusc
Winter Term, Jan. 5th, 1875.

Spring Term,

HILLSDALE
term

Principal.

|,

There is also a Theological Library.

The locationis excellent, and

ings every

with the new

build-

facility for study and improvementis fur-

nished.
xpenses from $120 to $150 per year. Aid
is rendered
students preparing for the Christian
ministry.
'or catalogues or other information, address, D.
| .C. DURGIN, President, or L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec-

retary and Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich.
Hillsdale, Mich., June 22, 1875.

WHITESTOWN

REMINARY.

CALENDAR for the 36th Academical Year.
Fall term opens
+
Aug. 23, 1875.
Winter term opens "Dec. 6, 1875,
Spring term opens
- Mareh 21, 1876.
The Institution is one of the largest and best in

the state.

Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
;
J.8. GARDNER, Prin,
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y.
Juty 10, 187).
BATES

COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.

FALL TERM, 1875.
The Fall Term of the Theological School connect
ed with Bates College begins
Tuesday, August 21th,
For further information address the President, O. B,
Cheney, D. D., ox. Professor John Fullonton, Lewis.
ton, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
MAINE

CENTRAL

ANSTIT

PITTSFIELD, ME.

and Greek,

-

TUITION:
«
-

August

-

ae

gaClergymen’s

-

‘

children and

$5.00
7.00
7.50

-

.

oe
.
French (extra), Instruction om Piano or Organ, «
Use of Piano or Organ (extra),
.
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,

Ph
-

-

-

.

«
.

.

.

8.60

-3.00
10.00
2.00
8.00
1.50
1.50

.
-

-

students

relying

on

their own exertions for an education, received at reduced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; mn clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
For full particulars in regard to the School send
for catalogue.
I. W. SANBORN, Sec’y. Board
of Trustees.
Lyndon Center. Vt., 1875.
sn

BOSTON

AND

UNE,

MAINE

RAILROAD

ARRANGEMENT,

TRAINS

Institution will

commence Sept. 1, 1375, with a Board of twenty
Professors and Instructors.
There are eight deépartments
and courses of study.
There are five
well sustained Literary Societies, with libraries.
The Collage Library contains four thousand vol-

umes.

begins Tuesday,

1875.

SUMMER

COLLEGE.

and Joat of this

assistants,

31st, 1875,

April 6th, 1875,

8. HANNA,

The next

FALL TERM of 13 weeks

Latin

Summer Term
begins May 11, 1875. Rooms and
board in private families af reasonable rates.
A@~Free tnition to students who have the ministry
cipal or,

9, 1875.

Primary Studies,
Common English,
Higher English,

Mr. Kimball is a graduate of Dartmouth
College,
a superior scholar, an experienced and successful
teacher, with Sompetent Assistants.

in view.

Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
With
a full complement of competent

Three complete
courses of study:— Classical,
Scientific, and Ladies’ course. School first class
ia every particular Library and Reading Room
tree to students.
:
SPRING TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, March
A,

the 1ribune, Mr. Whitelaw Reid gets $12,Electric bells are at the 000. He has shown a commendable dispoCourses of Study for both sexes. College PreBut though dead paratory, Normal, Classical, Scientific. ‘Terms, 10
passenger, who by them sition in advancing rates. Of the editorial of a kind father and tohusband.
Com.
weeks.
.
them,
attendant, whose special writers, John R. G. Hazard, Reid's lieuten- is life still speaks
Fall term begins August 28, 1875.
Winter term_begins
November 8, 1875,
HuMmPaREY CLEAVES, of Dexter, Me., died
upon the occupants of the ant, and musical critic likewise, receives, it
Spring term begins February 7, 1876.
on a visit at the residence of his son, in
The beds it should be mentioned, are is said, $7280
cars.
($140 a week.) Isaac H. while
Summer term begins April 24, 1876.
Dexter Village, dni 17, 1874, aged B85 years. KINGSBURY
nt
arrangeme
an
BATCHELDER, A. M,, Principal of
carriage,
John
the
placed across
home was in Norway, Me.
Bromley, $6500 ($125 a week,) and
Mr. Cleaves’ early
Latin, Greek and Chemistry.
with
together
This,
that preveats rolling.
The irregular contributors Some thirty years ago be moved to Abbott, Me., CYRUS JORDAN, A.M, Principal of Normal Dethe same.
Hay
where
»artment, German, Didactics, Mental
and
the smallness and privacy of the compart- to the fourth page, who perform other du- /later in life he bought a farm in Dexter, Burton)
his daughter (Mrs, Joel
oral Science.
ments, constitutes the chief specialty of the ties, get from $70to $76 a week. John! F. he lived fewwithweeks
friends
His
death.
bis
Miss
LINDA
C.
VICKERY,
Preceptress,
French,
before
a
Mann, as distinct from other sleeping-cars. Cleveland, financial editor, bas 875; Wil- until
Geometry and Botany.
have reason to believe that in his last hours he
Miss LOVINA H. HAYNES, Normalulasses,
—Boston Advertiser.
liam F. Shanks, city editor, has $70; Cald- found pardon through the blood of Christ.
i
C. HURD, Music.
ELLA
Miss
well, night editor, has $70; Hunt, miscelANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
GrORGE C. CURTIS died in Dexter, June 27, Miss
Williara
$60;
Board
for
¢'ubas,
either
for
ladies
or
gentlemen,
Wyckoff,
;
$60
writer,
laneous
and 9 months, He patiently from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in families, in.
Our kindlier human impulses- are but Winter, dramatic writer, $50, and other 1873, aged28 yearssickness,
calmly made ar- cluding rooms, ete., from $2.50 to $3.50 per week.
and
long
his
endured
purer,
shadows of emotions far nobler,
For further particulars, address the Secretary,
subordinates exclusive of reporters, from rangements for his funerul, selecting the text he
CU. A. FARWELL
higher, which were from the beginning, $35 to $50 a week. Within five years, wished preached from. The large circle of
be
Pittsfield, Me.
shall
time
heartfelt
their
when
by
showed
s
endure
neighbor
shall
and
mourners
and which
has been doubled.
compensation
Tribune
no more.— Horase Greeley.

and lavatories.
disposal of each
can summon an
duty it is to wait

Term

Winter Tom kn

LOAN & REAL ESTATE AGENTS, |

a great

Mes. Ruta W., widow of the late Rev. Hilton
Brackett, died in Charleston, Vt., June 16, 1875,
She leaves to mourn their loss,
years.
At the time
ii son and daughter.
A
of her death and burial, the daughter was in the
Sister B.,
Bermudas caring for a sick husband.
was a Christian.
Her dying request was: “ Tell
George and Mary to seek the Lord.”
The symputhies of the community are with the bereuved,
J. GRANVILLE,

A

Fal Term sigses Fry

Winter

GRAHAM, PERRY & C0.

and

Christian fortitude
sufferer, but. hore all wit
J. M. SMITH.
and calmly fell asleep in Jesus.

Fall Term begins Monday,

1v39

ELVIRA A., daughter of Dea. David and Mary
0. Boynton, died recently in Thoraton, N. H,,

For many

4 CALENDAR:

T

Four terms of

pocinlag
op fo rine

comfort them that they may be an unbroken
family in the kingdom of God.
C. R. SAWYER.

aged 34 yeurs,

associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes.
, ten w
each.
BASIL
ould I]

Improved Farm First Mortgage Coupon
onds
Summer Term begins Monday, Apyil 24; 1876.
Guaranteed. We loan not to ‘exceed ot rd of’
# Sumnes Tom closes Thursday, une 1, 1876,
the value ascertained by personal,
ion by
‘or further
Cc
¥
i
one of the firm.
In many Joars. ' business have
. C,
+ Trustees.
never lost a dollar. We iy Mio MA
a
A
New Hampton, N.H., July 20, 1875.
:
or
©
semi-annuallyin New
drafts, . During
panic when all other securities lagged, our farm
mo
were paid-promptly. = We get funds
from the Atlantic to the Missouri
river, and may
NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
be able to refer to parties of your‘acquaintance,
send for full particulars.
er
FRITZ W. BALDWIN, A.M. Principal, with three
J.B,
WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kansas,
Assistants,

CALEB SMART died of consumption at his residence in Newport, P. Q., June 1, 1875, in his
55th year. Bro. Smart was born in Thornton,
N. H.; was converted during a revival in that
place,when a young man,and united with the C,
B. church = On account of close communion
‘which be did not fellowship, he left them and
did not unite with any other until he and his
companion and only son came to Canada during
the war.
Here he and his companion united
with the Eaton and Newport church in which he
lived respected and died lamented.
We hope
and trust be is crowned with the power of an
endless life in the kingdom of God.
The widow
and son are left to mourn their loss. day the

God of the widow and the fatherless sustain

A. M,, Principal.

A. B.MESERVEY, A+ M., Principal, with: eight

1

For

J. M. NELSON.

Cares Hopspox died in Gorham, Me., June
10, 1875, aged
83 years und 5 months,
Bro. H.
embraced Christ more than. fifty years ago and
united with the .church in Gorbam, Me., of
which he remained a worthy member through
life. He wasa man of business and frust, a
safe counselor and faithful friend.
He gave
liberally of his substance for every good cause.
He was strongly attached to the people of his
choice and a lover of spirituality. The causes of
freedom, temperance and missions he loved and
earnestly maintained.
In his death the church
and community have met with a great loss. He
leaves an azed widow and three sons. He was
buried with Masonic honors, having been a member of that order for more than sixty years.
JOHN PINKHAM.

Tine

ha

BRADLEY,

NEW. HAMPTON INSTITUTION:
Jd

her departure as though it had been a journey
of a few months. ' Her friemls have the sweet

ibe el a
+

e
guaranteed. 4A

LEMS

singlesquare can ‘well be afforded to any sfngle

but seldom out from the deep shadow,* and
away slops after
Carlos had wash
you can
worm, make their equipment, and
himself, and busily engaged in seeing. that ‘always count on their success. - Many a sometimes it is often to the front as that obituary. Verses are inadmissible,’
his tap-boots and Spurs were properly pol- minister, apostolic with his rod if not in his which seems te be the original. One face
Susie P., wife ol V. W. Rand, of Morristown,
other to
ished. He is nudoubistiy a religious man; commission, and many a lawyer have the to the gullible world, and
Vt., and only daughter of A. M. Amsden, died
but there is much less
bigotry about him same tact in catching trout. « They know the inner self which is not deceived; one at her father’s
ence in Hardwick, Vt., J
to you, the dear friend and dupe ; the
aged 21 years and 6 months. The subject of
than is generally, supposed, and for all I how to do it. They can no more impart tongue
other of you, the casfigated acquaintance 22,
this notice experienced a hope in Christ about
could observe,
Spanish clergy do ‘not the skil
l than yon can make the and the ctim ; so the world ‘goes round,’ 7 years
to others
, and nearly two years alter was bapseem to exercise aby undaé infldence on his
ining-rod -ework in unfitting hands, — and truth, lying at the bottom of the well, tizedby the writer and joined the Wolcott &
mind. In fact, I have seen him marching
arper’'s.
is the hardest thing to bé found, though Hardwick F.B, church, and remained aw active
for weeks without having a single cure on
worthy member till death. Possessing susought for so continually. Still, if we can and
perior talents, a cheerful and hopeful mind, she
his staff; but in every
he comes to,
not fish up that truth as a, bodily presence won and retained
many friends, and was a genhe goes first of all to church, and pays a

of Spaniards, he is a bad horseman, and in

WAN Se imme:

TED

are renewed every year.’ Slips ‘are mm
rd their wold | Which
planted about eioht, fect apart, and rapid]

has the to'do 80; and surely, if he or she does: go,

hook,

every.

h
| States, containing fully ten thousand plants
the
betrayed. friend lives
and. in ‘bearing. Somé of thes od Jugs tees,
suspecting the existence of, that '| whichdo not die aftér bearing ‘their fruit,
n the shadow.
erhaps he
ds
it

best guides, the best canoes, the « best fish- the most elemental law of gratitude and
ing-ground. Generous as hé may be in all good breeding should restrain unfriendly
things else, he is always selfish in his. fish- critisism,
ing. He can not endure a rival” Most of
n fact, we may say that under almost eythe guides understand all that can be ery hood may be found two faces mowe or
It is’ one of the less developed. Sometimes the one is very
known about fishing.
strong points in their profession. They in- swall and retiring, and sometimes it is fullThey are not fleshed and prominent ; sometimes it comes
vest but little in novelties,
to the
confined

r

desecrated by a thousand rude hands, defiled by a thousand coarse mouths:
y

=

®

OP

—

i

are Tanne in all stages of

n d evety day in the
ear, Oy I. W
near
Silver Lake, ° or a, has prob: ly
‘| tlie largest banana plantation
in the United

d .

1

people and (rankly {aking off his iw
has somethin

i.

caches, bun
were told to keep them secret, that is no | growth
| , ripeni

Laan
bl dink

haughtiness. When seen on
horseback at
distance, especially. when _salati

cap, he

elevat

FOR

1875.

BOSTON.

Leave PORTLAND at 6,15, and 9.00, A. M., and 2,15 P.M.
Leave
ALTON BAY at 6.35, 9.20, A. M., and 4.00, P.M.
Leave DOVER
at 5.51,
7.55, and 10.45, A .M.

and 4 27, 5.15, and 7.48 P. M.
TRAINS FOR DOVER.
Leave Boston at 7.30, 8.30, and 12,00, A.M., 3.30, 5.00
and 6.00 P. w.
Leave

Portland at 6.15,

9.0),

A.M.,

and

2.35,

and

6 00 P. M.
Leave Alton Bay at 6.33, and 9.20 A M., 4 30, P. M.
TRAINS

FOR

POYTLAND.

Leave BOSTON at 8.30, and 12.00, A. M., and 3.30 and
) P. M.
¢“
DOVER at 10.20, and 10.45,
A, M., and 3.08,
6.13, and 8.17, P. M.
STAGE

CONNECTIONS.

Stages leave Center Harbor for Conway and White
Mountains, at 2, P.M., or on the arrival of the boat
that runs in connection with the 8.80 train from
Boston.
Thursdays
Leave
Wolleborough
Tuesdays,
and Saturdays for Tultonborough,
oultonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.

Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays

and Saturdays

for Laconia.
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednes.
days and Fridays for Alton,
in season to connect
with trains for
Boston and Portland.
5
JAMES T. FURBER,
Gen. Supt.
Pl

EASTERN

&

MAINE

CENTRAL

R. R.

Trains for Dover leave Boston 8.00 A.M, 12.30, 3.15,
4.456 P.M.
Leave Portsmouth

8.00, 5.40. 7.00 P.M.

for Dover 7.15, 9.00,

:

10.20 A.M.,

Leave Boston for Portland 8.30 A.M., 12.30, 6.00, 8.00

PM.
Leave Boston for Bangor 8.30 A.M., 8.00 P.M.
Pullman Sleeping Car.
* Trains for
Portsmouth, Boston, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, &c., leave Dover 6.40, 7.50, 10,15, 1053
4
AM., 4.10, 6.20 P.M.
All Portsmouth and Dover R. R. Trains connect at
Portsmouth with Trains for and from all Stations on
the Eastern Railroad, and on all connecting lines in
Maine, Canada, and the Provinces.

:

GEO.

BACHELDER. Supt. E. R. R.

PAYSON TUCKER, Supt, Me. C. R. R.
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done at the Morning Star Steam Job Printing House, Dover, N. H,
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now 150,306 volumes,

The English commission broke ground, Thurs-

day,to begin their buildings for (he Centennial,

being the first foreign nation. The Japanese
will soon begin their buildings.
says a Cincinnati despateb,
Private information

|

Nast is to give illustrated lectures again next
winter,
New York oity street car companies: employ
nearly 11,000 horses,

in the
states that a post will be established
of
Black Hills, probably ‘with two companies
infantry and one of cavalry. The location has

tcd

The

rapid

large

canned

out a certain quantity

Philadelphia has 3,000 professed beggars, whose

of the

cently for aterm of sixty-three years.
The population of Minneapolis, Minn., bas in-

creased 80 per cent. in five years.
on and Maine Rail
A jury has give the
road Company $2000 damages from the town of

of a

Cape Elizabeth,on account of the laying

the

necessitated

street across a deep cut, which

building of an expensive bridge ‘by the railroad
company.

.
of Congress

Frank Jones, member

The Hon.

elect from the first district of New Hampshire,
has designated Arthur F. Sanborn,of Brookfield,
a cadetship

in Carroll county, as a candidate for

at Military Academy, at West Point.

contents, add

Boston,

Clinton

raised up

and the

the

and Fitchburg road had been

hy the

sculptor,

orders

ing invited to attend a wedding, sent a note in

up in the. United

States,

which

for

response, saving, ‘I

that

circumstances

will

prevent

my

Woodstock, Vt., boasts of a youth, 19 years
old, who is six" feet eight iuches high, Weighs

the

* apaper mill at Towa City, Thursday night:

English lang

ge, He
ro:

pose he is worth dow”.
ing,”he continued,

the

‘Winthrop Savings Bank were entered early Fri-

of the eyes.

3

under decree of

Court, August 2,

in

vania, and Jno. M. Denison, of Maryland.

the whole ' affair, giving the names of the directors of the, butchery
and proving
Brigham
Young to be at least an accessory.
A very rich sulphur mine has been discovered
in Navada.
It is said that a large number of
teams can be loaded by shoveling the sulphur

plan of purchase and re-organization

big

in

the

sums

various

are

used

Of the twenty-five commodores now in the
United States navy, not one of them has served
less than thirty ‘years, while the longest term of
service extends over forty-two years.
The highest taxed property in Boston, is the
small piece of land at the corner (apothecary
which

pays’ $105 per square foot.
All the scholars attending school in one district in New Durham, Mass., are, with a single
exception, the children of Samuel Langley, who
18
has a family of fourteen, the eldest being

is 36

facilities for

packers of canned

and is to erect there a fine house for his future
summer home,
The

Postmaster-General hus selected
the

time

a

between

new
New

York and Chicago twenty-six hours.
The Fall River weavers, held
The general
Saturday evening.

a meeting, on
fecling seems

to be in favor of suspension’ rather

During the spring thaws

of money

must

processes

and

and

and if the mildew

exported

Fhoking are unavaila-

A despateh from Madrid says that the constitutional committee, by a vote of 26 agaiust 7, rejected the amendment to the new constitution in
opposition
to the principle of religious liberty.
The annual revenue to the English government from the cultivation and manufacture of

India,

is between

£6,000,000

and

£7,000,000,
A $41,000 obelisk is to mark the grave of -a
New Zealand chiet who died in 1840.
Sweden has no national debt, and its surplus
revenue last year umounted to nineteen millions
of dollars.
The new buildings which are now in course
of erection, at Montreal,
ure estimated to cost

$4,500,000,
“ “London, the

wealthiest city

in the world,

is

Just organizing its first safe deposit eompany.
The Louvre has bought for 12,000 francs, the
statue of the Virgin. rece uly discovered at Tou-

raine,
Mr. Jones, Minister to
on account of ill health,

Belgium, lias resigned

The river Nene, England,

time.

It has

ascertain

where surface ditches or sunder-drains are most
needed. Thousands of acres of winter grain.

CANDLES,
Spéru

has overflowed its

Pic

BiCton,

been

George

Stark,

of Mussachusetts,

J.

The

fields and notice the killed-out

sprouts,

ing each and deducting them from the sum total

represent-

of the acres

producing a good yield, they would

discover one cause

exceed $30 000, in ad-titiou to the lot, which,with

the building, is the gif ol Mr. Brown.
A summer school at Penikese, limited to a few

connected

of the best students in natural hist)ry
with

the college, will probably be

established mi

lives.
| 1876; butit is doubted whether uw sMoolof the
presént scope of Penikese can be ran unless very
A Berlin despatel indicates that Germany
jurgely endowed.
will be Jargely represented at the Centennial
Prof, Ward, of Syracuse University, has just

com-

come into possession of what is pronounced a
verituble American erocodile,a reptile whose existence in this country has long been in dispute.

"mission has been appointed to olitdin mote room
. for the German department.
The Rev. Athanase Coquerel, is dead,

The specTmen

‘wus ‘shot in Florids

last winter,

and measures fourteen feet in length.’
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Muslin Dresses.

well, but do not wring it lest it get torn; rinse

estern

#y he

tcee,

A premium will be given to every farmer in
Cherokee, (reorgia and Alabama gounties, Ga,

about

150,000

effort

to

acres of

Connecticut lobster fishermen

at the fair this fall, who will’ furnish satisfactory

Sheet and Pipe
1 ppd
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ISCHARGES from the eat,
Catarrh, Bronchitis,
ve Breath, Cone
,Throat
roat Affection and Debility of the Nerv
ystem, from whatever cause, cuted by

Dr. Lighthill,
Ayasmple

histatins
in

in the
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MARBLE

JApans. erases 35808

WOOL.

Fickiock se at g.. a

ShippingB’d 13 00 &23 00 |
FRCC.e sees 12 00 @17 00

«00 % ia %

fee

Nain

LER INE

2% ga

Coarse.....

|Mich., N, Y. & hid

pooh

Extra... MY 46 @.

OR

SNOW-

miles

$00 000,000, tons.

YORK

JAMES MOORE,
ARE

11 Paine Street,

Circular frge

- Providence, n. I
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ly to Religious eulture and

tains departments

aper; devoted large-

wteliiganos, bur con-

MARKET.

vance, $2.50

July 21, 1875.
REMITTANCES must be made in money orders, bank checks, or drafis if possible. When neiBEEF AND PORK.
:
...1000 @ 10 75 | ther of these can be procured, send the money in a

@ 2050

©2000

Pork, new mess, ¥ bbl. ..

BUREN

@ 28

.iceersienies .2

State new, g00d to prime

2:

Lard, steam rendered. ....... RR,

_ CHEESE.
Dairies, good to prime.....ceoveus
Dairies, d0.cosseesessansisssssssenes,

je 2
1H egn

COFFEE,
Java,
¥ bh, ¥ bag gold

oveeviiiniiine wees26

Maracaibo, ¥h.,¥ bag, gold Seanseeenernns 22

COAL.
Anthracite (by

the cargo),

«...ceevee
«.

@ 28

@ 28§

500

@

650

675

@

T2

English House Cannel .
we 1700
Liverpool Gas Cannel ..... PIER 1200

@ 18 C0
@ — —

EGGS.
tate, ¥ A0Z.uuvvvivsrivaarnuinnrisnne - 22
)
FLOUR.
.
, i
eXIIR «vou vsnsssscsndssinninveis

@—28

500

@

Southern FIour .oieeevvesasnne wseasse BOD
Rye Flour .ooiveiessasssssssenns wise 480
Corn Meal, #
bbli..ooeaass aise
300
GRAIN,
Amber, Western, ¥ bush. ...coieveee 182
Western Corn, mixed, # bush
v= 80
Rye, Western, "bushes. vues
=
Barley, State, g" bush.

«
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@
@
@

800
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@ — 82
@ 110
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@
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| mate their

STATE, as well as town.

munications
previous,
nested to note
Kach subscriber is particularly
jon of his subthe date on the label for the ex
scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year,Pr ont further reminder from this oflice.
Liberal discount is made to those who pay in adYauce, add our object is to secure advance payment
as the rule,
——

1700

SPECIAL

OFFERS.

Clubs of sux or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW

SUD-

SORIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each, strictly
in advance. Shere being no arrearage on the part of
old subsor
oH who will farnish the name of a
Any porch
NEW ONE, can have thee two copies of the paper at
$4.60, rious in advan
A to act as agents for the Esare reques!
Pastors
in! Shtaintng subscribers, collecting arWh 2d
rearages, remitting money, &c.; and when they do
this they are entitled to ten per cent. of the money
they receive for the Séar , except on money sent for
clubs; then itis proper that the subseribers should
pay the commission, if any is desired.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-office~whethér directed to his name or
lie has subscribed or not—is
another's, or whetlfér
responsible for the payment.
discontinued, he
paper
his
orders
person
a
If
2,
pay all arvearages, or the publisgher may conmust
it unti

pouiment

made,

is

and

collect

tinue A send
the whole hmount, whether the phper is taken from

hg office or not.

sx nds svisins mn dinia sain va Nelms vine «8,812

:
IRON.
Am, Pig Iron, Nos. 1 and 2..
SCotch Pig ..cnnsssneigsssnns
Swedes, bar, ordinary ‘sizes
ry

@—17

HOPS

OMA; 1870024

etter.

Money thus sent will be at our

sent at our expense.
to this office persons will Please Aesig~
In writing

2.

American Tituminous

Sate,

[resis

@
to press Moaday noon, and com12 @ 13} | The Star goes
for insertion ought £3 bs here on Friday

Western, d0, ......cosvisisnnses iesseinive 20

Factory
Farm

&c., &c.

of the FreeIt is under the Alrsction and patronage
but is liberal towards all, and is taken
will Baptists,
of its
because
views,
religious
kn
of
By
by i
real wo
adir
strictly
paid
if
or,
Tats £83.00 or year;

‘Wholesale Prices for the week ending,

Beef, eB

Assorted

cents.

FLAKE

Do.Spruce 35 00 45 00 | Medium.9 .... 19 @.. 50 | S2bDAth
Schools, Circle,
The Family
Shingies pineel70@ 550
Rural and Domestic,
{| "Do. cedar.. 000 @ 0 00 |California....
Literary Miscellany,
.
Laths, pine.. 137 @ 2 00 |Canada....
Literary Reviews,
J
“0a 0
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do.
|
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0
00.8
0
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ooks 0 00 g 0 00
News Summary,
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White
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Cloax
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00'¢38 00 | Fine
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L
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-
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stand approxithately thus: Great Britain, 5,600;
France, 1,000 ; Saarbruck, 900; Belgium, 500; Bohein, 4005 Westphulia, 860; Spain, 200; Ire.

is about
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t§ | where—best inducements—don’t
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_{ annually,®

le

LEATHER,

state legislature to let them catch lobsters eight
inches long, instead of ten inches, as prescribed
by the existing law.

prog: world’s Yied of coul

Cn pL

8} Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
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Young Hyson.. 30
Sole—
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ee 03 lt
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evidence that he has
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any pi
product this year for the use of bis family’ and, land, 150; Russia, 100, The British Possessions
stock.
1 odeupy 7.000; "thé United Stutes, 200,000. The"

American fron is selling at Wadnerhum
“England, at $356 per ton,
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hal Next year
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MEAD

$00 tous of

land along the line of the Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa Fe Railroad
and
have brought
some
$2,000,000 in gold into the country.
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Auburn.

near Boston.) Mass. A

circular. THE WELLS TEA COMPANY,
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Orleans.
{New
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Over 800,000 baies of cotton
are consumed
annually in New England
factories, but only
150 000 bales are bought and sold in Boston, ,
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31,

0
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| Western dry.. ne. in
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in Boston annually.
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into England

« The occupants of 600 shanties nlong the lines
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taken in the Canadian fisheries amounts to about
8,000,000 cans annually.
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The cropof melons in Florida is uonprecedented. A recent letter says 200,000 can be furnished

said

BRADFORD,

berries, bul7 vogll 00

150 @ 2 00

Wheat,westn

=

Mennonites

nes

Southern Jell . =:

Tne New Orleans Picayune pats the incoming
cotton crop at three million six hundred and
fifty thousand bales,

The

iE
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178.18
Vi. pio! FO
Lemons, iors 008 "900
6 50g..7 00
Skim .coeiinve
ve
h—
Potatoes,
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— §
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BOXersnseer 28082
Loose Musc.3 30 @ 8 35 Onions
¥ bbl 4 50 @ 5 00
GRAIN,

forty Granges in Washington
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yermoo.
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in 1191.
An oyster measuring twenty-two by ten inches has been found at Greenwich, Conn,
It is stated that one Parisian
milliner uses
40,000 humming birds every season.
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Potato

pie,
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FRUIT.

then go over the work with a hot solution of
pearlash (two ounces to ome pint of water) till
it assumes a perfectly blue color.

old rubber shoes manufactured

0,
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Mailed Free. -

Most best 3100 4H 0
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A
Corn Meal....390 g 4 0 |

the wood with it, and
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Pickled. ,
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A’ blue stain—Dissolve copper fil-

It is estimated
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department. For cire pase adwniasion,
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new work.
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then it may be bottled ‘for use. A mahogany
stain—Wash the wood with diluted nitric acid
(ten parts of water to one of nitric acid). For
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do.
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_ COFFEE.

kettle till the annotto is d&
ed, then put in a
piece of potash the sizeof a w
t. Keep the
mixture over the fire half an hour longer, and

measur-
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Sweet...

do.

|
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St. Domingo...19

The Hon. Mr. Gladstone, ex-Premier of Engit about quickly in the bran for a couple of minutes. Rinse again well for a couple of minutes land, while on a recent visit to Nottingham
in clean water.
Squeeze out dry, and hang it Park, felleda tree five feet in circumference,
between two lines. A clear, dry day should be occupying three-quarters of an hour to the lalegacy
a
of
ceived $75,000 as a first installment
bor. He used an American ax.
-chosen to wash muslin dresses, Half a dozen
bequeathed by Charles Clifton, an American en- may be done in this way in.balf an hour.
James Holdens of Buffalo, N. Y.;is most likeTbe
gineer, born in Yorkshire.
last rinse may be prepared in the same way as ly the champion onion raiser of this country.
president
elected
Rev. Dr. C. N. 8im+ has been
the rinses for woolen fabrics. A colored pattern His average crop is 7,000 bushels, of which numof Illinois Wesleyan University, vice Dr. Ful- on a white ground must not be blued. The bran ber he usually stores
3,000 bushels over the
lows, resigned.
muy here be dispensed with, When the dress winter,
to
js
College,
President Barnard of Columbia
is dry, make the starch; for a colored musi,
In an ordimary three-story brick house thirty
succeed the late Professor Winlock of Harvard,
white starch, and unboiled, but made with boil thousand gallons of water are absorbed by the
as chairman of the commission created by Con- ing water, is best for muslin dresses, Suir the brick and mortar in the construction; and this
gress 10 make tests with a view of ascertaining
starch with the end of a Wax’ candle; dip the immense quantity must all or nearly all be got
causes of steam boiler explosions.
dress; hang it again to dry. When dry, rinss rid of before they ure safe as dwellings.
Rev. Dr. John Hall is to deliver a course ol it quickly and thoroughly in clean water; hang
In Jersey City, Brooklyn, and New York
lectures to the Yale theological students on Sun- itto dry agusin; sprinkle and roll it up; afterday sehool work, and conducting Bible classes, wards iron it with very hot irons. Hot irons alone are 600,000 people crowded into tenement
Heretofore it has had no place in the Seminary keep the starch stiff. This riusing after starch- houses, often forty or fifty families living in one
tenement? There are.170,000 people living in
ut
is vir duced
feature
same
The
course.
ing 1s called clear starching; none of the stif2,700 tenements.
:
Princeton.
ness, but most of the unsightliness.of the starch
The United States Commissioner of AgrieulThe Methodists of Indiana purpose to hold
is removed inthis way, The advantage of thus
arand educational reanion” at Indiunapois, Sept cleansing dresses instead of washing them is, ture says that Pennsylvania comes nearer being
It will ba in the interest of Indiana Asbury
14.
first, if colored, the proce-s is so rapid that there self-supporting than any of the older States of
She raises nearly everything,
ix no! time tor the colors to run. Seeondly, the large population,
University, Greeaeastle,
The new library buildingat Brown Universit
fabrii~ not rubbed, aud ‘therefore not strained and her manufacturing and mining districts are
is to be fire-proof,capable of holding one hundred
and worn ou’. Thirdly, the process saves neur- her markets,
It cost wil not Iy “ull labor, and is so quickly dome that any |
and forty thousand volumes,

are submerged, depriving three thousand cattle
of pasturage,
The rise was so rapid that residents along the river barely escaped with their

An imperial

oy MG

seaseeessndS

Quanel....,

these ingredients,” A purple stain—Take one
pound of chipped
logwood, three quarts water,
four ounces pearlashy
and two ounces powdered
indigo. A cherry staln—Take three quarts rain
water, four ounces anhtto; boil in a copper

ings in aquafortis; brush

i
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Molds...

immedi-

mahogany

1867

i

vinegar, four ounces best verdigris ground fine,
one-half ounce sap green; : thoroughly mix

excellent

d dl

NTIES,

For the week ending July 21, 1835.

. The different préparation for staining wood,
ean be Jnade according to the following directions: A green stain—Take three pints strong

heavy rains, the

LT

.
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articles rinsed dfterwards in clean water.

on the Fields.
and

sufficiently

NE

Markets.

Java¥ B.....28

does not disappear

icate colors, when

peracre.
We frequently hear farmers say that
winter wheat was pretty good on the whole,
All bondholders, who wish to share in the bene- but badly killed out in spots. Now, in nine
fits of the plan or desire information, should im- cases out of ten, these unproductive spots are
mediate address Thé Purchasing Committee, N. where water remains late in the spring, or
P. R. R., at 23 Fifth Avenue, New York.
after heavy rains in summer.
It is a waste of
time and seed to plow and sow such land with
winter grain; still, thousands do it year after
Educational.
year without ever attempting 10 remedy the
Prof. Huxley has 350 studentsjn the Edinburgh
evil. In many instances
the cost of making
University.
permanent drains that would effectually prevent
Wooster University of Ohio, lately graduated
losses from the cause named, would pot cost
21 students. The degree of LL. D. was bestowed on Prof. Moses Coit Tyler, of Michigan Um- one-half the value of a single crop. But men
are prone mot to count a thing lost until it has
versity.
Chun Lung, a Chinese youth, is a bright fresh- once been im their possession; hénce the in.difference to preventing the destruction of growman at Yale.
ing grain which, in fact, is as much of a loss as
The oldest living graduate of Bowdoin College
though a man had burned up the same amount
is Seth Storer of Scarboro, Me., the class of 1806.
Rev. C. D. Helmer of the Union Park Congre- of bank notes, If every farmer could be made
to look at all the little failures as direct losses
gational church, Chicago, declines in a characof cash, they would be more careful
to avoid
teristic letter,the degree of ** D. D.” recently bethem.—
Selected.
stowed by Beloit College.
The Norwegian Lutherans of the Northwest
contemplate the founding of a theological semii
;
nary in Chicago.
It is thought that Chicago will
become the great center of the Lutheran Church
Muslin dresses,even of the most delicate color.
for the north-western states.
can be cleaned inten miuutes or a quarter of
Rev. D. MacDill, D. D., has been chosen to
an hour, without losing their color.
Melt balf
the newly created professorship of metaphysics,
a pound of soap in a gallon of water, empty it
logic, and political economy of Monmouth Colin a washing-tub; place near two other large
lege, Ill. He is the author of a valuable book,
tubs of clean water, and stir into one a quart of
¢ The Bible a Miracle.”
bran. Put the muslin in the soap, turn it over
A Hebrew college is to be inwngyruted in Ocand knead it in a few minutes; squeeze it out
tober next at Cincinnati.

banks, and thousands of acres of grazing land

exhibition, in Philadelphia,

submerging

all the cities and in some of the smaller towns of
Connecticut.
Owens College, Manchester, England, has re-

FOREIGN .

opium in

to

MERICAN

sold at much less than they cost. The estimate |'
of canned tomatoes on hand in Philadeldhia
alone was recently 200,000 cases of two dozen:
each, or four million eight huvdred thousand
cans,

ately, lay it In the sun for a few minutes, or dip
it again joto the lime-water.
The
work 1s
effectually and speedily done, and the chloride
of lime neither rots the cloth nor rémoves del

goods Dave just closed

farmer has an excellent opportunity to

Drawing has been jotroduced in the schools of

than reduc-

»

tion,

time

RORY

a stock of the canned goods yetin the hands of

to cut timber isin the summer, when in full
leaf, allowing the top to remain undisturbed

S———

Wacthmg

bought

a commanding site on the bank on the Connecticut River, overlooking the village of Windsor,

mail route, shortening

from

Glover, ¥

the manufacturers and dealers, which are being

The Lewiston Journal says that the best time

a large’ proportion ot

sea-stores,

‘Standing Water

ed by this committee, has been unanimously approved by a general meeting of the bondholders.

:

has, it is said,

and

known effectually to cure the ailment.

tomato

— Boston Commercial Bulletin

K. Moorhead and J. N. Hutchinson, of Penusyl-

directly into the wagons from the surface, and
that it can be hauled to the railroad for $12 per

Mr. William M. Evarts

Opening the eyes

tea-spronful

Philadelphia, where they adjusted many of their
difficulties, which will be of great advantage
not only to the trade but to the public ib general, who 81 largely invest ingtheir productions.

New York

the church turning State’s évidence and exposing

Langley, the mother,

too,

A simple and pleasant remedy to cure ‘hoarseness 1s furnished by beating up the white of one
egg, adding to i the juice of one lemon, and
sweetening with white sugar to taste, Takea

the first session of their National Association in

in the limits of the town.
The Northern Pacific Railroad, with all its
property and franchises, is to be soldat auction

‘Vermont,

Mrs.

It is said;

and apply the juice. It never is known to fail
when thoroughly applied,

bie

the later being but on years old, all living with-

have

and

hands

the requisite

“and he owes for the basket.”

éd, Friday, at the trial of the perpetrators of the
Mountain Meadow massacre, x former bishop of

years of age.
years old.

flies.

—commonly called * touch-me-not.” Its botanical name is Fmpatiens fulva. It commonly
grows where the ivy does. Bruise the leaves

city, for the benefit of the first bondholders. The are destroyed every year for the want of a litcommisand
purchased
general body of bondholders have united ina tle attention to the opening of ditches, and
bas
The government
sioned a light-draft steamer for service in the plan for protecting their interests, by causing when the water is upon the fields, one can sce
exactly where
to dig, and how deep to dig. If
Rio Grande against marauders from Mexico, and the Road and property to be bid in for them by a it 1s not convenient to do the ditching now, let
|
same
the
for
out
fitted
be
will
Bondholders’
Committee,
selected
for
the
purone or two others
stakes be driven in depressions in the grain
pose. This committee consists of Johnston Liv- fields as marks for future work in this direepurpose.
Evidence of the highest importance was elicitingstone, of New York, Frederick Billings, of tion. If farmers would look over -their grain

streets,

kill

pondent of the Country Gentleman, is caladine,

out of town, being jtist the kind of things where

We gave it up. * Noth-

grandmet bers, aud One gredtsgreat grandmother,

The condition of spring and winter
wheat
throughout the country, as shown by the returns
to the department of agriculture, indicates about
82 per cent. of an average crop.

and Winter

will

Ae

A aanae.
is an admirable prophylactic and tonic, as well Timothy seed, ¥ bush, iy
SUGARS,
as a very nourishing and easily digested article
Crushed
sugar, ¥ B.....oee.eiiis Si eraeagy of food.
Granulated sugar, ¥ bo. Vesesvadans
aii PREIE Hi
Tomato culture has been an important feature
TEAS.
pA
of farming in New Jersey for several yehrs past,
+
BN
A LL
—
owing principally to such large quantities being flere
Sect
aan eess Seip IPR os == 80
8
used by the canning factories; but we have
saNebds sides iandiealne 09
- 11
oi)
been informed by reliable parties that the demand for packing, the coming season, is likely to
GOLD AXD STOCK MARKET,
be very greatly diminished, therebeing so large
July 24, 187. §

the

them in clean salt water has been found benefi~
cial to those whose eye-sight begins to fail.
A sure cure for iyy poisoning, says a corres-

ure. and excursion parties, and for persons going

whith. an

There is living in East Machias, N. Y., a child
who hus two parents, two grandfathers, two
grandmothers, two gretigrandiathers, two great

day morning and robbed of a considerable sum.
The burglars, in blowing open the safe, badly
damaged the building, and mutilated a quantity

store) of Washington

und

To pickle eggs, boil the eggs hard, remove
the shells, and cover the eggs with vinegar in
which blood beets have been pickled. For a
picnic these ave very nice and showy. °
The Rural New Yorker says that salt water
has been highly recommended for a weakness

to all parts of the worid. ‘Just at this season
the demand is active for picnics, yachting, pleas-

enest oceurs is 6.” Ne
coessiont @
oidhnr pp
Pe
z.
© ¢ That man,” said a wag, “ came to this city
forty years ago, purchased a basket, and commenced gathering rags. How much do you sup-

evening, killing three men.
Five men were killed by a boiler ‘explosion in

ton.

consumption of this fruit, which he maintains

-earthgfn-ware

abate the fly nuisance.

movements of the goods. Probably as many as
two hundred millions of cans are annually put

over 2005pounds and Js pn

In the

enormous,

change

aeceptance to the invite.”

An Erie Railway locomotive exploded Friday

men

regret

repugnant
to the acquiescence

Forty-nine persons were more or less seriously
burned by the explosion of inflammable fluid at
_ Newark, Ohio, on Thursday, while testing a
. patent fire extinguisher, and one has since died.

Four

unglazed

Carolina, rime, ¥ hb...
EEE) AINE
"Rangoon, §

affections in Paris is owing to the. increased

meat, venison and tripe. This is a pretty liberal bill of fare, especially when we include the ‘until the
deviled entrements which have been more re-

be

* “ State of Connecticut and city of Hartford.

of bills: and other valuables.
been arrested on suspicion.

or

Wrap a wet cloth

RICE.

physi-

cian thinks the decrease of dyspepsia and bilious

that

meat for piés, sausage

nial buildings will aggregate about 6,000 tous, of
which
more
more
than
four-fifths will
be
wrought.
A young man, ‘“illiterate but polite,” on be-

of the

The National Bank of Winthrop, Me., and

pot

eminent French

leaves dry. The’ tree being cut, the
a oe
re "iu
ontoto ed
leaves still draw sap from it to keep them from
) pure. gw % A
Bri
He
Low M gma.
cently added, and which embrace ham, tongue,
wilting,
and
continue
the
process
till
the
tree
is
It was a keen-witted postioffice clerk who de- lobster, turkey and chicken.
DOMESTICS.
No. hindi Qe oo
;
nearly absorbéd of sap, and is consequently Sheett
and Shirtings— | Zinc,
cided that a letter directed to ** Exitur, NumTo give some idea of the business done in this
No. hriiiar e104 WH) |
|
11
towards seasoning. Then it Heavy 4-4..... 10i8..
chair,” should be sent to Exeter, New Hamp- line, we may state that one éstablishmentalone well advanced
@.. 2
“y » Paris, Wl te....2}
i
od
should
be
peeled
and
the
seasoning
completed.
wh.
oe
“.
ee
shire.
in this city sold last year 7,500 dozen cans of
..
83
24
Venkedwow
6.
§
Cloths...
Print
Santa Anma is seventy-seven years old, but is tomatoes, 3,000 of peaches, 2 500 of corn, 1,100 of By this method the sup is quickly and thoroughly
removed
from
the
tree,
and
the
timber
will
..
1
8
1
«.
|Whiting—ocom
9
still erect and slender, and hig black hair and peas, 600 of blue-herries, 100 of succotash, 650 of
iene er
20 @ 000
wenes
resist decay much longer,
and
make
better Tick
weeneses 00 @ee 00
eyes yét preserve thigit original brilliancy.
8
@..
quince, besides large quantities of beef-soup,
Singhams. ....40 @:.00 French Yellow..2}
$ 8 00
A little girl, after noticing for some time the ox-tail, mock-turtle, pea, and chicken, salmon, lumber.
Mous.deLaines00 §.. .. |V
8$@.-4
The New York Times give this revipe for re- Carpetings—
glittering gold stopping iu her aunt’s front teeth, sardines, &e. To these may be added condens-’
».. 5
14
nnd
Py
1
sup.8-ply @
exclaimed, “ Aunt Mary, I wish I had copper- ed milk and coffee in no small quantities. It is moving mildew: Make a very weak solution Lowell
Extra Superfine.. @ 1 »
of
chloride
of
lime
in
water
(about
a
heaped-up
toed teeth like yours.”
evident, when we take into account all the other tea-spoonful
to a quart of water), strain it careThe quantity of iron to be used in the Centenv R a o
grocery stores of the city, that the trade must fully, and dip tae spot on the garment into it; Cod_largeqt.4 » gre
erosene.

It is
Babbitt metal boxes extracted therefrom.
a question with the police and railroad officials
whether the work was done. in PRitchburg or at
South-Framingbam.
A bronze statue of Dr. Horace Wells; the discoverer of anesthesia, was yesterday placed upon
It was executed by
.the park in Hartford, Coen.

T. H. Bartlett,

mullagatawny,

minced

flower

An

pe

. The other morning it was found that the axles

of a whole train of cars on

and pea; also

"The Parisians devour 1,000,000 bushels of a pples every winter,

ry:

with

gains average more than $3.00 per day.
pound the necessary amount of boiling or simNew York pays her Supreme Court judges mering, is so easy, and demands so httle'exerThe second installment of the Farragut prize- $17,500 per year each.
tion or culinary ability, that it is no. marvel such
_money is to be distributed immedtately.
The deepest mining shaft in the world is locat- a labor-saving device has been so widely patronThere are still about 900 very important cases ed near Charleroi, in Belgium, aud is 2,820 feet ized. It is estimated that the canned goods’
yet to be acted upon by the Alabama cluims com- deep.
business of the United States now . amounts to
mission, and it is said a further grant of time will’
or. James R. Osgood spends the summer at about $20,000,000 annually, and itis constantly
Kittery Point, Me.
be asked of Congress.
growing.
The recent heavy rainfalls in Ohio bave done
The question of starting a Methodist paper in
Originally bat
a few articles were put up in
nearly $20,000 damage to property,
Philadelphia is agitating the preathery of that this way, which were, for the most part, fruits
Philadelphia has raised $5,000 for free excur- city.
or ‘* preserves;” now the listof canned goods
Paganini’s violin is carefully preserved in a embraces fish, flesh and fowl, fruit, vegetables
sions for poor children,
Gen. MeCléflan, who has been spending the glass case in the municipal palace of Genoa.
and berries, in fact, almost everything that
The Mollychunkemunk is the euphounious title constituteg human food. Among the fruits are
* winter upon the Upper Nile, will return home
of a new pleasure steamer recently launched on peach, pine-apple, strawberry, blue-berry, thimthis month.
Chicago claims that ten millions of dollars will a lake in Maine,
bleberry, pear, apricol, common apples and
A Frenchman has discovered a way of manu- quince, Of vegetables, are beans, peas, sweet
be expended in constructing 300 buildings in that
facturing glass which will stand a severe blow corn, tomatoes, pumpkine, asparagus and: succity this summer,
without breaking.
Seven hundred and forty converts to Mormoncotash, Of meats,
are beef, veal, mutton, chick.
Tt was Sydney Smith who retorted upon some en, turkey, goose and ham. Of fish, mackerel,
ism landed at Castle Garden on the 14th inst.,
one
who
had
called
him
an
every-day
man.
from the steamer Idaho.
halibut, salmon, codfish, haddock, trout, lobThe Old Dutch church property, New York, “Well, if 1 am an every-day man you are a weak sters, oysiers and clams. Besides these are vaone.”
the block bounded by ‘Nassau, William, Fulton
rious kinds of soups, such as mock turtle, oxvegetable,

Ye
=

molasses,

General Garfieldis seriously ill in Washington.

tail, chicken,

"

A

horses washed with the same tea will not be
disturbed by the pests. It can be bought at any
drug store, andis worth trying ifit will at all

To open a can, pour

requisite proportion of water, and give the com-

A new design for postal cards has been adopted. It will be printed in black upon * eau de
Nil” green card-boards.
Take away my first letter, take away my second letter, take away all my letters, and ‘I am
still the same—The postman.

Hints and (oh

Te

is a draft of air,
A strong tea made of quassia, sweetened

not yet been decided upon.

and Ann streets, including the rooms where the
daily prayer meetings were held, was leased re-

so
fey

-t

covering vessel, and place the whole where there

food

popular need; un need, indeed, not very complimentary to he industry of cooking accomplish.

ments of our fair citizens,

yl

A simple mode of keeping butter in ‘wari
weather is to set over. the dish containing it a

business shows that the article must meet a great

Dickens asked at a geance, “Are you the spirit
of Lindley Murray” The spirit answered, ‘1
are.”
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